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Title word cross-reference

α

SWK

[FWBSO97, HDV+98, DSG+98, MN98, MMAK97, MZNR98, MM97b, MBCS98, MGD97, NMK97, SBPR],

WMR97, hWM+99, KD97a, MBA97, MSH+97, OWD+99, SAR+99, SWK+99, SKC97, TNFK+98, WRG98].

B

[SBPR99, WZB98, ZLM+98].

LMR

-Actinin

[SGA99, ZSB99] -anchored [FGA+98].

-Actinin-coated [FGA+98].

-Amyloid [CGC+97a].

-anchored [LMC+98].
-And [CIK+99]. -ATPase [GHS98]. -based [RdPR98, KTD+97].
-binding [YTT99, SLW+96, YCR+98]. -Bungarotoxin [RDS+99]. -C-kinase
[CBM+98]. -Catenin [BPA+97, vHGB+97, LPM+99, BLRS97, EPMB+99,
IIM+99, LTR+97, MM97b, NG99, OOB99, PBA+97, SSR+97, SGR97,
SSS+98, WKR+98, WAV98, WRG98]. -Catenin-Vinculin [WUUI+98].
-Cells [KKLA97]. -chain [DNB+96]. -complexed [LRG+98]. -containing
-deficient [BBJ98]. -dependent [GHP+96, GRS+99, LCS96, FCTPA+99, TGW99,
CT97b, CNP+95, MAB98, NMK+97, PT97, SKS99, SMH98, TMM97]. -Dystroglycan
[MLC99]. -endonexin [SOE+95, KSE+97]. -Factor
[CFS98]. -Golgi [CSA+97, JMS97, KHHS97, MM97a, VBG+97]. -Granules
[HOS+97]. -Helical [SDDV97]. -Iminodipropionitrile [ZLL+98].
-independence [SKS99, VvZ99, WLG+96, MLW+95]. -induced
[DOP+98, ABM+99]. -kinase
[AJS96, BDE+95, CMC+98, Dav95, GPRS+95, SMFC95, SDTE95, TCM96].
-kinases [BGN+97]. -mediated
[HSML98, SEC+95, MSW+98, GSR+96, SMH98]. -methylene-diphosphonate
[HCAW95]. -methyltetrahydrofolate
[SM96]. -micron [PHB+96]. -O-benzyl [HRdFP+95, dPF95, RWO95,
RSJK95, SKR96]. -RANTES
[RFVCM+99]. -regulated [HIW+98, BML+97, RWOA97]. -Regulatory
[LNH+98]. -Sarcoglycan [DSM+98b, HLJ+98]. -Secretase
[ALC+99, CGC+97a]. -signalizing [vdBCH+95]. -SNAP [BMB+97]. -specific
[ZB98]. -Spectrin [WS98]. -Subspecies [SSI+97, SKY+98]. -subunit
[OBW98, BPD99]. -Synergin [PSLR99]. -syntrophin [SYO+95]. -tagged
[OTQM+98]. -Terminal
[SHWM+99, vHR97, BPA+97, FKNN97, HPL97, KD97a, MBA97, MSH+97,

/c [YTY+99]. /CD9 [NIM95]. /Cyclin [NNSN97]. /eIF6 [SPV+99]. /G
[KBS+99]. /H [FWG+96, WSG+98]. /PTH [ASA+96]. /PTH-related
/RPTP [MN98]. /third [DLB96].

000-dalton [RFNF96]. 000-M [KPKWW95]. 029 [CSC+98].

1 [AKC+95, AFFS96, ABT+98, ALVMM98, AKM+98, BNW+99, BSRG99,
BHIF97, CWSL97, CC98, CMC+98, CMS98, CDH+99, DPZ+97, DAP+95,
DKN+97, DHT96, FCMN97, FSH+98, FSFT98, GMGHD98, GvdFvD+99,
GGD+97, HGW+98, IMW+99, ISN+99, INMT97, IFM+99, JMM+98,


8 [MSL+98a]. 8-kD [BRLM98]. 8-Positive [MSL+98a]. 80 [XGC96]. 80-kD [XGC96]. 80s [VSGF96].

abnormalities [ADP\textsuperscript{+}95, AYF96, CGSY\textsuperscript{+}99, DPT\textsuperscript{+}97, KZS\textsuperscript{+}98, RLMC99].

Abolish [QPH\textsuperscript{+}98]. Abolishes [GRTB97]. ABP [CRCH95, LTW\textsuperscript{+}97].

ABP-120 [CRCH95]. ABP-280 [LTW\textsuperscript{+}97]. abrogation [PHB96]. abrupt [ZKSB96].

Absence [AC95a, EFB\textsuperscript{+}98, SVM\textsuperscript{+}99, DSGF95, DPH95, KTC95, LYY\textsuperscript{+}95, MKB\textsuperscript{+}95, SSY\textsuperscript{+}96, SSL\textsuperscript{+}95, CML\textsuperscript{+}98, KDBW97, KGHG98, SG99a, ULMT99]. absent [RACHV96]. abundant [CSDR96, KSY\textsuperscript{+}98].

Acetobacter [BCMK95, JOPM98, KAP95, MSP97, OP96b].

Acetylation [GCB95]. Acetylcholine [GDR95, ACHG95, FDH96, MPW95, Wal95, WHH96, BGH\textsuperscript{+}98, DP98, LE97, MMM\textsuperscript{+}98, OMS97, SGY99].

Acetone [CCMC97, CHH97, BAC\textsuperscript{+}96, EB95, HWPC96, KSL96, MLLT95, NNMW96, OSK\textsuperscript{+}96, OAB\textsuperscript{+}96, STN\textsuperscript{+}96, WPS\textsuperscript{+}96, XGR95, YFST\textsuperscript{+}96, CBS\textsuperscript{+}97, CNG98, DS98, ESR97, GF97, TSD\textsuperscript{+}97, YHD\textsuperscript{+}98].

Acetone-induced [HH97, EB95, OSK\textsuperscript{+}96]. acid-neural [WPS\textsuperscript{+}96].

Academic [BBW98]. Acids [LHS97a, SKY\textsuperscript{+}98, SBS98].

Acid [BD98, AYF96, CGSY\textsuperscript{+}99, DPT\textsuperscript{+}97, KZS\textsuperscript{+}98, RLMC99].


Acrosomal [GRB97, AZF96, WSG\textsuperscript{+}95]. Acrosome [SOH\textsuperscript{+}95, LYG9F97]. acrosomes [WS95a]. across [DFD\textsuperscript{+}97, NMHS95, PCL\textsuperscript{+}96, VJHR96, WHM\textsuperscript{+}96].

Acryl30 [BL99]. act [KA95, LO96, AvdG99, BS97, KLS\textsuperscript{+}99]. ActA [LZK\textsuperscript{+}97, STP96]. ACTH [BBW98].

Actin [BMC\textsuperscript{+}99, BZL\textsuperscript{+}98, CLS\textsuperscript{+}97, Cun95, ELL\textsuperscript{+}99, EGK\textsuperscript{+}99, GCST97, HCW96, HCM96a, KTC95, KcZ97, LLH\textsuperscript{+}99, gLSE\textsuperscript{+}99, MEF97, MM99a, MPP\textsuperscript{+}95, MKX95, MSP97, OBB99, PPWL97, RAA\textsuperscript{+}97, SSP95, SHA95, SB99d, The97, VMH97, WDV\textsuperscript{+}97, ZC99, AOM96, ANS96, AS96, BWK96, BMLM96, COML95, CGR\textsuperscript{+}95, CGSP95, CGJ\textsuperscript{+}95, CLL95, CRM\textsuperscript{+}96, CRCH95, DTB96, DWS\textsuperscript{+}95, EAL\textsuperscript{+}95, FWH96, FUB\textsuperscript{+}96, GW95, GAW\textsuperscript{+}96, GPRS\textsuperscript{+}95, KAP95, LTVC96, LZ95, LRT\textsuperscript{+}96, MFMW96, MH95b, MELC96, PAV\textsuperscript{+}96, PMCT96, RNF96, RJ96b, RA96, SHC95, SJ96, SMB\textsuperscript{+}95, SH95, STP96, SRR95, TET\textsuperscript{+}96, TTG95, TCS96, TTG96, UHK\textsuperscript{+}99, VS95, WKWC96, WSG\textsuperscript{+}95, YWW\textsuperscript{+}96, ZPS96, vABP95, ABE\textsuperscript{+}98, ASP\textsuperscript{+}97, BALL98, BD98.
Actin


Actin-associated [MH97]. Actin-Based

[ELL99, CL97, LL99, MMP95, ST96, ZPS96, LSK97].

Actin-Binding [EG99, MSP97, VM97, CR96, PMC96, RF96, CL97b, OFM98, RKB98, RHA97]. Actin-bundling

[BZL98, TE96, HY98]. actin-capping [C95]. Actin-containing [R97]. actin-cross-linking [W95]. Actin-dependent

[SS95, EAL95]. actin-depolymerizing [A96]. Actin-encoding

[KMH97]. actin-related [KAP95, MMV96]. acting

[MC95, Rdc95, CH97, QCB99, SW98]. Actinin

[XWK97, KSJ95, PW95, HY98, PLB97, RKB98]. Actinin-4

[HY98]. Actinin-associated [XWK97]. action [DPW96, G95, OWA95, AMY98, FEF98, MBDS98, SHMC99, ZLM98]. Actions

[FCM97, MBF97, VLM98]. activate [WM96, BKK97]. Activated

[PMKR97, SBC99, YTT99, GPRS95, HT99, HG95a, LS95a, L96, SK96, STT96, V96, Wld95, WY96, DSM97, GCM97, KDO99, PWD99, PH98, SMT99, TCS99, TLF97, UNP98, CMS98, DC97, EK98, G98, KCG97, SM95a, WZF97, ZTH97, ZOS97]. activates

[HWF96, RK95, Bx99, FWB97, FFL99, SSH98, ZSC98]. activating [C95, ZB99, JK97, MCB96, MBW98]. Activation


Activator-Stimulated [NC99]. Activator/Plasmin [SP97]. Active

[DSVL98, FTH96, HTW97, KLN96, RMY97, SV98, ZCE98, EDB96, GDR95, MITCF96, NAP96, OMW96, RACH96, SFSV95, VSB95, VBZ96, DPM97, GCKC97, HSB98, JVR99, WKL99]. Actively
Acylation [HR99, LHS97a]. activin [YtDH+95]. activin-like [YtDH+95]. Activities [TYSP+96, YF99, DRR96, GSB+96, KSG+96, TRJ+95, WXS96, LSH+99, MKS+97, MM97b, OWAI99, WAV98]. **Activity** [MS97, MBBT98, PBB+96, SCRF98, SKC97, WLF98, XC97, AHM+96, BYC96, BM96, FFGC96, FaAR+96, FWG+96, GDR95, GMNF95, GBB96, HIG+95, KWK+96, KJBM+96, KvEdV+96, KSVZ95, MAS+95, OCS+95, PMH96, RL96, RR96, ROG+96, SWB+96, SLL96, SCG+96, STT+96, SMFC95, SPP95, SIS96, TLF+95, TMM+95, ZL95c, BM97, BBAN+99, BZBA99, BJ+99, CR99, CS97b, EKSC98, FSA+99, GWB+98, GLMG98, HCLG99, HLR+98, KTYT99, LD+98, LJK97, iMOe+97, MBDB98, ML98, MBCS98, MGD97, MSH+99, NRP98, OK98, PDS+97b, QPH+98, RME98, SlK+99, SEH+97, SGGW99, qSmL99, VWG+97, ZH97, ZS98]. **Activity-dependent** [MBBT98]. **Activity-induced** [PBB+96, TLF+95]. Actomyosin [WSS97, BML97, SMH98, TN98, OBB99, The97]. Actomyosin-based [WSS97]. acts [KM95, KCBR96, OMW+96, ANRT99, CWG99, CS98, SHLD97]. **Actomyosin** [WSS97, BML98, LL98a]. Actomyosin-based [WSS97]. *acts* [KM95, KCBR96, OMW+96, ANRT99, CWG99, CS98, SHLD97]. **Adaptive** [CMUW96]. Acute [PHA+98]. Acyl [SBS+99]. Acylated [BM99, SLS+96]. **Acylation** [HR99, LHS97a]. Aczonin [WKL+99]. **ADAM** [CAH+99, WPMW95, YPM97]. **Adaptation** [ACHG95]. adaptin [FGA+98]. adaptor [GB+95a, DHT96, PR95, SWB+96, CRY99, DKN+97, KKG+98, ODA98, SPCR97, SHL98, WE98, WBR97, vDS+97]. **adaptor-related** [SBW+96, SPCR97]. adaptors [WB96]. **ADAR1** [EJ99]. added [LCP95]. **Addition** [GDC97]. Adducin [ML98, FO99]. **Adenine** [BSRG99]. **Adenomatous** [BPA+97, VWG+97, NAP+96]. **Adenosine** [DVL+98, MB95, NH95]. **Adenovirus** [SBR+96, BRJP96, CS+95, PBB96, PPW+95, LNN+98, SNK+99]. **Adenovirus-mediated** [SBR+96]. **Adenylate** [WLF99]. **adenylyl** [LD95, SPS+95]. **Adequate** [VUC+95]. **ADF** [CLS+97, OBB99, The97, GBW+95]. **ADF/Cofilin** [CLS+97, OBB99, The97]. **Adherence** [FIC+97, MBD+96]. **Adherens** [MNS+99, TMN+99, CP96, DZC+96, FSIG+95, FSR+96, MW96, HMC+99, LWS+97b, MNS+97, ONI+98]. **adherent** [AFFS96]. adhering [HH+95]. **Adhesion** [ACSN98, BPA+97, CBM+97, CHP+98, CT97b, FSADA97, HSM98, KMI+97, KB+97b, LCN+97, MEFH97, RdPRW98, SvDk+98, SMH98, TN9+99, ZOB+96, ANS96, AC95a, ABN96, BEZ+95, BLE+96, BNA+96, BOLS95, BKG+95, BTP96, BB+96, BHP+95, CQ+96, DLB96, DZC+96, DNC+95, DCW+96, DVF+96, DSC+95, DMD+96, DFC+96, FSIG+95, FPM+95, Fbh+95, FWH96, FVR96, GPR+95, HG5b, HH9b, ICW+96, KSJW95, KZK96, LCS96, LXX+95, LFB96, MAFJ+95, MBS+96b, OP96a, PLR+95, PHU+95, RWM+96, RD96a, RAH+95, SOHP95, SEC+95, SB+95, TNY+95, UHJ+96, VDA+96, WPS+96, WdVV+95, WF96, YWW+96, ZZdV+96, dPSMNS95, ANS+97, ALCC+99, ABL+98, BO99, BR98, CCS+98, CCB+98, DCR98, ETP+99, FHSM+97, GRTB97, GCM+97, GGd+97, GB98, GSP+98, HSL+99, HHM+98, HSS99, IAS+98, IIM+99, INMT97, JID98, KEJ97, KSG+98, LKKL97, LBW+97, LVN+98].
Allows [VG99]. along [BG98, HW96b, KDvFP96, KCBR96, MH95b, MKI+96, SWO+99, YvdEH+95, ZCOP99, BSB+97, WBS+98]. alpha [AM95b, BLB+96, BLLb95, BGGR+96, CGJ+95, CJG+95, CNP+95, DNB+96, DMP+96, DLIB+95, ES96, FWHW96, GCB+95, GHJJ95, GLD+96, GBG+96, GCCG9, GHF+95, GPRS+95, HSL+95, HBJ95, HMM+95, HCAW95, ISFB+96, KKD+95, KSJW95, LCC+95, LRM+95, LCS96, LMB+95, LSKb95, MBd+96, MTLW95, MS96, MBS+96b, MELC96, NIM95, PWG+95, PHU+95, PPF+96, RHf96, RJP+96a, RJ96b, REdC95, SWR+96, SLT+96, DHS96, SCK+95, SEC+95, SYO95, TKM+96, WWH96, WAMS96, XZSC96, YRM+96, ZMM+95, CRMB95, KRMMA96, LDCB95, SSSKR95].

alpha-2 [CNP+95]. alpha-actin [FWHW96]. alpha-actinin [KSJW95, PWG+95]. alpha-agglutinin [LMB+95]. alpha-catenin [KSJW95, LCC+95]. alpha-dystroglycan [CGJ+95, DLIB+95].

alpha-satellite [SHS96]. alpha-smooth [CGJ+95, RJ96b].


alphavirus-related [WKL+96]. alphavirus [LLN+95, LDH+98].

alphavirus-induced [LLN+95, LDH+98]. Alport [MS96]. ALSV [HP+97]. alter [ROG+96, GHJ99]. alteration [DNB+96]. Alterations [KSM96, PLZ+95, DsvdV+96, NMHS95, LGM+97]. Altered [BPA+97, FWHW96, NTAN98, STS96, VCJA99, FFZ+95, TFF+95, KD97b].

Alternate [SHL97]. Alternatively [TFS+99, SYO95, ZL95a, BRP+97, CMS+97, SGYH97]. alternately [AK95, JBD+95, LBCB96, PJL+95, PPF+99, iMoEM+97, ZBW+97]. alters [BCSG96, CRCH95, KGW+95, MHLB96, RWO95, SHC96, XC96, CSEM99, MQR+97, PKQ+98, PH97b, SMG+97]. Aluminum [RKB96]. alveolar [WPLK95, NBS+98].

Alzheimer [EGS+98, JM97a, SOJM99, VRD96, YF99]. ameloblast [MLLT95].

Amino [KSL96, BLL95, DGSR95, HAS95, NNMW96, GF97, KBB+97a, LHS97a, YHD+98, ZOK99]. amino-terminal [BLL95, DGSR95, KBB+97a]. aminoacyl [LTE+96].

aminooacyl-tRNA [LTE+96]. Aminopeptidase [SBOK97, OSH+96].


Amylase [CHC97, CFB+98]. Amyloid [ALC+99, CGC+97a, AHM+95, AM95b, HKC+95, YSK95, MZNR98, SDL98].

Amyloid- [TOSF+98, MZNR98]. analogs [HP95].

Analogue [HdMH95, HCAW95, RW95]. analogues [vGvM95, MSM99]. analyses [BNTZ+95, KGK99]. Analysis [CT97a, EGM+99, FKS95, GHE+99, KS97, MMJ96, MMb97b, OPF+99, OMO95, PVDA+98, SBS+99, SVM97, TYT+99, WJH+98, ZBG99, AN96, AHM+96, ABN96, BFL95, BHP+95, CGB+95, DKD+96, FTH96, HAS+96, HG95b, MGA+96, PSW95, VNM95, WMO+95, YN95, YRM+96, BBP+98, BMS+97, BWW+97, DFMG97,
articulins [HGP+95]. Ascaris [RSS98]. asexual [FT95]. asialoglycoprotein [WGR+95]. ASIP [IHT+98]. Asp [MBS96a]. aspartate
[WPS+96]. aspects [BCC+95, VMV+95, GPKH99, PAN97]. Aspergillus
[FT95, BRLM98, MGM95, WOM98]. Aspiration [HMCL97]. Assay
[VG99, ABN96, MMF95, HHS+99, NG99, RDP+99, UPT98, WLK97].
assemble [SJ95, TBR+96, EZC+97]. assembled
[RACHV96, TCSG96, ILSH99]. assembles [KGHMT95, LWM+95, GJW+97].
assemblies [VS98]. Assembly
[BBOE98, BGH+97, CSR99, CDH+98, DKLS+99, DVL+98, GHS98, HSM98, KMMC98, gLSE+99, MF96a, MEFH97, MM99a, MB96, OBB99, RP97, SPV+99, SLSW96, SVS97, WDV+97, BTTB96, BCSG96, CKP96, DBN+96, DSGF95, DNH+96, DMD+96, GF95, HM95, HSM96, HW96b, HH95b, HGG96, KSS+95, LHDC95, LZD95, MMP+95, MF95, NCZ+95, ORW+95, RHRB96, SHC95, SJ95, SJB95, SGR99, WSGPS95, WM96, WKK+95, WRW+95, YSB96, ZN95a, ZN95b, CML+98, CYH98, CHH97, DPG+99, EHC97, FH97, FKM+99, FRHS98, GWH99, GCW97, HTH+97, HDDD98, KGL+99, KRS+98b, LL97, Li97, LXC+98, LWS99, LHWH97, LL98b, LF95, MCJK96, MPSC98, MGIZ98, MRR+98, MLC99, MS97b, MK+99, PDW99, PYM+98, PHM+98, PFAA98, RDP+99, SWM+98, SGA97, TG97, WVM97, WZF97, WRdVC97, WHB+99, ZCW+98]. Assembly [dS98a]. assisted
[WJH+98]. Associate
[HPL97, LG96, CYSD99, FTB97, KDB97, ZGYS99]. Associated
[MBA97, BKRT95, CLR+96, DSM+96, FK95, GHF+95, HY95, HTK96, TET+96, WM95, vdBCH+95, EJ99, IHT+98, KLO+98, KsK+99, LV98, PWZ97, RBB97, RKB+98, SDH+97, SSW+98, YPD98]. Association
Associations


B [HDV+99, KLO+98, TBD+99, YNOH95, AW99, CCP96, DR95, FWBSO97, GMC+95, GMS+96, GFT+97, HTK+99, HDV+99, HFE+98, IMS+98, KSS+99, KKF+95, KMG+97, KRMMA96, KGHG98,
[OSH+96]. Bet1p [ZWT+97]. Beta [BZB+96, SOE+95, WLG+96, AGPC96, AM95b, BLE+96, BLLB95, BKEC96, DMS+95, DMP+96, DSM+96, EHM+95, ES96, FFGG96, FPM+95, FBD+95, FSAP95, FFMG95, GLD+96, GBG+96, GKR95, HKC+95, HSL+95, HGW95, HMB95b, HWC+96, HHM+95, HCAW95, KLMR95, LCC+95, LRM+95, LCS96, LMB+95, MRvD+95, MTLW95, MBS+96b, NIM95, OP96a, PHU+95, RZZ96, SOHP95, SMB+95, SMFC95, SEC+95, SR96, SYO95, TNY+95, TET+96, WAMS96, WVVD95, YSK95, ZMM+95, DMS+95, ED96, LLZ+96]. beta-actin [SMB+95]. beta-amyloid [AM95b, HKC+95, YSK95]. beta-Catenin [TET+96, BLE+96, FFGG96, FFMC95, LCC+95, OP96a]. beta-dependent [FSAP95]. beta-galactosidase [SL95]. beta-receptors [SR96]. beta-pectorin [KLMR95]. beta1 [SR96]. Beta4 [DYF96]. Between [LCD+98, AFFS96, ABRB95a, BMC+99, BSY97, BFL95, BVKP98, CT97b, CSY+95, CS96b, DSC+99, DW97, FST99, GCAWH97, GCML98, GW95, HCAC99, HBJ95, HHTT95, HPY+98, HKKH99, KKM+97, KMMC98, KD97a, KSR96, LAW+98, LWS+97b, LFP98, LS95b, MCB96, MNN+98, MDS95, MGD97, NDB95, NAsG+98, NB97, POR+97, RFRW98, SBG+98, SZB98, SDTE95, SNCH95, SPB+95, TH97, TWS97, VV95, VdKvMvD99, WKR+97, WXK+97, ZMG96b, CSRC+98, GB98, IYM98, SJ98, XLCL98].

Beyond [KC99, JCC+98, DFMG97, HPL99]. bFGF [KvEdV+96, YFST+96].

BHK [YKRS96]. BHK21 [NNSN97]. Bi [CCMG97, SWR+96, BSB+97]. Bi-directional [BSB+97]. Bi-transgenic [CCMG97]. Biased [KKC95].

Bid [DOSN+99, KEP+99]. Bid-induced [DOSN+99]. bidirectional [LZC+95].

Bifunctional [ZSMV95]. Bifurcation [CRYC99]. Biglycan [LHR+97].


Binding [BGH+97, EGKC+99, FFGG96, FSDA97, GFN+99, KSE+97, KGL+99, MK95a, NCV+98, SBP+95, WH97, BLE+96, BLG95, BJS+95, BMG+95, BYG96, BSJJ95, BPT96, BS95b, CBB+96, CMHT96, CLT+96, CRM+96, DMS+95, Dv95, DLB96, DGS95, DWS+95, FBH+95, GLS96, HIG+95, HSM96, HGH96, IRMF+99, JSR96, KPKV95, KBB+95, L95, LGRB96, LF95, MN98, MNS+99, MCL+96, MFM95, MMAT96, MMNT95, MSP97, MEYPR95, NM95, NH95, NHB+95, PPWL97, PMCT96, RRA95, RLC96, RFNF96, RS95, SR9+96, SRH+96, SOR+96, SZB+95, SSF+95, TGG95, TOSF+98, VM97, VIF+96, WXS96, WHH96, YGG97b, YTT99, ASP99, BJR+99, CSY98, DKN+97, GRTB97, GFN+99, GDB+97, HMD97, HSL+99, HPM+97, INMT97, IFM+99, KSF+99, KFO+99, LMW99, AW98, MSF99, NIK+97, NGMR97, ORS+98, STG+99, STF98, ZNZS98, qSmLY97, SAEV+98, TSD+97, TGTL97, TWP98].

Binding [TRA+99, WGF+98, BFHB97, BH98, CLF+97b, DBOM98, DDRC99, EJ97, FKO+98, GKP+97, HST+95, HBS+97, IKR+98, JMTCF96, KSK+99b, LM98, LVD96, LLN+98, MCK98, MNS+97, NOS+97, NIK+97, OWAIW99, ONI+98, OFM+98, PKR95, PRB97, PRB99, PCQH98, RKB+98, RHA+97, RPBB98, SLW+96, SLEB95, SCG+95, SOJ99, SYT96, WA95, WSH98,
YCR+98, ZR98, dBCKS98]. **Binds** [CJS+99, CWSL97, CWM+98, HDV+99, RL99, AK95, DSM+96, DHT96, GEK95, GEW+95, VV95, VIF+96, YtDH+95, APH+97, ABE+98, BALL98, BFHB97, CGM+99, DBG+97, KBB+97a, MTW+99, PFKvD99, RKR+97, SSH+98, TPMB97, TBP+99, WKL+99, ZOKS99, ZLB+97]. **Biochemical** [CBTZ98, LHS96, OP96b, SWR+96, AGB+96, CGM+95, MML96, MMF95, KGK99, qXLCH97]. **biochemically** [MF96a, HBH98]. **Biogenesis** [AAB+97, CSCM97, DCOK95, PAL+98, RN99, DEG+96, GMS+96, FBM99, GPSF99, GAPG97]. **biologic** [MBD+96]. **biological** [MW95a, TRJ+95]. **Biologically** [DPM+97]. **Biology** [CQB+96, Sim99]. **Listeria** [LLH+99]. **biosynthesis** [BLC95, BvdBvM96]. **biosynthetic** [CMM96, VOP+95, YKRS96, DRE97, OT97, RPE+97]. **BiP** [CS97b, HVL+99, KA95, LS95b, SHR+95, SFNRH95]. **BiP/Kar2p** [SHR+95]. **bipartite** [GBMS95]. **Bipolar** [CQB+96, Sim99]. **Listeria** [LLH+99]. **BMP** [BSK96, CJH+98, ZOKS99]. **BMP-2** [ZOKS99]. **BMP-6** [BSK96]. **Bni1p** [LKE+99]. **Bodies** [BFL95, CSO+95, HFSHK96, KP96, ASACF98, CRGW98, FFLP99, GCML98, IYM98, JWW+99, ZRHO99]. **Body** [ISR99, OBB99, SGD98, WH97, AWS96, DK96, FSHD96, HY95, MCA96, SCG+95, SGGS96, SGBD96, WW96a, AK99, CYH98, HPKL97, HFE+98, MB97, MUS98, SGWS97, SCEB99, SMM99, SVMB97]. **body-wall** [MCA96]. **Bond** [CS99]. **Bonded** [RDS+99, KGHG98]. **Bonds** [LG99]. **Bone** [EIIM+98, WSH98, BSK96, CCR96, AMY+98, CJH+98, CR99, IKR+98, NMT97, SKS99, WSH98]. **Border** [BZL+98, JM97b]. **bordering** [UHJ+96]. **Borders** [FCTPA+99]. **boss** [KP96]. **Both** [ASS+95, BGH+97, TB99, ETF95, GDC95, HH95b, MWC95, OP96a, RRRA95, SJ95, WCV98, ALVMM98, BKK+97, CLF+97b, DDF+98, HTY+99, IW97, KQB+98, LBBP98, SFR+98, SZNS98, WS98]. **Botulimum** [NBJ+99, IKT+96]. **bound** [OCS+95, dBCKS98, FHWV97, ZBW+97]. **boundaries** [TK95]. **Bovine** [PAN97, SN97, WSH98]. **box** [BBOB96, KKAN+96, RGS99]. **BP180** [BKN+97, HBJ95]. **BPAG1** [LSL99]. **BPAG1-n** [LSL99]. **Brain** [BDO+97, PT97, GCM+95, HTS+95, Kun95, SWR+96, TLF+95, WYY95, ASP99, BSM+99, DFD+97, LYL98, MSF+99b, SVB+97, TNCM97]. **brain-derived** [TLF+95]. **Braking** [CS99]. **Branch** [Nei98]. **branching** [AC95a, KKD+95, AGP+98, DCR98, NBS+98]. **Bravo** [SPB+95]. **Brca1** [IFS+98]. **Brca1-associated** [IFS+98]. **Breakage** [WSS97]. **Breakdown**
SHR′95, SJ95, BdPE′97, BSRG99, GBS99, HVL′99, KCM′97, MMM′98, SFD′98, YPB′98. CAN/Nup214 [BdPE′97]. Canal [gLSE′99, RC97].
canalicular [MKB′95], canals [TTG96]. Cancer [ARR′98, HYE′98, NPJW′99, WBG′97, vHGB′97]. Candidate [FMM′98].
canine [ZZvdB′96, vGvM′95, ALK′99, BRS99, DMY′97, OT97, PMBM′99]. cap [GTC′98, VIF′96, KBC99, MB97]. cap-binding [VIF′96]. Capacitative [HFP98a, FHCL95]. capacity [BCC′95, DSE′95, MR95, SRH′96, JDK97]. CapG [SKW′95]. Capillaries [SPR′98]. capillary [CCB′95]. Capping [EHC97, BWKH′96, CL95, HCM′96a, KTC95, SJ96, HC99]. Capsids [LHWH′97, SEH′97]. Capture [KRS′98a]. CapZ [SHC′95]. cAR1 [VBM′96].
carbon [ABG′96], carboxy [CPL′95, HAS95, OGS′96, DW97].
carboxy-terminal [HAS95, OGS′96], carboxyl [NCZ′95].
carboxyl-terminal [STN′96], carboxypeptidase [SFNR95]. Carcinoembryonic [SPS′97b]. Carcinogenesis [MDC′99].
Carcinoma [BMC′99, CCMM′97, DSC′95, GsvR′96, ICW′96, RVD′95, ANTR′99, GKO′99, MAC′97, OSN′98, RM97, RTM′99, SPBCM′97].
Cardiac [BGH′97, MAM′99, CL95, GF95, KAT′95, LK96, SPT′95, CMS′98, KFL′98, LRC′99, MNZ′99, SNK′97, ZTH′97]. Cardiac-specific [ZTH′97].
cardiomyoocyte [vABS′95]. Cardiomyocytes [DLC′98, PRV′98, SGM′97]. Cardiomyopathy [BGH′97]. Cargo [AWB′98, GE97, LPD′99]. Cargo-selective [GE97]. carried [NSYK′95].
Cartilage [CHL′97, HBH′98, AKP′95, TKM′96, CAR′97, CGA′99, KPZ′97]. CAS [KLM′98]. CAS/ [KLM′98]. Cascade [SHK′99, SP′96, TDW′95, FRHS′98, LGM′97]. case [GJ95b, RFNF′96].
casein [GHT′95]. CASK [CWM′98, HYK′98]. CASK/LIN [CWM′98, HYK′98]. CASK/LIN-2 [CWM′98, HYK′98]. Caspase [BRM′99, CS0′97, KOM′98, SHK′99, BLRS′97, MNR′98, MMK′97, STK′98]. Caspase-3 [MNR′98]. Caspase-9-dependent [SHK′99].
Caspase-dependent [BLRS′97, STK′98]. Caspase-independent [KOM′98, MMK′97, STK′98]. Caspases [MMAK′97, SHK′99, IJR′98, SMZ′98, ZRH′99]. Caspases-2 [SHK′99].
Casp [EZC′97]. cassette [SVT′96]. castellani [BCM′95, JOPM′98]. catalase [PL96]. catalytic [ISFB′96, OCS′95, MKS′97, ZLP′99].
catalyzed [AKP′95, CFL′98, MW′97, SSS′99a]. catalact [DSvdV′96, LKD′95]. Catatact [WDP′98]. catecholamine [CGVS′96].
Catenin [BPA′97, CSN′99, TET′96, WUUI′98, vHGB′97, ANS′96, BLE′96, FFG′96, FF′95, KSJW′95, KSR′96, LCC′95, LPM′99, OP9′6a, SHT′95, SSS′95, TNY′95, UHJ′96, BLRS′97, CRA′98, EPM′99, GvDFD′99, IIM′99, INMT′97, LTR′97, MM9′7b, NG′99, OOB′99, PBA′97, SSR′97, SGR′97, SSS′98, WKR′98, WAV′98, WRC′98]. catenin/cadherin [UHJ′96].
Catenins [RHHR′96, BKRT′95, RS′95, CT′98, MDV′98]. CATGTG [BBOB′96]. Cathepsin [DBLD′99, GTL′96, OCS′95, FPHWN′98]. cation
[AZF96, RSJK95, SKR96, PFHWN98, ZOS+97]. cation-dependent
[RSJK95, SKR96]. Cation-independent [PFHWN98]. Cause
[BBL+99a, HTW97, KEP+99]. Caused
[MAB98, WMC+95a, LMS97, PHA+98]. Causes
[KMI+97, ADP+95, Dav95, FSR+96, GDC95, JGD+96, SSY+96, SKA+96,
AFG+98, KKT+98, NMH+98, PFHWN98, SYT97]. causing [KK96].
caveolae [CSY+95, PG95, SRR96b, SYA95, SM95c, HKOM98, LMC+98,
MYC+98, OMS98, OF98, WJWM+98]. Caveolae-like [OF98, WJWM+98].
Caveolar [SGJP99]. Caveolin [CSY+95, LMC+98, LSZ+99b, GH95, KSP95,
MB95, PWZS97, SVF+98, WYL+99]. Caveolin-1 [SVF+98]. Caveolin-3
[PWZS97]. CBF3 [RGS99]. CC [WAMS96]. CCR7 [CBM+98]. CD1
[DAP+95]. CD11b [DAP+95, LXK+95, LRG+98]. CD11b/CD1 [DAP+95].
CD11b/CD18 [LXK+95]. CD11c [LXK+95]. CD11c/CD18 [LXK+95].
CD151 [YM+98]. CD151/PETA [YM+98]. CD151/PETA-3
[YM+98]. CD18 [LXK+95]. CD2 [DFC+96, SMFC95]. CD23 [HAB+99].
CD3 [DNH+96, DKN+97]. CD31 [FSDA97, FBH+95, LCN+97, PHU+95].
CD31/ [PHU+95]. CD34 [PF95, SCM+96]. CD36 [DPZ+97, KJE+99].
CD36/LIMP [KJE+99]. CD38 [SAM+99]. CD38/ [SAM+99]. CD4
[BNRM97]. CD43 [YHD+98]. CD437 [SKA+96]. CD44
[BNW+99, BNA+96, BJS+95, BMG+95, CAS96, DSE+95, GSvR+96,
JBD+95, SZA+96, SRH+96, SV98, WSR+97, YHD+98, ZKH+95, OP9+99].
Cd47 [GZC+99, HAB+99, PCL+96]. CD59 [vdBCH+95]. CD62L
[LKKL97]. CD73 [ANS+97]. CD81 [YM+98, TH99]. CD81/TAPA
[YM+98]. CD81/TAPA-1 [YM+98]. CD9 [HIG+95, TH99, NIM95].
CD9/DRAP [HIG+95]. CD95 [AKM+98, GSvR+96]. CD95L [AKM+98],
cdc12p [CDN97]. cdc15 [LL98a]. cdc15/PSTPIP [LL98a]. cdc2
[OSH+96, JMG96, MYTK95]. Cdc2/Cyclin [MYTK95]. CDC20 [DRA+95].
Cdc31p [SCG+95, SBR98]. Cdc31p-binding [SCG+95]. CDC37
[SWS87]. cdc4 [MBP+95]. CDC42 [BOM+98, EAL+95, AZR98,
BFHB97, EWS96, ELL+99, MCJK98, MM96, SMTN99, ZJB+97, ZJY+98].
[ZJY+98]. Cdc42p [OC98]. cdc6 [HN98]. cdk
[DLV+98, MCC+97, MYTK99]. Cdk-dependent [MCC+97]. Cdk/Cyclin
[MYTK99]. CDK1 [WHG+97]. CDK2
[FLW+95, HN98, YN95, BBH98, HYN97, MYTK99, ZOB+96]. Cdk2/Cyclin
[MYTK99]. CDMP1 [THTAH+99]. CDMP-1 [TTAH+99]. cDNA
[AASH+96, WKL+96, WC97b]. CDO [KG97, KMM+98]. Cdx2
[LDD+97]. Cdc [JWR96, MWGE97]. Cdc3 [JWR96, MWGE97].
[SHP96]. Cell
[ACSN98, AWC99, BPA+97, BMPP99, BGN+96, BKB+96, CHP+98, CLK99,
CSF+97, CT97b, CCM97, DH99, EY99, FSDA97, GR97, GZK+95, Go95,
GMFN95, GDM+99, GXE+99, HW98, HB98, HRD98, HSML98, ISR99, JB99, JCR97, KMI+97, KBB+97b, LSB98, LMP98, LCN+97, MCC+97, MNS+99, MWGE97, MKS+97, MF5+99a, MMH99, MM96, NAV69, OCS+95, PBCS98, RYB+99, RdPRW98, RBM+99, SvDiK+98, SS95a, SVH+98, SW99, SKC97, SWWR98, TNN+99, VG99, VNTM+99, YMAC+98, ANS96, ASY96, AHBW96, AWS96, AW96, ABN96, BEZ+95, BNA+96, BOLS95, BAS95, BKP+95, BSD+96, BCSCG96, BGK+95, BHP+95, CDBR+96, CCB+95, CMUW96, CKM95, CKP96, CM95b, Cun95, DLB96, DRAT95, DNB+96, DZC+96, DSRG95, DCW+96, DNH+96, DYM96, EM96, ETF95, FLY+95, FHCL95, FSIG+95, FK95, FPM+95, FBH+95, FWHW96, FMJ+95.

**cell**

[FSR+96, FA95, FBD+95, FUB+96, FSAP95, FH+96, FSHD96, FVRCH96, GW95, GTL+96, GKC+96, GJ55b, HP95, HB95a, HAS+96, HGM95, Hcw96, HSFlH96, HGw95, HGH96, ICW+96, JWR96, KSJW95, KJBM+96, KZKS96, KF95, LCC+95, LG95, LR96, LR95, LKD+95, LZD95, LO96, LDF95b, LK95, LLRT95, LMB+95, MAFJ+95, MAS+95, MAM95, MF5+95, MK95a, MW95a, MWC95, MW95b, MLLT95, MMNT95, MBS+96b, MG96, MXSBR96, NIM95, NAP+96, NWG95, NHB+95, NMJL96, OWA95, OSPJ+96, OK96, OP96a, OAAB+96, PN+95, PPF96, RMW95, RME+95, RWM+96, RD96a, RHF+96, RFN96, REA95, RSP+95, RVD+95, RSR+96, RRH+95, SRR96a, SGS95, SH96, SPMB+96, SRR96b, S95a, SSA+96, SPP95, SS95a, SNCB95, SEC+95, SLT+96, SV96, SRR95, SPB+95, TVK95, TII+95, TNY+95, TALM96, TMM+95, TFF+95, VBG96, VFP+95, VMN95]. **cell**


**Cell-associated** [CDRB+96]. **Cell-binding** [WHS98]. **Cell-cycle** [LK95].

**Cell-derived** [TWS98]. **Cell-Free** [SW99, VGG99, HW98, MV95b, RM9W95, SS95, KGE+98, LHW97, UPT98, ZIB+97]. **Cell-induced** [HR98]. **Cell-intrinsic** [GR97]. **Cell-like** [BMPP99]. **Cell-matrix** [WPM95]. **Cell-specific** [OABD+96, MNM98]. **cell-to-cell** [DZC+96].

**Cells** [ABM+99, AG+97, BMC+99, BHD+97, CSN99, CLK99, CMC97, CGC+97a, CWM+98, DCVF98, FNH99, GRB+97, GC97, HTK+99, HR98, HDD98, JK97a, LCD+98, LKK98, MM97, NCM+99, NNC99, RWW97, SC99, TK99, TAS99]. **Cell-to-cell** [iMOeM+97]. **Cell-binding** [WHS98]. **Cell-cycling** [iMOeM+97].

**Cytokines** [MG+97, MG+98]. **Cytoadhesion** [MG+97].

**Dendritic cells** [SG+95, SH+95, SL+95, SM95]. **Dendritic cell-derived** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-induced** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-specific** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-to-cell** [SG+95].

**Dendritic cells** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-derived** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-induced** [SG+95].

**Dendritic cells** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-derived** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-induced** [SG+95].

**Dendritic cells** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-derived** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-induced** [SG+95].

**Dendritic cells** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-derived** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-induced** [SG+95].

**Dendritic cells** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-derived** [SG+95]. **Dendritic cell-induced** [SG+95].

Cellubrevin [CGM+95, ABK+97].

Cellular [ALM+97a, BJ+99, DCVF98, LNG+98, SJZW97, WD+97, KAP95, LLZ+96, LKD+95, MF96b, RAH+95, SS95a, WXS96, WPZ+96, WKR96, dPSMNM95, HSW+98, JWK98, LBB97, MPCW97, NTAN98, PBM+97, SPS97b, SLPE+98, SB99b, dPCM+97]. Cellularization [BDS97].

CENP [YAC97, CSY98, HBS+97, LW+95, LNY+95, SCM+97, SVS97, ZCE+98, CJS+99].

CENP-E [SCM+97, CJS+99].

CENP-F [LWM+95].

center [BIR96, MJMS96, WSW95].

centractin [HTKH96].

Central [PJE+99, SL96, WS96, WR+95, BPS99, MS99, PURB98].

Centrin [SBR98].

Centriolar [KSYK+99].

Centriole [BKM+98, LG95].

Centromere [HEF+98, SWS+96, SWL+97, RHF+96, SKK95, WGG96, WM95, AKLME98, BH98, EAM+97, HBS+97, wJTSSL98, MAF98, MHW98, MMR99b, YAC97, ZKS+99]. centromere-associated [WM95].

Centromere/Kinetochore [SWL+97, RHF+96, WGG96]. centromeres [WM96, WM95, MPT+98, YAC97]. centromeric [MC95, SVS97].


Centrosomes [VSRP97, DKT+96, LN96, MBF+95b, ZN95b, GDC97, HTH+97, QGE+99, RWS+99, dSS98a].

Centrosomatin [LXC+98]. CEP3 [SKK95].

CEPU [MSS+99]. CEPU-1 [MSS+99].

Ceramide [FNH99, MM97a, FCMM97].

cerebellar [Km95, MMK+97].

cerebellum [NA96].

cerebral [HWPC96].

cerevisiae [CRGW98, DK96, DPH95, HCG+98, NWPW95, SKE+95, AK99, BLC95, BML+98, BGR98, CP95, CSMCM97, CCBK96, CS97b, CH97, CGMH99, DRAT95, DAF+97, DEPR97, EKK+96, EB95, FGP96, FY99, FSH96, GLF+96, HCA+95, HCW96, HB99, HRA+98, HKKH99, IFHR+96, JBRA98, JCC+98, KKK95, hKNc99, LKE+99, LMB+95, LSK95, LS95b, MCM+99, MR96, MMMW96, OAB+98, PBT+95, PH97a, PH98, PCYS95, RRK97, RSB+9, SHLD97, SFD+96, SCR98, SRC+96, SCK+95, SS95b, SGSS96, SD98, SKK95, SVT96, TPH96, TN95, TIRL99, TDR99, VS98, WO96a, WMO+95, XW96, YGK6b, YAD97, YSC+95, ZL95b]. certain [YtDH+95].

cervical [ZSMV95, PMKR97]. cessation [GDC95].

cGMP [DRR96, LS97].

Chain [BGH+97, KBS+99, KOA+99, MZN97, NCW+99, SBS+99, VLA+98, AM95a, BKEC96, DNB+96, DRR96, GW95, KSG+96, KAT+95, KPKW95, KFE96,
[BBZ+95, FNH99, HP95, ZOS+97]. **chitin** [CS96a, DAF+97, SS97, TDR99].

**Chk1** [KGE+98]. **Chlamydia** [SFH96]. **Chlamydomonas**

[KMHK97, BPKB+99, BM98, CDH+98, GJ95b, KPKW95, KD97b, KP+W+97, KCB95, KG95, MS99, MKW+99, PKBH97, PSW95, PMH96, ROG+96, SL96, WKK+95, WFS97, ZR98]. **Chloride**

[MBD+96, JMD+98, LW+98]. **chloroplast** [MKLS96, RRRA+95, ST96, HCM+97, KCFS98, RB98, RK97, YCR+98, ZR98]. **Chloroplast-encoded** [RK97]. **Chloroplastic** [ANK97, LHS97b, MS98]. **Chloroplasts** [RL99, KS97, WRC+99]. **Chloroquine** [WSG+98, BJR+99]. **CHO**

[DS+97, GMS+98, LE97, RWO95, WBS+98, YKRS96]. **CHO1** [KRK+98]. **CHO1/MKLP1** [KRK+98]. **Cholera**

[LCM+95, MBS96a, MS98]. **Chromaffin** [ACF95, BM97, BHDW95, FPRL97, RMY97, CCPF96, DFRL96, MC95, RSL+96, TGG95, TAK95, YvdEH+95, CL799, MRM+98, MBB+97, RRR99, VS797, TSB99, YLD97, dBCK98]. **Chromatin-assOCIated** [MBB+97]. **ChromogrAn** [KGH95]. **Chromokinesin** [WA95]. **Chromosomal** [EAM+97, HS98, WHB+99, CH98, HSL99, MS98, MAE98, MPL+97, PCQH98]. **Chromosome**


**Chronic** [KMO95]. **Chs2p** [CS96a]. **Chs3p** [CS96a]. **Chs5p** [SS97].

**Chs7p** [TDD99]. **chymase** [FGA+96]. **Cik1p** [MBW+99]. **Cilia** [SWO+99].

**Ciliary** [CDH+98, MS97b]. **ciliates** [FC95, HGP+95]. **Cingulin** [CDH+99].

**Cip1** [YN95]. **circadian** [GJ95b]. **cis** [DFD+98, IRMF+99, LN+98, LS+99b, MM97a, MC95, NRW+95, REdC95, TKM+96, KBC99, UvM+99].

**cis-** [DFD+98]. **cis-acting** [MC95, REdC95]. **cis-Golgi**

[IRMF+99, LS+99b, NRW+95, IS95]. **cis-regulatory** [TKM+96].

**cisterna** [MR95]. **Cisternae** [SW99, AMJ95, HW98, MLW97]. **city** [EGA97].

**clams** [TMM+95]. **clareat** [MMGT96]. **Class**

[SKC97, AM95a, GMS+96, GBN95, MRP+95, RvS+95, SOG96, THP96, TYS+96, WLR96, WFO+96, BRAM97, DBL+99, FRT+98, FKWP97]
GDB+97, KMG+97, LM98, LMB98, SEH+97a, SSRP99, SWO+99. classes
[BLC95, ZPS96]. classic [JWH96, LBW+97]. classical [CQB+96]. Clathrin
[DBvdBS95, EGKC+99, GK99, HUU96, SK96, SOG96, TMDD96, TBR+96,
WB96, FGA+98, KRGA98, KKG+98, LH97, LMB98, SSEM98,
SRF+98, vDSH+97]. Clathrin- [FGA+98]. Clathrin-Coated
[EGKC+99, GK99, SK96, SOG96, FMP+97, LH97, SSEM98].
Clathrin-dependent [SRF+98]. Clathrin-independent
[DBvdBS95, SFR+98]. Claudin
[FFH+98, FSFT98, FST99, MSF+99b, MSFT99]. Claudin-1
Claudins [IFM+99, SFS+99]. Clb1 [KM95]. Clb5 [SCR98].
Clb5-associated [SCR98]. Clear [FSH+99]. Cleavage [BRM+99,
CGC+97a, BHP+95, CDRB+96, LWB+95, LF95, MAM95, MKI+96, ZLC+96,
BLRS97, CLRR99, CSO97, DMY+97, EAM+97, GDTBD98, SDC+97].
cleavage-stage [MKI+96]. CLIP [DPG+99, DWM+98, FNDS99].
CLIP-170 [DPG+99, DWM+98, FNDS99]. clock [GJ95b]. clonal
[BLB+96, SSA+96, DDM98, PGP+99]. Cloning
[HCPW+99, WK1+96, WC97b, AASH+96, CLL95, HGP+95, KLMR95,
GYRWR97, KIH+97, MPL+97, SGJP99]. close [CFK95]. Closely [HFP98a].
Clostridium [SFS+99, KIH+97]. Closure [EGA97]. cluster
[NNMW96, BMS+97, DP98, YHD+98]. Clustered [SMA96]. Clustering
[KNH+97, FDH96, GDC95, GLF+96, HCA+95, KZKS96, SMRT96, SRH+96,
BGH+98, CJY+97, HPS98, wJTSSL98, KRGA98, LBWF+97, PXRR99,
SGYH97, WSWR99, YNG98, ZLM+98]. clusters
[vdBCH+95, BSM+99, JP98, KBB+97a]. CMF [VBG96]. CNS
[BQF+95, CBB+96, FJT+95]. CO [CSC+98]. CO-029 [CSC+98]. CoA
[LW95, STN+96, TOFS+98, TMM+95]. coagulation [SRR96b].
Coagulopathy [CSC+98]. coassemble [GGR+96]. Coassembling
[LBO+98]. Coat [SME98, EGH+95]. Coated
[EGKC+99, GK99, KBW+96, LS95a, LNR+96, NDBR95, PR95, SK96,
SOG96, KSYA98, FMP+97, FGA+98, LH97, SSEM98, SOR+96, SWC+96].
Coatamer [PAL+98, FAO+96, SOR+96, DSG+97, DDF+98, SPL+97]. coats
[ABRB95a, TBR+96]. Cochaperone [SHMC99]. coded [LHS97b].
Coexistence [MAS+97]. Coexpress [DBC+99]. coexpressed [CCR96].
coexpression [FHV+96]. cofactor [LO96]. Cofactors [TLF+97]. Coflin
[CLS+97, MPCR97, OB99, RAA+97, SMTN99, SB99d, The97, AOMB96,
ASY96, RTL+99, GBW+95]. coflin/ADF [GBW+95]. Cognate [KBC99].
Cohesion [MPT+98]. Coil
[WC97b, FT95, HW96b, CDH+99, FMM+98, QPH+98]. Coiled
[WC97b, BFL95, FT95, HW96b, ASACF98, CDH+99, FMM+98, IYM98,
JWW+99, MCBE98, QPH+98]. coiled-coil [FT95, HW96b]. coi lin
[BFL95, ASACF98]. Coils [MCBE98]. Coincides [MC98, MRL+99].
COL2A1 [CLT+95, LNH+98]. COL2A1-directed [CLT+95]. COL4A5
[NKI+95]. COL4A6 [NIK+95]. cold [SFD+96, SIK+97]. Cold-inducible
[NIK+97]. Coli [BPA+97, NAP+96, VWG+97, LCM+95, VSGF96].
collaborate [MTGY96]. Collaboration [YTT99]. Collagen
[ACH+98, LRM+95, XC97, BGG+96, BFP+96, BTNZ+95, EMB+96, HG95a,
KB+95, LGdC95, LW+95, MHLB96, MS96, NKT+95, RedC95, SHY+96,
TK+96, CLR+99, CML+98, DBH+97, FKM+99, GJW+97, GFK97, HB98,
IR+99, KZ+97, KS+98, PDS+97b, PWG98, RRA97, RKR+97, XZ+98].
Collagen-dependent [PWG98]. collagen-producing [REdC95].
collagen-specific [SHY+96]. Collagen-tailed [RRA97]. Collagenase
[XC97, LRM+95, LW+95, TDW95, PDS+97b]. Collagenase-1 [PDS+97b].
collapse [IKT+96]. Collapsin [MSF+99a]. Collapsin-1 [MSF+99a].
Collapsin-1/Semaphorin [MSF+99a]. Colocalization
[BPA+97, GLF+96, vDH+97]. colocalize [BRJ96, GMC+95].
Colocalized [HPKL97, WS98]. colocalizes [JMTCF96, IHT+98]. colon
[GSvR+96, ANRT99, MAC+97, MDC+99, vHGB+97]. Colonic [MDC+99].
Colony [MWM99, SRR96a, PHN+98, WDL+98]. Colony-stimulating
[PHN+98, WDL+98]. Columnarization [VTHAA99]. Combination [BS97].
combinations [JWH96]. Combinatorial [FCB97]. Combined [KGGK99].
Comet [SWS97a]. Coming [Col99]. Commitment [LMA+97]. common
[KLD+95, PWK+96, Val96, JMM+98, KLS+99]. communication
[LS+96, GCE+97, HCN+98, LNC+98, NB07, PHA+98]. Compaction
[ACSN98, BHDW95]. Comparative [FLA99]. Comparison
[CJY+97, HST+98, SFA+98, ZCP99]. Compartment
[BPWS98, CGC+97a, VS98, ZTW+97, GMS+96, JGD+96, LSKB95,
MLJM95, MFMW95, PCYS95, PPB96, RV+95, SNL96, VYB95, CTB+97,
GMS+98, HW98, HDES97, HDES98, IMS+98, JMS97, KH97, KHB99,
PFH98, SHF97, WW+97]. compartment-specific [SNL96].
compartmentalization [KSP95, KPZ+97]. Compartmentalized
[SM97, KLS+99]. compartmented [CLS96, SC97]. Compartments
[ALC+99, NASG+98, WBKB97, vIH98, CS96b, DMM+96, MRV+95,
PHO+95, dPF95, WLR96, BL99, FKWP97, KMG+97, PyDA+98, RKB+98,
YDFB98]. components [SGBP96]. competence [RRRA95, CM+97].
competent [vdBCH+95, KNSP97]. Competes [NRD98]. Competing
[SNK+99]. Complementary [HP96]. complementation
[ARM+95, BLC95]. complete [BL96]. completed [HER95]. completion
[AJS96, FT95, LS95b, AT9+97]. Complex [BTC+99, BdPE+97, CSN99,
ELL+99, GHS98, KWD+98, LAW+98, LSZ+99b, MSP97, PT97, RMY97,
SBG+98, SME98, SKC97, SB99d, WDV+97, YTY+99, AM95a, BLEB96,
BS95b, CPL+95, CSY+95, DWS+95, DHT96, EPV96, FL+95, FAOF+96,
FaAR+96, GMC+95, HCA+95, HGG96, KLW+96, KSJ95, KSN95,
LY+96, MCB96, MGS+95, MDS95, MMF95, MGY+95, NIM95, NRM+96,
NW96, OS96b, PG95, RHRRB96, RV+95, RDM+96, SLS96, SMB+95,
SK+95, SBW+96, SSS+95, SSF+95, SNCH95, SR95, TET+96, TN95,
VIF+96, WM+96, ATH+99, BBP+98, BM97, BH97, BRAM97, Bri99,
BENV97, BKJL+98, mCBKL98, CBTZ98, CRFR97, DZS+98, DTMG99,
Conservation [KBG+99, SWL+97]. Conserved
[CWSL97, WLF98, WDV+97, ES96, KMOO95, NSR95, SHR+95, SCKG95, AKLME98, AL97, BSY97, BG97, BF97b, EGA97, FBM99, GRTB97, HMC+99, KQB+98, MC97]. constant [DFC+96]. Constitutive
[AGS+97, SAPLHD95, VC97, WJC+96, CMM96, HKL96, MKF96, SRH+95, CRRF97, FSH+99, JH97, MCRB97]. constitutively
[BGB+95a, HIWL97, YSEI+99]. constructs [RCC+96]. Consumption
[CSC+98]. contact [DNC+95, DMD+96, DFC+96, GZK+95, NIM95, BSM+99, HLK+98, NBO99, OOB99, SSZ+97, SVS97]. contact-inhibition
[DNC+95]. Contactin
[SLN+97, ZDK+99]. contacts
[DSGF95, FBH+95, Gol95, SRR95, BSM+99, HLK+98, NB97, OOB99, SSZ+97, SVS97]. Contains
[CDH+98, ASS+95, BSMH95, ND96, OPD+96, FHWV97, RDS+99, VSRP97]. contained [DMG96]. containing [BLL+96, RJS+95, BKEC96, FPHH96, GDC95, JBD+95, JGD+96, dPF95, PSB98, SLS+96, TNM+99, TBR+96, WKR96, WPMW95, ZL95a, MAW98, MSFA99, OPH+99, Sal99, SVB+97, ZOKS99, CC98, EKK+96, FNDS99, KFM99, PH98, RM97, RBB97, RKB97]. Contains
[NAsG+98, CLR+96, GSC+96, MFMW95, CDH+99, MUS98, SDHM99]. content [CMHT96, MVvdBD96, PPW+95, EFB+98, ZLL+98]. context
[MLO+95]. Continual
[DSGF95]. Continuous
[SHH97]. continuously
[WW96b]. Contractile
[RL96, FA95, BML+98, HHB+97, KSV97, SWS97b]. contractility
[CWB96, ML97, ZCB+98]. Contraction
[CLK99, GW95, HC95a, MCA96, SPT+95, TPM+99]. Contractions
[PvDA+98]. Contrasting
[YMD99]. contribute
[TKM+96, DBC+99, TCV+99]. Contributes
[CT97b, FJT+95, HFS96, SMB+95, JP98, MLN+98, PTVD99]. Contributing
[SPR+98]. Control
[PNL+95, ABK+97, CCBL98, JMD+98, KGA+97, ZH97]. Controlling
[MBCS98]. Controls
[ALC+99, MM99a, PCM95, SS95a, STP96, BRAM97, BP98, DBLD+99, JH99, OKB+99, RHI98, SSR98, VPM+98]. Conventional
[KMG+97]. Converge [LGG97, VMT+99]. conversion
[PNL+95, LGM+97]. convertase [DMM+96]. Convertases
[CR99]. converting
[MMAK97, FCM97, MCS+97a, TPM+99]. COOH
[BL96, hCMPG97, GF97, HLSM95, HTY+99, LCM+95, LDF95b, MSW+98, MAS+95, MMD+98, PL96, SYO95, TNFK+98, TSS+99a, WHM+96, IFM+99, SHPB99]. COOH-terminal
[BL96, GF97, HLSM95, HTY+99, LCM+95, MAS+95, PL96, TNFK+98, TSS+99a, WHM+96, LDF95b, MMD+98].
cooperate [BKB+96]. Cooperates [XMMW97, SPS97b]. Cooperative
[HHM+95, KvEdV+96, SVS97]. coordinate [KSP95, OWA95].
Coordinated [BWKH96, PFAF97, WB99, DSGF95, ZL95a]. Coordinates
[WE98, WJM+99]. Coordination [AWS96, XCLM98, HCRS98, NTAN98].
COP [AGPG96, DSG+97, DDF+98, FAO+96, GAPG97, MW95b, SSSKR95,
SWC+96]. COPI [DSG+97, ABRB95a, GE97, LPD+99, MSW+98, RAM+96,
SOR+96, SLL+98, TPMB97, SBD+99]. COPI-coated [SOR+96].

COPI-independent [GE97]. COPII
[ABRB95a, AWB+98, KSL96, RAM+96]. Coracle [WLF98]. Core
[WC97b, CMHT96, GACM+95, NRM+96, TGG95, WBG+97, AK99,
ATH+99, KSV+99, RN99, RGS99]. core- [WBG+97]. Corepressor
[QWS+98]. Corequirement [MCJK98]. Cores
[ALM97b, HD99, SR97, TMPM99]. corneal [MHLB96, CML+98].

corneal-specific [MHLB96], cornichon [PB98], cornified
[RHS+96, RHPW97]. Corona [YAC97]. coronavirus [ORW+95]. Coronin
[GHP+96]. Correlated [ABAAS98]. Correlates
[SR99, MAM95, PTB96, CLRR99, LPM+98, RSB+99]. Correlation
[KD97a, ZH97]. correlations [RCC+96, LRG+98]. Correlative [SGA97].
Corresponding [WG97]. cortex
[FK95, FA95, HWPC96, CS97a, HCAC99, HIWL97, PAN97]. Cortical
[BDO+97, BGB95b, LZ95d, MTS+96, WKWC96, ZLC+96, BRD99, CBTZ98,
CYS99, DSM+97, GDTBD98, GDL98, LL97, L97, MR98, MMR99a,
MRL+99, OWAIW99]. cotranscriptionally [VIF+96]. Cotranslational
[KRH98, MJBR98]. Coupled [Bar97, RRH+95, TOT+96, VLM+98, BLRS97,
DPG+99, KsY98, CMS98, MKS+97, PHA+98]. couplers [DM95].

Coupling [CSN99, ABRB95a, MCL+96, SLP+96, SPT+95, VUC+95, FJ98,
KLM+98, SEBF98]. Couplings [PFAF97]. Course [KS97]. Covalent
[SJW97]. covalently [CLR+96]. covers [WSW95]. CP190 [OWA95].

CPRP2 [TMN97]. CPRP2-like [TMN97]. CPRF2 [KWN+99]. CRAC
[FHCL95, LDO5]. cRac1B [AGP+98]. Crawling [HB98]. Cre
Critical [SH99, MW96, WPS+96, YGK96a, BBJ98, ISN+99, L97, LRC+99,
CRM1-mediated [PIB+99]. CRMa [FVK96]. CRO1 [BBOE98].

CRO1/She4p [BBOE98]. CRO1/She4p-like [BBOE98]. Cross
[LWS+97b, MGD97, AKP95, LMB+95, NCZ+95, TGG95, WSG+95, ANK97,
BFHB97, GWB+99, LSZ+99a, MSH+99, NGMR97, PH97b, SMB+99,
TCV+98, YPB+98]. cross-bridge [NCZ+95]. Cross-link [TCV+98].
Cross-linkers [TCV+98]. cross-linking [AKP95, LMB+95, GWB+99].
cross-links [TTG95, BFHB97, SMB+99]. Cross-striated [YPB+98].
Cross-Talk [LWS+97b]. Crosslinking [EKS97]. Crossing [BSW+99].

CRP1 [PLB97]. Crucial [FOK+99, SBPR+98]. Cruising [BG98]. cruzi
[BCWA97]. cryoelectron [BHDW95, MML96, JM97b, JOPM98].
Cryofixation [PAN97]. Cryp [LHB+99]. cryptic [MGS96, ZCW+98].
Crystal [SFSV95, SEB99, LRG+98]. crystals [KSL+95, MML96]. Ctf13 [RG99]. Ctf19p [HKHH99]. Cues [SWD+98]. CUG [VTG+96]. CUG-[VTG+96]. culture [KSS+95, LDCB95, VKR+96, dHyPL+95, mCBLK98, 
CMR+97, MBBT98, SDL98, WPW+97]. cultured [GGR+96, HMB95b, 
HCM+96b, KKE+95, LLL+96, NYN+95, PBB+96, RL96, WW96b, YSK95, 
KB99b, MOY+98, OWA1W99, PKQ+98, SPBCM97, WN97].
Cultures [CSF+97, BLB+96, CLS96, RKK97, SC97, SSS97]. Current [WMP+98].
Currents [ZOS+97]. Cushion [NMM+97]. Cutaneous [APG+96]. CXCR4 
[SOPM+97]. cyclase [LD95, SKS+95, SAM+99, WLF99]. Cycle 
[CMMC97, LSB98, AW96, DRAT95, DSGF95, FSH96, GMFN95, GJ95b, 
KJBM+96, KF95, LG95, LR95, LO96, LK95, MK95a, MG96, NWG95, 
NAV96, NMLJ96, OWA95, RHF+96, RSP+95, SH96, SNCBM95, TKVC95, 
TMDD96, TALM96, TMM+95, TFF+95, VMN95, YSC+95, ZOB+96, Ass97, 
BOM+98, DDRC99, FK99, FMM+98, HCRS98, HB99, HYN97, HHS+99, 
JE98, JB99, KR99, KCV+98, LHR+97, LMP98, MCC+97, MKS+97, 
OWD+99, OOB99, PBCS98, PCQH98, RC98, RKR+99, SLW+99, TGN97, 
TGGB97, TIBL99, VWO99, YGG97b, YMD99, ZRG98]. cycle- [RHF+96].
cycle-associated [KJBM+96]. cycle-dependent 
[FSH96, KF95, MK95a, OWA95, SH96, TKVC95]. cycle-independent 
[M96]. Cycles [NAsG+98, BBZ+95, CSY+95, CS96b, FA95, SO97, SO98].
Cyclic [DVL+98, TPS+99, WWM+98]. Cyclin [DVL+98, MYTK99, 
NNSN97, OHH+95, PMP+98, SSR+98, JCPK95, KSVZ95, NWPW95, 
ZOB+96, FjEP99, JHM98, LSM+98, MYTK99, TYT+97, WOM98].
Cyclin-dependent [DVL+98, PMP+98, SSR+98, KSVZ95]. cyclizing 
[DG96, BF97b, MM97a, PKCS98]. cyclins [DRAT95, KKF+95].
Cycloheximide [FEF+97]. Cyclosome [CJS+99, KWD+98].
Cyclosome/Anaphase [KWD+98]. Cyclosome/Anaphase-promoting 
[KWD+98]. Cyclosome/APC [CJS+99]. Cyk2 [LL98a]. Cylindrotheca 
[WFBC96]. Cyritestin [YPM97].
cysteine [AHM+96, GLL+99, vhHR79. OTQ99. ZK99]. Cysteine-3 [vhHR79].
cysteine-rich [OTQM98, ZOK99]. Cysteine34 [SKR96]. cysteiny1 
[LSL+96]. cysteiny1-containing [LSL+96]. Cystic [JMD+98]. Cyto 
[SATW98]. cytoarchitecture [PFF+95, vABSp95]. cytochemistry 
[JCWP59]. Cytochrome [SHK+99, MML96, DOS+99, EAS+98, 
MDF+99, NRP98, VCA99, BAC+96]. cytokeratin [PLM+96]. Cytokine 
[LCN+97, SSM+95, HAB+99]. Cytokine-independent [LCN+97].
Cytokinesis [SGS95, SGD98, TXB+99, CM95a, GWB+95, LVD96, MBP+95, 
RSP+95, SM+96, WLM95, WW96b, WRW+95, YLY+96, ATH+97, 
ALCC+99, BML+98, BG958, CRM+98, CDN97, CF99, EAM+97, KSY97, 
KWS+99, LWS+97a, LL98b, MAEE98, NWM+97, SCEB99, SB99a, SM99, 
TCM+97, WHG+97, YAI+98]. Cytokinesis-specific [LWS+97a].
Cytokinetic [JCC+98, YAI+98]. Cytological [CF+97b]. Cytomatrix 
[BDO+97]. Cytomegalovirus [ISM97]. Cytoplasm [BOS+97, HMSK95,
OSHG+, SK95b, SMA96, CL99, KSOK97, PIB+, SBV97, WCW98].

Cytoplasmic [AEVB98, BDPE+, CWSL97, FSADA97, GPKH99, HZK98, HH95a, KSE+, KBP+, NS97, RWS+, SNT+, TNN97, VV95, All95, BLLL95, CAA95, DSM+, FBD+, GBG+, GKM+, HLM95, LNR+, MRD+, MGS+, NNNMW6, OADB+, PWW+, RSK95, RSR96, SLT+, SNN96, SPMB+, SMRT96, SOHP95, SEL95, SKR96, SOE+, STRM95, TFF+, VGM96, WGR+, WKR96, W96, ZKSB96, vABSP95, BALL98, BSS+, BRLM98, BKN+, CS98, EPMB+, GCM98, HTK+, HCK98, HMB+, HFP+, IRW+, KL98, KRCP99, LM98, LG99, MR98, OK98, PDW99, PTVD99, S6M98, SHLD97, SALo+97, SSM98, SMZ+, YWM99, YNG98, YHD+, YPD98].

Cytoskeletal
[AAP+, LTW+, LKSW98, RKL95, SL97, SMM98, BGB5b, CK96, CH95, GKC+, HFSHK96, HGH96, LCS96, MTC+, PWW+, DLST+, DOP+, EGA97, GKB+, GB98, HPK97, HCW99, HUK98, KSK+, MB97, MSH+, SV98, SMTN99, SEBF98, TBP+, WGF+].

Cytoskeletal-associated [SV98]. Cytoskeletal [MDK+99].

Cytoskeletal

Cytoskeletons
[CCC+, GWB+, cytosol] [HP95, MCB96, MB96, GGS95, HC97, KE+, SPBCM97, TSS98, THS+, WIS97]. Cytosolic
[GBMS99, CM95a, P95, RLDM96, Bar97, BM99, BCWA97, DSM+, GSKL99, HRK+, MNR+, SDDV97, SEB99]. Cytotoxicity [DCVF98].

cytotoxin [LHM+, CH97].

D [SHWM+, NGT99, WP+, BZB+, CSA+, Dav95, HG95a, KBW+, PFHW98, RME98, VSCF96, WBR97]. D1 [MLM96, ZOB+96].

D2 [DSE+95]. D3 [BAS+, DVL+98]. Daip1 [KWS+99]. dalton [RFN96].

Dam1p [HCG+98]. Damage [MWGE97, GDM+, JHM98, RC98].


Daughter [SGTH99]. Daxx [IN+99]. DBP [SS95a]. DdCAD [SS97b].

DdCAD-1 [SS97b]. DdPIK1 [BGN+97]. DdPIK2 [BGN+97].

De-adhesion [GSR+96]. Death
[ABP+, MWGE97, MHM99, SMZ+, SKC97, FMJ+, HG95b, JWR96, LLRTP95, MFM+, RME+, SM95a, WJC+, BDP+, BNN99, CIK+, KOM+, LNM+, LMS97, LEB+, MMK+, NMN98, PMP+98, RHP99, TSL+98, TNCM97, VCJA99, YHO+98].

Death-effector [SMZ+98].

Decatenation [ALM97]. Deciphering [LBB97, SK96]. Decondensation
JM97b, JGCS97, KSV+99, KSVZ95, KBW+96, KF95, LCS96, LHWH97, LTE+96, LNY+95, LFB96, LKSW98, LMB+95, MEFH97, MCC+97, MK95a, MAB98, MFB+95a, MS+97, MBBT98, NM+97, NGMR97, OWA95, OF98, PWD+99, PMP+98, PW98, PR+95, PBS97, PWGG98, PYM+98, PT97, PSB98, PL96, RD96a, RHW+98, RSJK95, RSRK96, STK+98, SvDtK+98, SH96, SSN96, SSS99a, SKR96, SKS99, SRR96b, SFR+98, SSA+96, SSP95].


depending [BSK96]. depends [SSSKR95, vWDG+95, BM98, CLF+97a, LWS+97b, PB98, WCM98].

Dephosphorylated [CG+95]. dephosphorylation [BLE+96]. depleted [PMMF95, AC95a]. Depletion [GG95a, BQF+95, TSS+95a, LMS97, ZOS+97]. Depolarization [VMT+99, MLW+95, MAC+97]. Depolarizations [DH99]. Depolymerization [IS99, LNY+95, RK95].

depolymerization-dependent [LNY+95]. Depolymerizing [CLS+97, RAA+97, SB99d, AOMB96, DM95]. Deposited [ZOKS99].
deposition [IM96, DAF+97]. deprivation [AGB+96, MFM+95, WMC+95a, HE96]. deprived [DVD+96, MDE+99].


dihydrocytochalasin [MAM95]. dihydropyridine [CFC+95, PPF96, PFAPF97]. Dilation [BSD+96, MBDS+98]. Dilute [Bri99, WBR+98]. dilysine [HHD95]. dim1 [BG97]. Dimensional [STG+99, WSSB99, BHDW95, CFK95, CRCH95, DFC+96, EDB+96, JOPM98, LRM+95, MML96, MBK+95b, NHA+97, RME+95, SBGS96, UPAS95, WMO+95, XCG97, WPW+97, BMS+97, RNK97, SRR+97, ZSC98].
dimers [SFSV95, CWT+98]. diphenolphosphate [HCAW95]. diphtheria [NIM95].
Direct [AKM+98, CT97b, HKBM99, HSM+98, HYK+98, IFM+99, MAT+98, MKC99, PTV99, RdPRW98,SSI+97, SBG+98, SSS99a, SVH+98, WTCV95, WFB+96, YTT99, HH95, MBK96, REdC95, VV95, shWM+99, INMT97, nLZ99, NG99, PSB98, SHPB99, WSS97]. Directed [PC98, HGC96, KKE+95, YNOH95, PDS+97a, CLT+95, SNK+99].
directing [BPT96]. directional [BSB+97]. Directionality [GTP+99].
Directly [HDV+99, FPH96, BFHB97, BxQK+99, IHT+98, ZLB+97].
directs [MRvD+95, LTW+97, MBTW97, RSD98]. Disassembly [RTL+99].
Disassembled [UNPW98]. disassembly [MKXY95, ALCC+99, BMB97, BKM+98, CLRR99, NLM+98, SCPP98].
disc [EAL+95, MAM95, GTC+98]. discoideum [BGN+97, CF99, RFNF96, RKB+98]. Discrete [BMP99, BvdZW95, DFL+99]. discs [BMH95, MCL+96, ACH98].
discs-large [MCL+96]. Disease [YF99, GSM+96, KKA96, MMS+96b, VRD96, CAC+99, EGS+98, FRT+98, GSL98, JM99a, SOJ99].
Dispersable [TGN97]. Dispersal [DP98]. Dispersed [YGG97a].
Dispersion [HTK+98, TZL+98]. displaced [TAK95]. displacement [BCS96].
displaces [BZB+96]. Display [BG97, CRM+96, NMJ96, PKR95, wJTSSL98, KZS+98, VCI99].
disrupt [NWPW95]. Disrupted [GCCE+96, GSL98, ICW+96, TKH+97].
Disruption [KMI+97, MWT+96, PHM+98, SMG+97, ZLL+98, BWF+96, DSE+95, MM95b, DBH+97, FCTPA+99, RLMC99, SRCC97, WDO+98].
Disruptions [TMG97].
Disrupt [BG97, BCS96, CRG+95, HMB95b, SEC+95, BENV97, MAEE98, MS99].
Dissecting [AHM+96]. Dissection
[GSK+99, VZN+98, ZKH+99, HAS+95, UP+95, DAB+99, GAPG+97, HIW+98].
dissociate [SFS+95]. Dissociation [BBZ+95, SPL+97, YTY+99, BWF+96, DFC+96, HUU+96, SMB+95, CHH+97, KKS+99, KBF+98, SYT+97]. dissolution
[ZN+95a].
dissociate [SFS+95]. Dissociation
[BBZ+95, SPL+97, YTY+99, BWF+96, DFC+96, HUU+96, SMB+95, CHH+97, KKS+99, KBF+98, SYT+97].
dissolution
[ZN+95a].
distal [CLS+96, PMH+96, MMS+96a]. Distal-less
[MMS+96a].
distance
[MC+95]. Distinct
[BO+95, BFP+96, CRB+95, CLK+99, FK+97, HSM+98, HFP+98, LL+95, LV+96, SWR+96, YK+95, BD+97, BHC+99, BSA+98, BEN+97, GKG+97, HBH+98, LL+98a, MNR+98, MQR+97, PvD+98, SM+97, XZ+97]. Distributions
[GF+97].
disulfide
[FZ+98, GLL+99, HTW+97, KGH+98, LG+99, RDS+99]. Disulfide-bonded
[KGH+98].
disulfide
[FZ+98, GLL+99, HTW+97, KGH+98, LG+99, RDS+99]. Disulfide-bonded
[KGH+98].
disulfide
[LLK+95, LV+96, SWR+96, YKC+95, BD+97, BHC+99, BSA+98, BEN+97, GKG+97, HBH+98, LL+98a, MNR+98, MQR+97, PvD+98, SM+97, XZ+97]. Distributions
[GF+97].
divert [SLS+96, SCK+95, TBD+99]. Distinctive
[SHPP+96].
distinguish [NDB+95]. Distorter
[PKBH+97].
distributed
[PJL+95, VBZ+96]. Distributes
[MPL+98].
distribution
[CJG+95, HYK+98, KE+98, MB+99, PM+97, vIH+98, ABR+95, DMP+96, DGO+96, LLK+95, LV+96, SWR+96, YK+95, BD+97, BHC+99, BSA+98, BEN+97, GKG+97, HBH+98, LL+98a, MNR+98, MQR+97, PvD+98, SSR+98, SM+97, XZ+97]. Distributions
[GF+97].
divert [SLS+96, SCK+95, TBD+99]. Distinctive
[SHPP+96].
distinctive
[SHPP+96].
distinguish
[NDB+95].
distorter
[PKBH+97].
DNA-binding
[HTS+95, HBS+97, WA+97]. DNA-damaging
[PMP+98].
DNA-immortalized
[ZSM+95]. DNA
[HRR+98, HU+96, SHR+95, SSS+98, TKB+97]. DnaJ-like
[HRK+98].
DNA
[ALM+97b, BB+95, CL+97, DC+99, EKS+97, FB+96, GHW+99, HTS+95, HBS+97, HYN+97, HNH+98, IM+96, JCP+95, JHM+98, JE+98, LKW+96, LNH+98, LK+96, MSD+98, MK+95, MWG+97, MTW+99, MG+96, OPB+98, PMP+98, RSL+96, RBR+99, Edo+95, SFD+96, SJS+96, SVS+99, SSS+99b, SM+97, TAK+95, TR+99, WA+95, WXS+96, WSA+99, YN+95, ZSM+95]. DNA-binding
[HTS+95, HBS+97, WA+97]. DNA-damaging
[PMP+98].
DNA-immortalized
[ZSM+95]. DNA
[HRR+98, HU+96, SHR+95, SSS+98, TKB+97].
MMATe96, NCZ+95, PWG+95, PXL+95, PXR+95, RS95, SSN96, SPMB+96, SMRT96, SHR+95, SD95, STP96, SRRB95, TGG95, WGR+95, WHH96, WSG+95, WPMW95, WF96, APF+97, ABE+98, AL97, BALL98, BINRM97, BKN+97, CSY98, CWMD97, CIK+99, CS97b, DSC+99, DW97, FNDS99, FHSN97, GSKL99, HSV98, HMB+98, HTWC98, HR99, IFSV+98, KOM+98, KRGA98, KBB+97a, KJR+98, LDP+99, LRG+98, LNRR98, MNS+97, MLB98, MS95, MAE+97, MSFA99, OBW98, OK98, PNE98, PH98, PLB97, RKR+97, SZFM98, SSW+98, SAR+99, SHPB99]. Domain [SVB+97, SBPR+98, SSEM98, SDDV97, TSB99, WS97, WWO+98, WG97, XWK+97, YHD+98, YPM97, ZH97, ZLPL99]. domain- [DBL96]. Domain-2 [HR99]. Domain-associated [CWSL97]. domain-binding [MCL+96, MMATe96]. domain-containing [BL96, FNDS99, PH98].

Domains
[BPKB+99, CRM+98, DLSB95, EGA97, LXC+98, MAG+96, MK+99, RC97, AAM+98, AS95, ASSS+95, BBL+99a, BGG98, BSJA97, BHSJ98, BDS97, CKP96, CH98, DRAT95, DKB+96, EAL+95, EWS96, EK97, FaAR+96, FAZ+99, FMD+98, GCA+98, GDB+98, GPSF99, GB98, GCST97, GW+95, HCPW+99, HCM96a, HHM+98, HFP+98b, JK97, KP96, KMS96, KAFB99, KF95, LMF98, LM98, LBWF+97, gLSE+99, MZL+99, MNM+99, MF96b, MGS+95, MM95a, MAE+97, MBB+97, MBF+95b, MZAO98, MW96, MM96,

**Drs2p** [CIRG99].

**DSK1** [WFBC96].

**Dual** [DMS+95, HR99, LL98a, NNSN97, RRP+95, TNFK+98, VLM+98, MKF96, BRI99, FKO+98, shWMM99, LAS+97].

**Dual-Specificity** [NNSN97].

**Ductal** [YHMS+98].

**Due** [NMT97, PBJ+98, SVM+99].

**Dumping** [GCST97].

**Duo1p** [HCG98].

**Duplication** [TRS+99, BIR96, DK96, WW96a, AK99, MB97, SGSW97, WVO99].

**during** [AAP+95, ANS96, AK99, AN+97, ALVMM98, AHCC95, AWB+98, AZF96, AWC99, BMS+97, BAC97, BMS95, BLM+96, BSAJ97, CL99, CMD+98, CS99, CEZA97, CCR96, CKP96, DRAT95, DDWG96, DOSN99, DK96, DFL+99, EPVV96, EK+97, EMM96, EM98, EKSC98, ETF95, EK+97, FFF96, FK95, FSA+99, FWG+96, GCAHW97, GCST97, GSvR97, HPHK97, HG95a, HAS+96, HCW96, HG95, HyN97, HHR+98, JE98, DJ97, JWF99, KRH98, KsY98, KC98, KSB96, KA95, KSY97, KEB96, KJBM+96, KKL+97, KZK96, LG98, LHDC95, LZ95, gLSE+99, LO96, MKLS96, MCT+97a, MAC+97, MGP97, MZL+99, MOY+98, MC98, MHM99, MM97b, MGRS96, NMK97, NA99, NGT99, NH99, OWAJ99, OTL+97, OSK+96, PWZ97, PDS+97a, PH97a, PCQH98, PT+98, RHRB96, RP96, RS99, RC98, RWS+99, RACH96, SAR+99, SHC95].

**DxxxLL** [DKN97].

**dy** [VKR96].

**dy/dy** [VKR96].

**Dynactin** [QGE99, EPVV96, HTHK96, VV95, AEBV98, BENV97, EGM+99, KLH98, MTLGC99, WSH98].

**Dynamic** [BKMN+98, BSAJ97, DPG+99, JCWP95, KLW+98, KWCS96, PFF97, SH96, The97, VB98, WD+97, WFL+99, XZM97, BBJ+96, FHW+97, GB99, GGD+97, HDES97, KR99, KLL+97, LHR+97, PCD+98, SFA+98, SLPE+98, TWS97, WSS97, WWD+97].

**Dynamics** [AWC99, BB97, BMPP99, BD97, GMBS99, LG98, LBS98, LLK+95, MAM99, PBA+97, REC97, SJ96, ZP98, OBB+95, RSP+95, SFSV95, TH95, VE95, WSGP95, YSC+95, ZKB95, ZKS96, OCF+97, BD98, BW97, CHW+99, ESM+97, EK97, GLMG98, HSLB99, HKO+98, KSY+98, LG+99, LL98a, MSD+98, MI99, MCM+99, MKC99, MCRW97, NTH98, SFA+98, SYM+97, SGA97, SMT99, TOB+99, WHG+97, WBR+98].

**Dynamin** [HKOM98, OM98, DBdBS95, GKV95, HM96, TMDD96, AB+98, LRS+98, OKB+98, SY99, SSrv98, VvZ99, YPDM98].

**Dynamin-1** [ABT+98].

**Dynamin-2** [ABT+98].

**Dynamin-dependent**

VHF97. Efficiency [GHW99]. Efficient
[AM95a, CSN99, LGRB96, MR96, VH96, JP98, SHL97, YWMH99].
efficiently [SLS96]. efflux [MBD96]. Eg5 [MSH99]. EGF
[NIM95, BLB96, DMY97, FPHH96, HIG95, MPY96, MS98, MLW95, MBF95a, NIM95, SVB97]. EGF-induced [MSH98].

EGF-like [HIG95, NIM95, SVB97]. Egg
[GRB97, LKW96, MMS96b, SK96, SF95, WSGP95, CLL98, HTH97, MCJK98, SBGR98, TGN97, TGTL97, TYT97, WVM97, YPM97].
eggs [MST96, WTC95, CRM97]. Eh [DSC98]. Eif [KGL99]. Eif-2
[KGL99]. eIF6 [SPV99]. Either [SVtK98, JMT96, sHWM99].

Elaboration [RB98]. elastase [OSC95]. elastic [SHS96]. Elasticity
[HMLC97, HD99, TGL98]. electrical [BWF96]. electron
element [MC95, KE97, LRC99]. elements
[REJ95, TKM96, AAD97, LHC98]. Elevated [WBG97]. elevation
[CM95a, MLZ99]. Elicited [MCD97]. Elicits [VH97]. Elimination
[MZNR98, RPS97]. elongation [LTE96, MELC96, NCZ95, WFBC96, DSG98, GMG99].
element [MC95, KE97, LRC99]. elements
[REJ95, TKM96, AAD97, LHC98]. Elevated [WBG97]. elevation
[CM95a, MLZ99]. Elicited [MCD97]. Elicits [VH97]. Elimination
[MZNR98, RPS97]. elongation [LTE96, MELC96, NCZ95, WFBC96, DSG98, GMG99].

Embryo
[BSAJ97, CM95a, Go95, CRA98, GCAH97, GKP99, GSK99, NG99].

Embryogenesis
[CC96, CKP96, FSA99, MC98, SCE99]. Embryonal
[CMM97, OSK96]. Embryonic
[BHD97, FFM95, JDK97, BEG95, BLM96, CJG95, FPM95, GF95, KSS95, MB96, RD96a, RBL96, SSA96, TKM96, ZLC96, C98, DBC99, DBJ99, GJB98, GSP98, MZL99, MDK99, N99, PMH98, RHP99, RYB99, SFD98, S98, SVM99].

Embryos
[BSAJ97, CG98, DK96, FHV96, KJBM96, MB95b, MKI96, WWP96, BHS98, hCMPG97, LM98, LTR97, MRL99, MS97b, S97, VWG97, d98a]. emergence [MR96]. emerging [WS95]. EMMPRIN

envelope [DHF98]. Emp47p [SSKR95]. employing [LCH96].

Employment
[Car99]. Ena [LLH99]. Ena/VASP [LLH99]. enables
[WH96, BPS99]. ENaC [AAM98]. encoded [MK95b, OAB96, RRA95, RZZ96, GKS98, KSY97, HOCK98, RKB97, YCR98]. encodes
[BTB96, EGH95, FT95, GE95, HWP96, MCA96, MB95, MGM95, SCK95, SL96, SK95, TWC95, TSS95, ZL95, BBR97, BG97, BFF97, EGA97, GB98, KPW97, PGD97, SdCAH97]. encoding
[GBW95, KBS95, MR96, BGN97, ESR97, PAT99, KMH97]. end
[IRM99, JKE95, L95, MGR96, YNOH95, EGM99, PDS97a, SNK99]. end-directed [KKE95, YNOH95]. end-specific [L95].

Endcompartments
[BAC97]. Endocardial
[NMK97]. Endochondral
endocrine [AS96]. **Endocytic**

[BQF+95, MSM99, FPWN95, GLP+95, HP95, MLJM95, PCYS95, SJHC96, GMS+98, KMG+97, LGGS97, LTW+97, OT97, PFHWN98, VvZ99, WBS+98].

**Endocytosed** [GMS+98, LRS+98]. **Endocytosis**

[DTB96, GK96, HSL+95, LNR+96, RJP+96a, SK96, BMS95, DSGF95, HH95a, KP96, RWO95, SRH+95, THP96, VE95, WPLK95, WMXE96, ALK+99, BLB+98, BGN+97, DSC+99, KWS+99, MBF+97, NBJ+99, RS99, RSD98, SOPM+97, SN97, SDDV97, TFYH99, WE98, ZPL+98]. **Endoderm** [SVM+99]. endogenous [BEZ+95, KGW+95, TEL+95, BL99, KGHG98, SMW+99].

**Endoglin** [LLZ+96]. **Endolyn** [IMS+98]. **Endolyn-78** [IMS+98]. **Endonexin** [KSE+97, SOE+95]. **Endopeptidase** [BCWA97].

**Endoplasmic** [BB97, CSN99, CGC+97a, FFDP98, FNH99, GHS98, LAW+98, MAS+97, MZN97, SSN66, YHS+99, ZWT+97, ALl95, ABRB95a, BRB96, GKE95, GG95a, KA95, KKA96, LCP95, LHDC95, MBS96a, MBM95, MTLW95, NBW96, RAM+96, RW95, SHR+95, SOR+95, SNCH95, VJHR96, AFG+98, ABK+97, DSG+99, KWS+99, MBF+98, PKCS98, SDHM99, WC97a, ZSP+98].

**Endothelial** [FSDA97, HRD98, LCN+97, LVN+98, MSF+99a, MSFT99, MA95, YMAC+98, CCB+95, DZC+96, GHP+96, GW95, HMB95a, KvEdV+96, LCC+95, PLR+95, PFCS95, ANS+97, AEWG+97, BBL+99b, CAR+97, CFS98, DPZ+97, DBC+99, EvdESvdH+97, EWW+98, KDO+99, KA98, LHS97a, MDV98, NMK+97, NRDO+98, SAC+98, SPR+98, SGJP99, TGW99, TCYS99, WSWR99].

**Endothelin** [CMS98, TPM+99]. **Endothelin-1** [CMS98].

**Endothelin-converting** [TPM+99]. **Endothelium**

[CBM+98, PHU+95, YWW+96, dPSMNSM95, GCM+97, OMS98]. Ends [BMC+99, BWKH96, CFK95, MMP+95, MELC96, SJHC96, WSGPS95, DPG+99, ILSH99, TWS97]. energetics [ST96]. energy [KE98, BF97a].

[HFP98a, LR98, RC98, AAP+95, FHCL95, WWP+96, CHC97, JHM98, TGN97, VPM+98, WWM+98]. **Envelope**
[ORW+95, RST+99, MKLS96, RHS+96, SPMB+96, ST96, STRM95, ZKSB96, ZN95a, ANK97, DFL+99, FHW97, GH99, HPD+97, KCF98, LHS97b, MGM98, MS98, MBDS+98, RDP+99, SEAB+99, TGT97, YGG97a].

**envelopes** [SF95, dC89, LBWF+97, RHPW97, THS+98]. **environment** [BEG+95, WSW95, ISM97]. **Envoplakin**
[RHS+96, RHPW97]. **Enzymatic** [RRA95, KSG+96, ZL95c]. **Enzyme**
[KS9+99, MAA97, SYY+96, SKR96, EJ99, FCN97, HBP98, HCL99, MCS+97a, MKS+97, TYK+98, TPM+99, VK98]. **Enzyme**
[KC95b, LCM95, epithelia ML95a, ANK97, IS97, RME+95, SWB+96, SS+95, WW96b, ZSM95, vdBLC96, BMG+99a, CS97, CCB+98, GCC+97b, DOP+98, FK99, GvdFvD+99, HLG+98, IFSV+98, IHT+98, JN98, KFM99, KRC99, LGZ+99, LR97, MLC+98, LMC+98, LGM+98, MLN+98, MC98, PBA+97, RPS+97, RMC99, SFD+98, SRV+97, Sa99, SYT97, SSZ+97, SW98, TWD98, VTHAA99, WU98, WSS97, WWO98, WRG98, YHK+97, ZSP+98]. **epidermis**
[BS96, PLM+96, MDK+99]. **Epithelium**
[KK98]. **Epiligrin** [XGC96]. **Epimorphin** [HLP+95]. **Epilasmic** [WvdVV5]. **epithelium**
[KL95, LCM+95, LY+95, MK+95, PCL+96, SSB+95, WHP+96, GSP+98, HGG+97, HPY+98, MKB+99, WJ+98]. **Epithelial**
[AC98, CWM+98, GSP+98, KD97a, LBW+97, RWO97, SV+98, ZT99, AHB96, BFS+95, CLR+96, DvD95, DNC+95, DSC+95, DL+95, FSR+96, FLPS95, FSP95, HM95b, HWC+96, KKD+95, LK+95, LLK+95, LO96, LDCB95, LLRTP95, MAFJ+95, MS+95, MBF+95a, MvdB96, MLL95, MMM95, PHL+95, RME+95, SWB+96, SS+95, WW96b, ZSM95, vdBLC96, BMG+99a, CS97, CCB+98, GCC+97b, DOP+98, FK99, GvdFvD+99, HLG+98, IFSV+98, IHT+98, JN98, KFM99, KRC99, LGZ+99, LR97, MLC+98, LMC+98, LGM+98, MLN+98, MC98, PBA+97, RPS+97, RMC99, SFD+98, SRV+97, Sa99, SYT97, SSZ+97, SW98, TWD98, VTHAA99, WU98, WSS97, WWO+98, WRG98, YHK+97, ZSP+98]. **epithelial-mesenchymal** [M95, MMT95].

**epithelial-stromal** [CL+96]. **epithelialization** [PTBC96]. **epithelium**
[EAL+95, HG95b, MW96, BFR98, DCR98, FLO+99, FZ+99, HK+99, MGB+98, YHMS+98]. **epitope** [NSR95, WHM+96, SG97, SSS+99].

**Epitope-defined** [SSS+99]. **Eps15**
[BLB+98, FBP+95a, WXM96, WE98, DSC+99, vD+97]. **epsilon**
[PH96, PMCT96, TCM96]. **Equator** [KCM+97]. **ER-associated** [MB96].

**ER/ERGIC/cis-Golgi** [ISH95]. **ErbB** [VC97]. **ErbB-4** [VC97]. **erbB2**
[NBS+98]. **ErbB4** [JWS99]. **Erd2p** [MSW+98, MSW+98]. **Erg30**
[SBD+99]. **ERGIC** [ISH95, IS95, V99]. **ERGIC-53** [ISH95, V99]. **ERK**
[BZ99, HT+99, NCW+99, SVH+98]. **ERK/p38MAPK**
[HT+99]. **ERM** [YH+98, HSK+96, KTD+97, MMD+98, YTT99]. **ERS**
[POR+97]. **ERS-24** [POR+97]. **Erv14** [P98]. **Erythrocyte**
[TSK98, WGF+98]. **Erythrocytes** [TLBK98]. **erythroid** [ABRB+95b]. escaped [MR95]. **Escherichia** [LCM+95]. **Esi** [SBS+99]. **Espin** [BZL+98].

**Essential**
[ABP+98, BBL+99a, COML95, DBE98, FFDP98, KSF+99, KGHG98, MEFH97, SPV+99, SME98, TOSE+98, WH97, ZT99, AOMB96, CRLM96, DPC+96, DK96, DDBB95, GCB+95, GKR95, HY95, HG95b, HB95b, IWW95, IFHR+96, JRLS95, LN96, MBP+95, MGM95, NNMW96, RLCM96, RBL+96, SCK+95, SCKG95, SS95b, SDTE95, WVVD95, ZL95b, ZLC+95, AYMB99, AKLME98, ACH+98, BMP+98, BSD97, BH98, BG97, BFL+97, BBJ98, DRE97, EGA97, FRHS98, GWA+98, GCA+98, GDB+98, KHA+99, LMA+97, MGIZ98, MV+99, MNZ+99, MAE+97, PGD+97, PW98, PFDL97, PYL98, SCM+97, SYF+97, SHL97, SV98, UvM+99, WSR+97, WE98].

**Established** [Krk+98]. **establishes** [SYB95]. **Establishment** [LTM+97, ML+99, ASP+97, BMHH97, DWM+98]. **Esters** [SOPM+97].

**estrogen** [FSR+96, ARR+98]. **estrogen-dependent** [FSR+96]. **Ethylene** [SRR+97]. **Eukaryote** [HMC+97]. eukaryotic
[SCKG95, VSGF96, SHMC99]. **EVA** [GSP+98]. event [ZMG+96a, MDE+99].

**Events** [KWD+98, AW96, BBZ+95, BSD+96, JCPK95, PCL+96, PLZ+95, RPW96, AK97a, HCRS98, NG99, PHN+98, TMM97]. **Evidence** [AN99, CRLM96, CAH+99, DWM+98, FWL+98, FHH99, GM95, HMD97, KBW+96, MH99, PT97, SJW97, TYFH99, ZHK+99, LW96, CML96, KL96, RZZ96, ALM97b, BR98, Dar95, GBV+98, JP98, JR98, KBF+98, KKT+98, LAS+97, MLN+98, OTL+97, OF98, SB99c, WNB97].

**Evoked** [PMP+98]. **Evolution** [RPB+98]. **Evolutionarily** [WDV+97].

**Evolutionary** [HCM+97]. examined [KE98]. **Exchange** [TXB+99, WSE+97, FWG+96, JLR95, GKP+97, KR99, vLKvD+97, vHMV+97].

**Exchanger** [HCP+99, WSG+98]. **Exchangers** [AKC+99]. exchanging [BCC+95]. excitation [SPT+95]. excitation-contraction [SPT+95].

**Exclusion** [RR96, PHB96]. execute [DPH95].

**execute** [YGK96b, MCS+97a, STK+98, SGSW97]. **Exencephaly** [MCS+98]. exert [KR96, BRD99]. exhibit [AYF+96, FGA+96, NPRT95, RFN96, CGS+99].

**exhibits** [FaAr+96]. **Exist** [TLF+97]. **Existence** [HH99, HD99]. Exit [BMG+99b, CSN99, LC595, C5CH97, JMS97, LPD+99, TGN97, VPM+98].

**exocrine** [DMP+96, CFB+98]. **Exocytic** [RWO+97, BM99, SVF+98].

**Exocytosis** [BML+97, CT97a, BAS95, CRMB95, CGS+96, MST+96, MM95b, MKX95, VB96, WCT95, BM97, BL99, EKF+97, FN98, LRAB99, NBC+99, PAN97, ZCP99]. **Exocytosis-sensitive** [CT97a].

**exocytic** [LRL95, TKY+97]. **Exogenous** [OBO99, vBCH+95, OMS97].

**Exon** [FSDA97, AK95, BJ+95, JBD+95]. exons [BMG+95, BRJP96].

**Exoribonuclease** [BS+97]. **Exosomes** [TRG+99]. **exotoxin** [FF+95].

**exotoxin-mediated** [FF+95]. expanded [RvSL+95]. expansion [BLB+96, DDM98, RS99]. experimental [ZN95a, SEH+97a].

**Explanation** [SW+98]. **Exploits** [RBM+99]. **Export**
[ABK+97, GLL+99, BRB96, BLEB96, CCBK96, GDC95, HB95b, MKB+95, ND96, RLCM96, VIF+96, AWB+98, BBP+98, BF97a, HHS+99, IW97, IJB+97, KDG98, KDK+99, PDML97, PFDV99, REC+99, TDR99, YLD97].

Exposed [DSM+98a]. Exposes [ZCW+98], express [VGM96, GJW+97, ZhTA+97]. Expressed [AAM+98, CBM+98, OZF+99, WLD+98, AC95b, BSJ95, FAP+96, GCM+95, HKL96, HKM+96, HWPC96, PJI+95, RGS+96, SLM+95, SCKG95, VDA+96, WTY95, WKR96, BHB99, GSP+98, DPD+97a, WDL+98, YSEI+99].

Expressing [CSF+97, AYF96, CRM+96, DNC+95, FWHW96, KGW+95, KMO095, ABL98, GBW98, SATW98, SCB+97]. Expression [ADP+95, BBW+98, BBAN+99, BRHD95, FSA+99, GRB+97, GEX+99, HDV+99, HMB95b, ICW+96, KOS95, KOA+99, LOMO96, LRS+98, MKB+95, MLLT95, OTL+97, SIF+97, SL95, VKP+95, X97, ZOS+97, ACH95, AW96, BWF+96, BME+95, BBOB96, BSK96, BGGR+96, CLT+95, CLO99, DNB+96, DSvdV+96, EMB+96, ED96, FFZ+95, FHV+96, GZK+95, GEJ+95, HHM+95, HGP+95, KKK+96, KAT+95, KMB+95, LRM+95, LGdC95, LDCB95, MAFJ+95, MF96b, MVvdBD96, NKI+95, NMJL96, OSPJ+96, PLM+96, RCG+96, RL96, RME+95, RZZ96, RK95, REdC95, SRR96a, SPMB+96, SMRT96, SST95, SSA+96, SHPP96, SDDL95, SSB+95, TCM96, TLF+95, TWD95, TRJ+95, TKM+96, WPS+96, WLML95, WJ+96, WMC+95b, WD95, XZSC96, YKC95, ZMM+95, ZHR95, ZL95c, ZOB+96, AEWG+97, BZBA99, CSEM99, DC97, DMM98, GvdVdD99, GYWR97, HHB+97, JMJ97, JLJ98, JKD97, JK97, KEJ97, KCV+98, KFL+98].


extends [MR95]. Extensibility [TGL+98]. Extension [MM99a, DC96b, DGR95, MAS+95, HIJ97, MQR+97]. Extensive [WB99, MMS+96b, ZL95a]. extent [VBZ96]. external [MBS96a].

Externalization [NMM98]. Extracellular [FLO+99, FWBSO97, IAS+98, LDCB95, NMC+97, XC96, AC95b, DMS+95, DGR95, HMB95a, H95b, KLM95, LF95, RSC96, RS95, WH96, WvdVV+95, ZHR95, dPSMN95, APF+97, AMY+98, BZBA99, FZZN98, GCAHW97, GLMG98, LGZ+99, LDD+97, MH97, MLC99, SLN+97, SSSS97, VLM+98, WLF99, WG97, ZOKS99]. Extrachromosomally [SIUW98].

F [LWM+95, CSY98, FCTPA+99, GFN+99, HHR+98, LTE+96, MPCW97, MH95b, PPWL97, RGS99, RA96, SH95, SRR95, TTG95, TCSG96, TLBK98, ÜHK+99]. F-actin
[LTE+96, MH95b, RA96, SH95, TCSG96, ÜHK+99]. F-actin-binding
[PPWL97]. F-actin-rich [SRR95]. F-box [RGS99]. F11
[YHS+99, RPW96, ZL95a, KRRH98, TKBM97]. Facilitation [MIL97]. Factor
[AGS+97, BMD+99, BHD+97, CLS+97, DCV98, FKNM97, JCR97, NAsG+98, NCV+98, RAA+97, SB99a, TXB+99, TB99, TSC+98, AOMB96, AM95b, BSN95, BJS+95, BKP+95, BPS+95, BGN+96, CGSP95, CMUW96, CAA95, DMS+95, DPT+96, DHT96, EHM+95, EB96, FLW+95, GJ95a, GKH+96, GKM+96, GBBOS96, HIG+95, HWFA96, IWW95, JRS96, JLR95, KBW+96, LDF+95a, LS95a, LLN+95, LTE+96, Mah96, MBD+96, MM95, MLC96, NIM95, OSH+96, PSBB96, PG95, RVD+95, RROA95, RD+96, SRR96a, SLT+96, SS95a, SCG+96, SSM+95, SRR96b, SV96d, TJJ+95, TLF+95, TRJ+95, VTG+96, VBG96, WMC+95a, WKJ+95, WD95, YN95, YSM+95, YJB+95, ZMM+95, ZM95, ZSV95, APR98, AK97b, BKJ+98, Car99, CSCM97, CEZA97, CGC+97, DPM+97, EWW+98, FHK+97, FWS96, FJ98, GMGGD98, GKP+97, GWH98, GGP99, GY99, HTWC98, HZ98, IW97, JLL98]. Factor
[MG97, NMG97, SBPR+98]. Factor-1 [GMGGD98]. Factor-2
[JLL98, SPR+98]. factor-alpha [AM95a, MBD+96]. factor-beta
[DMS+95, EHM+95, ZMM+95]. Factor-dependent
[BHD+97, TSC+98, JRS96, KBW+96, SRR96b]. Factor-II [NCV+98]. factor-immunoglobulin [LDF+95a]. factor-induced [RVD+95]. factor-stimulated [PC4+96]. Factor/Cofilin [RAA+97, SB99a, AOMB96]. Factor/Scatter [AGS+97, BFS+95, TJJ+95, WKJ+95]. Factors
[WLD+98, YTO+99, BBJ+96, DEG+96, HKM+96, HS95, KWC96, MTGY96, NS95, S95a, TSP+96, BZBA99, BM98, JVR99, KDD98, KB99a, KDB97, KCV+98, KTY99, Ped98, SVB+97, SMG+97]. FADD
[YTY+99]. falciparum [BJR+99, GDF+96, WSG+98]. Fam [TYK+98]. Families [DDW97]. Family [BD+97, EGK+99, HB99, KGF+97, KN9+97, KND+97, LHH+99, OBB99, OZF+99, PdHTV99, BOLS95, CBB+96, CK96, DVD+96, ES96, FUB+96, FSA95, GKR95, JWR96, KKF+95, LVD96, LFB96, NS95, PTL+95, SSL+96, SLP+96, TAK95,
WPMW95, ZL95b, AGP+98, CCS+98, CF99, CKB+98, DDF+98, FCMN97, GRTB97, GvdFvD+99, HGW+98, HHM+98, LL98a, NLM+98, PRV98, RB97, RHPW97, SVB+97, SEBW+98, SS+98, YPM97). far [BGGR+96].

[CLS+97, FLL+98, GCT97, MAM99, RDPW98, SB99d, The97, WDV+97, BWKH96, BCSG96, COML99, GEF95, MMP+95, MKXY95, MELC96, OS96b, SHA95, TTTG95, TTTG96, VS95, XHUC96, ASP+97, Bt99, CS97, FRHS98, GFM+99, LSL99, LWS99, LRC+99, MNS+97, MPCIW97, NOS+97, NLM+98, ONI+98, PYM+98, RSS98, SWS97a, STF98, SGA97, TWP98, YMP98]. Filament-bound [ONI+98]. filamentous [RJP96b, LL98b]. Filaments [BMC+99, BGH+97, MEFH97, RAA+97, ASY96, CK96, CRCH95, FAAR+96, GKC+96, GGR+96, GPR+95, GCG95b, KTC95, MELC96, NCZ+95, PTBC96, SHC95, SVB96, TCSG96, CSO97, CRRF97, GCM+98, GWB+99, INNT97,

gametogenesis [GDF+96, GCA+98]. Gamma [SJ95, DMP+96, DNH+96, ES96, HSL+95, IMFS96, LJ95, LD95, MF96a, MJMS96, ROG+96, SS95b, SGGS96]. gamma-dynein [ROG+96].
GAW+96, GBW+95, HTS+95, HY95, HCA+95, HWPC96, HWC+96, HMM+95, IFHR+96, KP96, KBSW95, LRM+95, LGdC95, LDCB95, MAG+96, MKB+95, MBP+95, MR96, MMS96a, NMJL96, OFY+95, OABD+96, PJJL+95, PGC+95, RK95, SSA+96, SCKG95, SBR+96, SS95b, SS+95, SVT96, TWVC97, TCM96, TSS+95, TD95, TKM+96, VKP+95, WS95b, WW96a, WDJ95, XJM+95, XZSC96, ZL+96, AEWG+97, BAH+98, CAC+99, DDWM97, ESR97, FH97, FSFT98, GCA+98, GPSF99, GKS+98, GB98, HKS97, IFSV+98, IRW+99, KMHK97, KSY97, KPW+97, LBWF+97, LN+98, LDD+97, ML97, MMS+98, NTAN98, PB98, PHM+98, RB98, RK97, RLMC99, SdCAH+97, SGSW97, SMCE97, SEH+97a, SCEB99.

**Gene** [SMV+99, SVM+99, TKH+97, THS+98, TWI+99, WRC+99, WMSM97, XZSC98, ZTH+97, ZLL+98]. **gene-1** [HWPC96]. **gene-encoded** [MB+95]. **gene-related** [CKM95]. **general** [LCH96]. **generated** [NH95, TLF+97]. **generates** [CDRB+96, ZL95a, FBM99]. **generating** [MSF+95]. **generation** [FJT+95, KJB+96, SKWY95, BCWA97, CSM97].

**genes** [BI+96, BGGR+96, DG96, GCM+95, KLN+96, NK+95, OMW+96, RedC95, VNM95, ZHR95, BGN+97, ELMS98, JVRNM99, LC97, SW98, TRA+99]. **Genetic** [CRCH95, DVD+96, DFMG97, FKM+99, FNH99, YRM+96, FHCL95, HBJ95, MGA+96, FRT+98]. **genetically** [NRM+96, CMR+97]. **genome** [MW95a, LGM98]. **Genomes** [SLF+99].


**glucocorticoids** [COML95]. **Glucose** [SG+97, HLSM95, LCP95, MTL+96, PXR+95, VY95, WHM+96, GBJ+98, HOS+97, SL97]. **Glucosylceramide** [vZKH97, vGvM95]. **Glucosyltransferase** [FFD98, LCP95]. **Glued** [MGS+95]. **GLUT** [MTL+96, SGM+97, HOS+97, MAMJ95]. **GLUT-3** [HOS+97]. **GLUT-4** [MTL+96, SGM+97, MAMJ95]. **GLUT4** [HLSM95, KP95, PVDA+98, VY95, WBS+98, BL99, WHM+96].

**glutamate** [WS96]. **Glutamine-repeat** [DSSL+98]. **glutaminyl** [AKP95]. **glutathione** [KRMA96, LMS97]. **glycan** [PGS95, GSB97]. **Glycans** [BRS99, HZC+97, WBG+97]. **glyceraldehyde** [RWO95]. **Glycerol** [RHL98]. **Glycine** [KWK+96, NIK+97]. **Glycine-rich** [NIK+97]. **Glyco**
KGHG98, SGM+97, UPT98. **Granulocyte** [SRR96a, WDL+98]. **GRASP** [DC96b]. **grasshopper** [ZN95a]. **Grd19p** [VS98]. **Green** [ACSN98, OTQM98, CRLM96, OM95, SG95, GCML98, GGPG99, KFL+98, LHS97a, POS+98, SSI+97]. **Gr1lp** [CMHT96]. **group** [KKAN+96, BHSAJ98, FSC+97, SSW+98]. **grow** [RFNF96]. **Growing** [FSH99, CLS96, CFK95, FTH96, RPC+95, ZP98, ZCOP99]. **grown** [ESR97]. **Growth** [ASES+97, AGS+97, BMC+99, IKT+96, JCR97, LBBP98, MN98, NCV+98, Ped98, SEH+97a, SSR+98, TSC+98, AC95a, AM95b, BJS+95, BKP+95, BLI+96, BS95a, BKEC96, BFS+95, CGSP95, CMUW96, DMS+95, DPC+96, DSC+95, EHM+95, FLW+95, GJ95a, GHP+96, GTH95, HKM+96, HIG+95, HWA96, JSR96, KMR95, KFE96, LDF+95a, LS95a, LZD95, Mah96, MGM95, MMMT95, MZY96, MR96, NIM95, PMMF95, RME+95, RVD+95, SLT+96, SKA+96, SCG+96, SSM+95, SCK+95, SS95b, SVD96, SSW+96, TLL+95, THK95, TK95, VTG+96, VHK96, VLP+95, WM+95a, WMC+95b, WKJH+95, WD95, YSM+95, YSB96, ZMM+95, ZM95, ZL95a, ZSM95, dCV95, BFL+97, BZBA99, BKJ+98, CAS97, Car99, CEZA97, CGC+97b, DBC+99, DHE99, DPM+97, EWW+98, FSH99, GWL99, GPG99, GTY98, IRR+98, KHA+99, KB99a, KLS+99, LW99, MGB+97, MFT97, MFB99]. **Growth** [MQR+97, NIK+97, NGMR97, OOB99, PKQ+98, RHW+98, RPS99, SS97, SYT97, SPR+98, SBPR+98, SK99, SW+98, SGW99, SEBF99, TCM+97, WWO+98, ZTH+97, ZSB99, ZS98]. **Growth-associated** [MN98, IRR+98]. **Growth-dependent** [FSH99]. **Growth-inhibitory** [SEH+97a]. **growth/differentiation** [MMMT95]. **gruberi** [HPKL97]. **GTP** [DDRC99, HCAW96, LVD96, LD95, MCB98, MF96a, MGY+95, OWA999, OMS98, SRH+95, ZJB+97, GKP+97]. **GTP-binding** [DDRC99, HCAW95, LVD96, MC98, OWA999]. **GTPase** [MCB96, AGP+98, CRLM96, CKB+98, HH95b, JMS97, JN98, JSN98, MSH+98, NH99, TXB+99, vLK+97, GdFvD+99]. **Guanine** [vLK+97]. **Guanosine** [CNG98]. **Guanylate** [KNH+97]. **guanylyl** [HCAW95]. **Guarded** [RC98]. **guidance** [OFY+95, LDP+99]. **H** [CF95, EPMB+99, FWG+96, RME+95, RHW+98, VB98, WSG+98, GH98, KTAX98, MWL+96, SEH+97a, WMC+95b, ZLL+98]. **H-Ras** [EPMB+99]. **H-rev107** [SEH+97a]. **H1** [PFAF97, WGR+95]. **H3** [SAR+99]. **Haemanthus** [KCB96]. **hair** [APG+96, EWS96]. **half** [DSF95, SCG+95]. **half-desmosomal** [DSF95]. **Hamster** [FNH99, NNSN97, BBZ+95, HP95, ZOS+97]. **hand** [MBP+95]. **Hansenula** [TWVC95]. **HB** [IKR+98, NIM95, MN98]. **HB-GAM** [MN98]. **hBUBR1** [CSY98]. **hcf106** [WRC+99]. **Hcp** [MMR99b]. **Hcp-1** [MMR99b]. **HD1**
[SBG^98]. **HD1/PLECTIN** [SBG^98]. hDlg [LBCB96]. **Head** [MMD^98, WTM^99]. **Head-to-Tail** [MMD^98]. **Heads** [BWWT97, HH98]. **Healing** [BMLM96, ZMM^95, CMD^98, OTL^97]. heart [BSMH95, RBL^96, CSN97, ESH^99, FAZ^99, GBvDN^98, NML^97, YDFB98]. **Heat** [B SAJ97, BM96, LCM^95, SFD^96, SRG^96, SHC^97, SSH^98]. **Heat-denatured** [SHC^97]. **Heavy** [BGH^97, DRR96, KSG^96, NSYK^95, ROG^96, VGM96, AS^97, BLM98, EF^98, KSY97, KAFB99, MKW^99, RKRG99, RHW^98, SS^98, SSRP99, SCB^97, TWP98, YWMH99]. **hedgehog** [DDWM97, FK^99]. **HeLa** [AAP^95, EELF^95, MAM95, MAS^97, SHP^97, VKIH98]. **Helical** [SDDV97]. **Helicases** [SSS^99b]. **Helicobacter** [CHH97, LHM^96]. **Helps** [SWHG^98]. hemagglutinin [BSD^96, DPHW^96, LNR^96, MWC^95, NDBR^95, CLF^97a, CFL^98, HZC^97, KS98, LNR^98, MBOC^97, PBM^99, QPH^98, RLV^98]. Hemagglutinin-induced [MBOC^97]. **Hematopoietic** [SBG^98, SCM^96, TSS^95b, MP^97, PHN^98, WDL^98]. **HEMCAM** [VDA^96]. hemichannels [LLL^96]. **Hemidesmosome** [SBG^98, DYF96]. **Hemidesmosomes** [SEC^95, BKN^97, RTM^99]. hemifusion [BL^96, MWC^95, CFL^98, MBOC^97]. **Hepatic** [AAB^97, SATW^98, TFYH99]. hepatitis [KMOO^95, KSV^99]. hepatocarcinoma [VOP^95]. Hepatocellular [SPBCM^97]. **Hepatocyte** [AGS^97, BFS^95, SW^98, TJJ^95, KMOO^95, SCG^96, WKJ^95, YSM^95, ZM^95, CGC^97]. hepatocytes [BLB^96, MKB^95, IM^98]. Hepatoma [SW^98, ZH^97]. **Hepatopoeisis** [ZM^95]. Hepatotoxic [KMS^98]. **HEPG2** [SPBCM^97, VOP^95, ZH^97, vI ZK^97, vIH^98]. **Hepthalhelic** [HPL^99]. **HER2** [VGVF^97]. **HER3** [VGVF^97]. **HER4** [VGVF^97]. Herpes [SEH^97]. Heterochromatic [LSB^98]. Heterochromatin [AKLME^98, HFP^98b, PCQH^98, SSW^98, TRS^99]. Heterochromatin-binding [PCQH^98]. **Heterodimer** [XMMW^97, ZMM^95]. **Heterodimeric** [WHH^96, YNOH^95]. **Heterodimers** [CCM^97, BKB^96, GKR^95]. heterogeneity [ZHR^95, MP^98]. **Heterogeneous** [EJ^97, FST^99, HBH^98, SEK^97]. Heterokaryons [EAM^97]. **Heteromeric** [XCLM^98]. **Heterophilic** [CT^97b, DC^96b, HSL^99, VLZR^96]. Heterotrimeric [LAW^98, MS^97b, RP^97, TIZ^96, DMP^96, WMR^96, FAZ^99, GZC^99, MPL^97]. Heterotypic [HRD^98, NN^98]. **HGF** [BLB^96]. **HGF/SF** [BLB^96]. **HGM** [BLB^96]. Hierarchical [SHK^99]. hierarchies [MTC^95]. Hierarchy [MSP^95, DAF^97]. Higashi [FRT^98]. High
MGS96, MPB+95, MMS+96b, OCS+95, PLR+95, PL96, PFGS95, RWM+96, SHS96, TAK95, TEL+95, VTG+96, VXXH95, VOP+95, WLML95, YvdEH+95, ZMM+95, AN99, ASP99, BHHF97, CWT+98, CFS98, CBB+99, DMY+97, FRT+98, FH97, FHSM+97, GKO99, HBS+97, HOS+97, HAB+99, JP98, KMG+97, KLL+97, LNH+98, LHWH97, MCS+97a, MAC+97, MRM+98, MSWL+99, MBDS+98, NR98, NPW99, OT97, PWD+99, PGP+99, PH97b, SPBCM97, SSW+98, SPS97b, SSRvdB98, TCMB98).

Human [TKBM97, TLLK98, VHF97, WPW+97, WSWR99, qXLC97, XSC98, ZH97, ZLaT+97, ZLB+97, vHGB+97]. *humans* [LKD+95].

**Huntingtin** [EGKC+99, HSW+98]. *hVPS34* [SMS+98]. *hyaluronan* [BNA+96, BMG+95, CAS96, ZKH+95, BNW+99, SNZ99].

*hyaluronan-dependent* [CAS96]. *hyaluronate* [GSvR+96, SRH+96].

Hybrid [HSWC96, SZB+95, MFB+98]. *hydrolases* [CS96]. *hydrolysis* [HCW95, MGY+95, OSR+98]. *hydrolyzable* [HCW95]. *hydrophilic* [DMG96, ZL95b, SG97]. *Hydrophobic* [SM99, WS97]. *Hydrophobicity* [HW96].

**Hydrostatic** [RSS98]. *hydroxyacyl* [TOSF+98]. *Hydroxyurea* [NNSN97, BBZ+95]. *hydroxyurea-arrested* [BBZ+95]. *Hyperactivation* [DH99]. *hyperoxaluria* [LQD96, MLO+95]. *Hyperphosphorylated* [KDBW97].

**Hyperproliferation** [SP96]. *Hyperproliferation* [MDC+99].

**Hypertrophic** [BGC+97, REA95, KNSP97, NMM98].

**Hypertrophy** [FSAP95, CSM98, EIM+98, SNK+97]. *Hyphal* [MM99].

**Hypodermal** [HSSW99]. *hypothyroid* [NA96]. *hypothyroidism* [KGA96].

**hypothrichous** [FC95].


IAP86 [MKLS96]. IB [CJH+98, JOPM98, GXE+99]. ICAM [YHD+98].


Ieda [ELL+99]. *ida5* [KM97]. identical [YK95].

**Identification** [ASH95, AKN97, BLC95, BPT96, CHP+98, CRRF97, CSM97, CSDR96, DBOM98, DSM+96, DSM+98a, EB96, FGP96, GLP+95, HOC98, HNC98, HC97, HHB+97, KKK+96, KJE+99, LSZ+98, MTK99, MZN97, OSHG+96, OK96, PG95, PH98, PMCT96, RB97, SMRT96, SYF+97, SATW98, SOL+95, TLF+95, WM95, YSBS97, AKF95, DLB96, HBJ95, SSP95, VMN95, VXXH95, AML98, BBP+98, MLI+97, PvdA+98, SKR+98, TGTG97, XWK+97]. **Identified** [KFL+98, LBO+98, MFW+99].

**Identifies** [RSR+99, GAW+96, WMXE96, DDM98]. **identify** [LLN+95, PWK+96]. **Identity** [DDW97]. **IFT** [PWW98, PSH+98, CDH+98, SWO+99].

**Ig** [BTTB96, HIJJ97, KGF+97, LDP+99, MGS+99, SEBF98]. **Ig-like** [MSS+99].

**Ig/Fibronectin** [KGF+97]. **IgE** [SM97]. **IGF** [EB96]. **II** [BRAM97, CA99, AM95a, ACH+98, BSW+99, BRAM97, BVDZW95, BRHD95, BDO+97, CCB+95, CGVS+96, CDH+98, DRR96, DDF+98, DH99.].
Including [WC97b, PJL+95, GPKH99, KD99, MLB98].

Induction [SFH96, SEH97b]. Incorporation [PF97].

Increase [CS99, YG97b]. Increased [ED96, GL95, JM97a, KMOO95, MH95a, BB99, JM97a, KZS+98, MLO+95, MDC+99]. increases [AP+96, BCC+95, DRR96, SRH+96, WHM+96, GRTB97, LYH+99, OKE+99, RS99, ZL+98, ZS99]. Increasing [WMC+95b]. Independence [S97].

Inductive [FK+98, TM97, CRLM96, CM+98, CSY+95, CCMG97, DBvB95, G97, H95, KOM+98, LNM+98, LCN+97, LBC96, MFB+95a, MG96, SKS99, SR96, VvZ99, WLG+96, ZMG+96a, BJR+99, Ca99, EAOS+98, HLJ+98, HW98, HN98, LGM98, LAS+97, OOB99, TRA+99, WRC+99, MLW+95, MMK+97, MW95b, PFH99, STK+98, SNN96, SFR+98, ZPL+98]. Independently [AK+98, BIN97, BS97, HIWL97, ZPL99]. indicates [BFL95, MB95].

Indicators [OTQM98]. Indirect [SH95]. Individual [BS+96]. induce [DRL96, BSG99, SOPM+97, ZG99]. Induced [MWG97, VHF97, ABM+99, BHD95, BLB+96, COML95, CJI+97, CH97, DBvBS95, DOS+99, DOP+98, EB95, EAOS+98, FLW+95, FDH96, GBBS96, HDV+99, HRD98, JWR96, JGM96, LLN+95, LW95, MAA97, MFP+95, MPW95, NMT97, NYN+95, OSK+96, PBB+96, PLZ+95, PZ96, RVE+95, SPK+97, SAR+99, SRR96b, SKC97, SY97, SKV95, SR95, TLF+95, VB98, ALM97b, BA+98, CK+99, CNG98, GKO99, H95, OOB99, SBR98, SGG99, T99, Z99, BRG+95, CJI+97, EHC97, GL95, G95, HD+97, HH98, KBF+98, LBB98, LWS+98, LDH+98, LYL98, MH97, MSH+98, MBC97, QWS+98, REC97, SY97, SAC+98, SPL+97, SWR+98, ZRH99, ZIY+98].

Induces [AARS+97, AKM+98, MBA97, SKC97, TM97, XCH97, BFS+95, CCB+95, DMD+96, DSV+96, ICW+96, MWC95, RROA95, SRR96a, SKA+96, SGC+96, SB96, SR96, VLZ96, YTH+95, YWW+96, ZMM+95, AGR+98, BS99, BBAN+99, C99, E98, E98, EY98, G99, G95, GMC98, HCL99, IFS+98, K98, LNM+98, MDC+99, NTA98, RYB+99, SRP+98, SSS97, VTHA99, ZPL99, ZPL+98, ZCB+98]. Inducible [ALM+97a, SRR95, BBR97, NIK+97]. Inducing [MC97, GCE+97].

Induction [BAS+97, CSEM99, GvdFvD+99, KD97a, mLZ99, LC+97, LK96, MG96, SLN+97, TY+99, eXP97, ZS98, FLW+95, FJT+95, FFMG95, XZSC96, FEF+97, KLM+98, LPM+98, SBPR+98, VVG+97, vHB+97].


Influx [EKF+97]. Infoldings [BFR99]. information [BHD95, HCA95]. inherent [Bor95]. Inheritance [XMM97, XMM97].
NWPW95, XW96, BSY97, FY97, FY99, HKS97, SY99, SCPPW98, WCW98]. inhibit [FB96, FMJ+95, KP96, LNY+95, TSS+95a, SBS+98]. inhibited [AS96, HSWC96, LNM+98, WTM+99]. inhibiting [HDV+99, KKGD96].

Inhibition [DSG+97, DNB+96, HCM+96b, KSZV95, KRMM96, LOD96, MWGE97, MSF+99a, SHC95, YSK+97, ZRHO99, BEZ+95, BSK96, DNG+95, FLW+95, GHJJ95, IKT+96, MKI+96, SAK+96, VPK+95, WS95b, RhZJ+99, HHS+99, HLK+98, OOF99, OF98, SSR+97, TSD+97, WL99]. Inhibitor [SSR+98, AHBW96, DCV+96, DVB+96, MG96, SJHC96, SMC+96, YGK96a, ASP+97, DMY+97, HDK99, MCC97, MF96]. inhibitor-1 [DCV+96]. inhibitors [AS96, TMM+95, HBPJ98, TFY99]. Inhibitory [BHD+97, JGM96, RZZ96, RCKS95, SEH+97a, ANR99, DPZ+97, MBDS+98, SWD+98, SZNS98, TTT+99]. Inhibits [BRM+99, HDV+99, HHRB+98, PW98, AHS+95, BGR+95, GG95a, LLRT95, MAS+95, MELC96, OSK+96, RW+96, RR96, SBS+96, SaplHD95, SL95, WavDv+95, WMC+95b, ZZvB+96, BBW+98, DOP+98, EGS+98, GT98, HITY+98, LDH+98, LRS+98, MLB98, MQR+97, NRP98, QWS+98, SGGW99, SMG+97, WBG+97, YG97b, ZRHO99]. Initial [BDO+97, OSH+96, ABN96, PZF98, SY97, ZLM+98]. initiate [ZN95a, EHC97]. Initiated [SBG+98, SHK+99, VTG+99]. Initiates [RL99].

Initiation [TYT+97, LKW96, WRB+95, BMS+97, MCP99, YHMS+98, ZRHO99].

Initiations [FMD+98]. Initiators [KKH+99]. Injury [PJE+99, FJT+95, PTBC96, KMS+98]. Inner [MBOC97, PM96, FPM+95, KLMR95, SW95, EAM+97, ESM+97, HS97, HOC98, HGG+97, KM97, KHS+97, KD98, KCS98, LJK97, LHS97b, MAE98, MKW+99]. innervation [APG+96]. iNOS [GL95]. Inositol [WS95a, TT96, FS99, IM99, PPP97, YHMS+98, VB98].


Insulation [RRH+95]. Insulin [HLS95, JSR96, MFBK99, MBS95, WHM+96, MTL+96, MBF+95a, PG95, SLN+95, VY95, UCN+95, BCAS98, BL99, CMC+98, FLO+99, PvdA+98].

Insulin-like [JSR96, MFBK99, NCv+98]. insulin-responsive [VY95].

Insulin-sensitive [HLS95, MTL+96]. insulin-stimulated [PG95].

Intact [LCD+98, MAS+97, DC96a, FB96, ALM97b, GLM98, NR98, NJB+98, SFA+98]. Integral [JR98, YGG97a, CCP96, DGM96, SW95, TWVC95, VWG+95, BVPK98, CSEM99, FH+98, YAC97]. Integrating [CCv+99, FKB99]. Integration [KA98, DWS+95, FPM+95]. Integrin [BRM+99, BLL95, BSW+99, CHL97, CWS97, CKB+98, EKSC98, GXR+99, GP+95, HMS+98, HLK+98, IRW+99, JCR97, KSE+97, LAS+97, LGRB96, MSWL+99, MTC+95, NCW+99, OWD+99, PWD+99, PH97b,
Integrin-mediated [ARR+98, BVKP98, BLP95, CT97b, GMGMD98, HSM+98, HYK+98, IMW+99, KSJW95, LS95b, NCV+98, PT97, RdPRW98, SBG+98, TM+99, VLA+98, WLD+98, YTO+99, BFL95, CAVA96, DFC+96, GBG+96, HBJ95, HHTT95, LTR+96, MDS95, ODS+95, PWG+95, RAE96, SHY+96, SBGD96, SPB+95, SVB96, VV95, Wal95, WFB96, dPSMNS95, BLB+98, BMN+98, DSC+99, DW97, FST99, GLL+99, GTC+98, HMC+99, LMA+97, MS97a, SBR98, SEAB+99], interact

[Integrin-dependent [GSWL+99]]. Integrins

[Integrin-regulated [MSWL+99]]. Integrin

Integrity [GKC+96, BHHF97, CGA+99, GTC+98, HMC+99, LMA+97, MS97a, SBR98, SEAB+99], Interacting

[EGKC+99, KNT+99, ISN+99, KWS+99, SBR98, BHHF97]. Interaction

[ARR+98, BVKP98, BLP95, CT97b, GMGMD98, HSM+98, HYK+98, IMW+99, KSJW95, LS95b, NCV+98, PT97, RdPRW98, SBG+98, TM+99, VLA+98, WLD+98, YTO+99, BFL95, CAVA96, DFC+96, GBG+96, HBJ95, HHTT95, LTR+96, MDS95, ODS+95, PWG+95, RAE96, SHY+96, SBGD96, SPB+95, SVB96, VV95, Wal95, WFB96, dPSMNS95, BLB+98, BMN+98, DSC+99, DW97, FST99, GLL+99, GTC+98, HMC+99, LMA+97, MS97a, SBR98, SEAB+99], Interactions

[AFFS96, GKK99, GCAHW97, GRB+97, HRD98, KBB+97b, LCD+98, SSEM98, SVH+98, TH97, ARM+95, BS95b, CAS96, DC96b, DWS+95, EHM+95, FAO+96, GPRS+95, KWCS96, MLLT95, MMNT95, NMHS95, ORW+95, PR95, SHR+95, SDTE95, VLZ96, WPMW95, AMY+98, CS97a, CS98, DGP99, FlJZ+99, HKO+98, HR99, KS97, LBW+97, MDM+98, PBA+97, SF98, TGT97, VZ99, WE98, WTM+99, XCLM98, vMNS97]. Interacter [SPV+99]. Interactant

[JC97, KNH+97, EGH+95, IWW95, NRM+96, PG95, PWG+95, SOE+95, TG95, ZDT+96, AFG+98, BGR98, BSM+99, CDN97, CWGS99, CYH98, CDH+99, HGW+98, KRH98, KRG98, MSH+99, MIH+99, PLB97, RL+99, SGSW97, SADP+97, SJOM99, TSD+97, WGF+98, YKH+97]. Interaptin [RK+98]. Intercalated [VTHAA99]. Intercellular

[JGCS97, BCS96, LKX+95, MPL+98, NG99, SADP+97, vHGB+97].
interconnected [OPD+96]. interdependent [HAS95]. interendothelial
[FBH+95]. Interface [BB97, FZZN98]. interfaces [BCSG96]. Interference
[GFN+99]. Interference [SB5+96]. interferes [ZVdB+96]. Interfering
[HDV+99]. interferon [KGME95, DOP+98, JLID98]. Interior [DCBR99].
Interleukin
[MMAK97, HSL+95, AMY+98, FCMN97, MCS+97a, MSWL+99, SDDV97].
Interleukin-1 [FCMN97, MCS+97a]. Interleukin-6 [AMY+98].
Intermediate [CGC+97a, RdPRW98, ZWT+97, BCSG96, GKC+96,
GGR+96, GG95b, KPKW95, OS96b, RS96, SVB96, VV95, WKK+95,
CSO97, GFN+99, HS97, LSL99, LHS97b, MTLGC99, MFB+98,
PM+98, PTV99, SS99, SFRP99, SF98, TWS97, YMPG98].
intermediates [HWFA96, HME+98, LLG+99, SKR+98]. Intermolecular
[PSPG+98]. Internal [HPF98a, LCD+98, STF98]. internalization
[CN+95, NDBR95, RRP+95, SPMB+96, SYA95, VVB95,
HKM98, HZR98, OF98]. internalized [FPHH96]. Interphase
[FWHW97, LSB98, CMWL96, EDB+96, MAM95, SWC+96, WSG95,
YvED95, ACF+97, ALVMM98, CH98, ESM+97, MTLGC99, SFA+98].
Interpol [SMB+99]. Interspecies [ASH+96]. Intervertebral [ACH+98].
Intestinal [CCMG97, DvD95, HG95b, MKH+95, PCL+96, RME+95,
BMG+99a, FCTPA+99, LDD+97, WC97a, WRG98]. Intestine
[SSSS97]. Intoxication [AVD99]. intra [NOR+96, ZL95b]. intra-Golgi
[NOR+96]. intra-peroxisomal [ZL95b]. Intracellular
[AKCC99, ASB+99, CMC+98, DDY96, GGP99, HHRd98, KZKS96,
MB96, MB99, RP97, RS95, SHY+96, VXH95, dHvPL+95, viH98, BKP+95,
CM95, FFMG95, GL95, HSL+95, HTKH96, HH95b, KDVFP96, LCK95,
MPY+96, NYN+95, RROA95, TOT+96, WPLK95, YKC95, BHI+97,
BRD99, BR98, FhJZ+99, FKWP97, mLZB99, LTW+97, MPG97,
ML97, MGD97, NMML98, OKE+99, PRV98, RK3+98, TDB+99,
VLM+98, VHF97, ZDK+99, ZS98]. Intracellular
[WWO+98]. Inraflagellar [CDH+98, RCD99, PWW98, PSH+98].
Intraluminal [HPF98a]. Intralysosomal [ATD97]. intramembrane
[BWF+96]. Intramembranous [YSEI+99]. Intraneuronal [SDL98].
Intraneural [WSA99, CRRF97, PRB99, RPS+97]. intraperoxisomal
[STYR95, ZL96, ES97]. Intraretinal [LHB+99]. Intrinsic
[BINRM97, CAS97, GR97]. Intron [HS96, JVRM99, RKB97].
Intron-dependent [HS96]. Intron-independent [JVRM99].
Invaginations [FWHV97]. invariant [AM95a, WLR96, FKWP97, AM95a].
Invasion
[TSC+98, RSR+96, CAR+97, HY+98, KBG+99, KRCP99, MSH+98,
SB99c]. Invasive [BPS99, OSM98]. inversely [MVdB96]. Investigation
[DSvDH+98]. invocation [FMJ+95]. Involved [BMG+99b, KWD+98,
MMAK97, SPV+99, TXB+99, WSCN97, WLD+98, WBS97, ZWT+97,
AGPG96, ARB+95b, BLC95, BIR96, BGK+95, CMWL96, CM95b,
DC96b, DLIB+95, HH95a, IK+96, KBR95, MCA96, MMAP96, MS+95,
MMMM96, MA95, NAP+96, PHU+95, SLM+95, SOR+96, SW95, SLP+96,
SPT+95, SPB+95, SG96, TWVC95, TTG95, WFBC96, ATH+97, DCR98,
FhJZ+99, FKWP97, HRK+98, HCG+98, HSSW99, KLO+98, KWS+99,
KNT+99, LL98b, LCW+98, jLc97, MGB+97, MLC99, MMR99b, MCRB97,
NOS+97, NGMR97, PH98, RBRB99, RPB97, SNC+97, TDR99.

Involvement [BML+98, DSG95, FSAP95, GRB+97, GRS+99, INMT97,
KSS+99, MN98, MST+96, PAL+98, RPE+97, SRH+95, SBGR98, YYY+96,
YT99, BGB95b, Dv95, FGP96, HSK+96, RL96, AKLME98, CMC+98,
DAB99, HOCK98, KBF+99, MHH+99, MNS, SFS+98, TM99, WJH+99,
X+95, Y+95, ZLC+99, ZZvdB99], involving [FSR+96, GGC96, TMDD96,
TTF96, GZC+99, IDW+99, SWS97b].

ion [LHK+99, LBL95, MBD+96, SLL96, mLZB99]. Ionization
[ROA95]. Ipab [BGL+99]. Ipac [BGL+99]. Ip1 [hKsKC99]. Ip1-related
[SGD98]. Iqg1p [OC98]. IQGAP [ATH+97, LL98b]. IQGAP-like [LL98b].
IQGAP-related [ATH+97]. IQGAP1 [BFHB97]. IQGAPs [OC98]. iron
[Dv99]. iron-binding [Dv99]. Irradiation [MRR+99]. irreversibly
[SMB+99]. is [WKK+95]. Islet [CCB+98]. islets
[SLM+95, ETP+99, MBCS98]. isofrom
[BZB+96, Kun95, MAG+96, PMCT96, RL96, SH95, TSS+95a, IRW+99,
MH+99, MPL+97, MTK+98, OTS98, PDW99]. Isoforms
[HPL97, WLR96, ASSS+99, BCM95, BJS+99, DMM+96, GDR95, JWH96,
KKAN+96, KSG+96, OP96c, RGS+96, SWR+96, ZL95a, ABT+98,
ALVMM98, HC99, JLC98, PSPG+98, SL97, TFS+99, WSR+97]. Isolated
[GGD+97, PKR95, SZB+95, BRS98, SWS97a, UNP96, VMJ+99, VSRP97].
Isolation [HMSK95, LLS098, PGS95, SGJP99, dCBR95, ZLC+96, HP95,
WSH98, WSF97]. Isomerase [GLL+99, HTW97]. isometric [GW95].
isoprenylation [FSG95]. isoproteins [vABSP95]. ITAM [GLS96]. itself
[ZL96]. IV [GGK97, MS96, EZC+97, GJW+97, GGK97]. IX
[EX+99, BJ+99, HBH98].

J [MVM+99]. J-related [MVM+99]. jejunum [FGA+96]. jelly
[MMS+96a]. Jif-1 [MW+99]. JNK/SAPK [TMN97]. Jun [MSH+97, EST+99, FVS96,
IM+99, KD97a, OWD+99, SW+99, SKC97, TKVC95, WX99]. Jun/AP
[JGC97, WLF98, BWF+96, BCS96, CKP96, EELF+95, GYS+95,
ISFB+96, KSK+96, KGW+95, LCK95, WPH+96, ZZvdB+96, BS+99,
CAS97, hCMPG97, FSTF98, FST99, GCE+97, HGW+98, HMC+99,
HCW+98, IFM+99, IHT+98, LPM+99, MBTW97, MNS+97, NZ97, ONI+98,
PXRR99, SFS+97, SFS+99, SV98, WG97, WS98, qXLCH97, ZKN99].
Junction-associated [BSM+99]. Junction-dependent [JGC97].

Junctional
[MPLS+98, BZB+96, LLL+96, SL95, LNG+98, NRD98, WUUI+98, WKR+98].
Junctions [MNS+99, TNM+99, YMAC+98, DCZ+96, FSIG+95, FSR+96,


DCJ97, DSM+97, EKSC98, EPMB+99, FMM+98, FKO+99, 
GW B+98, GGPG99, GCD97, GLMG98, GTY98, HIW+98, HYN97. **Kinase**
[HIWL97, IAS+98, JL98, JH97, KHA+99, KFO+99, hKsKC99, KDO+99, 
KCG+97, KJR+98, KGE+98, KNT+99, LPM+98, LWSL+98, LAS+97, LFP98, 
ML98, MYC+98, MDC+99, OTQM98, OW D+99, OKE+99, OWW+99, 
PMKR97, PHN+98, PBM+97, PRV98, RTM99, RTP+98, RPS99, RHLG98, 
SST+97, SWK+99, SBD99, SJF+97, SBGR98, SKY+98, SM99, SLS+99, 
SBR98, SMTN99, SSH+98, TGN97, TFS+99, TFYH99, UIK+99, VC97, 
WZF97, cXP97, YAI+98, ZCE+98, ZTH+97, ZDK+99, ZRG98, vHGB+97].
**Kinase-induced** [SKC97]. **Kinase-like** [KNH+97]. **Kinase-promoted**
[CHP+98]. **kinase-regulated** [GW95]. **Kinase/Protein** [HTK+99].
**Kinases** [HTK+99, KIND+97, BGN+97, DTRB96, FWG+96, LFB96, 
MTGY96, MA95, SWB+96, vBCH+95, BATP99, BS M+99, CCS+98, 
CYS09, HB99, PMP+98, SMS+98, WLF99]. **kine** [CBM+98]. **Kinesin**
[BML+97, CDH+98, Co99, DEPR97, GDB+98, LA W+98, LSCM+95, 
PdHTV99, RPY+99, Sch96, TYT+99, VLA+98, ASH95, KBR95, KKE+95, 
LNY+95, MMGT96, NH95, NSYK+95, PMH96, SKE+95, WA95, WFB96, 
WRW+95, WMI95, YNOH95, APH+97, Blo98, EGS+98, HH98, L98, 
MHW98, MBV+99, MWF+99, MBB+97, MS97b, MSH+99, PYM+98, 
RKRG99, RPV98, SHLD97, SMB+99, Ste97, TZL+98, WVM97, WBA+98, 
WMR+96]. **Kinesins** [BML+97, SKE+95]. **Kinesin-dependent**
[EGS+98, PYM+98]. **Kinesins-11** [Co99, RPY+99, Sch96, WMR+96].
**Kinesin-II-dependent** [CDH+98]. **kinesin-like**
[ASH95, KBR95, KKE+95, MMGT96, WA95, WRW+95, WBA+98].
**kinesin-mediated** [RSH+96]. **Kinesin-related** [DEPR97, WFB96, WMI95, 
APH+97, LB98, MBV+99, MBB+97, SHLD97, WVM97]. **Kinesins**
[HST+98, MWF+99, SSM98]. **Kinetic** [HME+98, IMK99, ABN96, OP96b].
**kinetics** [BSD+96, SRG+96, ACP+97]. **Kinetochore** [BMG+99, MHC+97, 
NW99, SWL+97, THM98, ZKB95, KCBC96, RHB+96, WGG96, CSY98, 
EK97, HKKH99, KCM+97, RGS99, SWHG98, YAC97, YMD99].
**Kinetochores** [CJS+99, KR96, SVH+98, IWM+95, RCK95, CSMM98, 
SCM+97, WCMS98, ZCE+98]. **Kinetoplast** [JE98]. **KIP3** [DEPR97]. **kit**
[VDA+96, SBGR98]. **KL36B** [APH+97]. **KL3A** [WRW+95]. **KL61F**
[SMB+99]. **knock** [RLC+96]. **knock-out** [RLC+96]. **knockout**
[GCGE+96, MSL+98a]. **KNOLLE** [LWS+97a]. **known** [LWB+95]. **Kre2p**
[LSKB95]. **Kre2p/Mnt1p** [LSKB95]. **KRP85** [WMR+96]. **KRP85/95**
[WMR+96]. **KSA** [CBM+98]. **Kv2.1** [SMRT96].

L [CF98, EFB+98, ZLB+97, MNS+99, TOSF+98, AFF96, ACP+97, 
BBL+99a, BQF+95, CTB+97, FAP+96, GCM+97, KTAX98, PWG+95, 
PFSG95, SCM+96, WS96]. **l-3-hydroxyacetyl-CoA** [TOSF+98]. **l-Afadnin**
[MNS+99]. **L-glutamate** [WS96]. **L-Selectin** [CF98, ZLB+97, AFF96, 
ACP+97, BBL+99a, FAP+96, PWG+95, PFSG95, SCM+96]. **L1**
[BOLS95, BL99, DCR98, FHS97, GRTB97, HSL+99, HHM+98, KEJ97,
MAMJ95, MBS+96b, RWM+96, RAH+95, SZBB98. **L6** [HLSM95, RLVM98]. **L929** [DCVF98]. labeled [VB98, KGA+97]. labile [LCM+95]. lac [RSL+96].

**Lack**

[FP+95, HLP97, KD97a, LARH97, ZMG96b, LNR+96, PJL+95, KZS+98].


**Lamin-binding** [YGG97b]. **lamin** [GYS+95, DBG+97, GW99]. **Laminin** [CJY+97, CWY99, KOA+99, RKR+97, SSZ+97, SSB+95, SY97, VNTM+99, BKEC96, CLR+96, DNB+96, KKD+95, LW96, VFX+96, VKR+96, XGC96, ZZvdB+96, CAH+99, DBG+97, G98, LSG98, LNT+98, MZ+99, MPL+97, MCS98, MLC99, OTS98, RM+97, RYB+99]. **laminin-1** [KKD+95, RM97]. **laminin-4** [BKEC96]. **Laminin-5** [GS98].

**Laminin-induced** [CJY+97, SY97]. **laminins** [SEC+95, MPL+97, PMCS97]. **lamin** [TG95]. lamp [HH95a, GF97, MSS+99]. **LAMP-2** [GF97]. **Lamp1** [RSR96]. lampbrush [BL95, E99]. **Langerhans** [MBC98, SLM+95, WSR+97]. **LAP2** [GW99, YGG97b]. **Lapse** [SSM98]. **LAR** [AML+97a, OTS98, ZL95a].

**Large**

[CH98, FPRL97, KBM+95, TOM97, TSB99, BDvdZW95, LGdC95, MCL+96, MAG+96, PZ96, RSL+96, WTC95, E98, G98, KSK97, R98].

**Large-Scale** [FPRL97, TSB99, CH98, RSL+96]. Largely [GF97]. larger [NSR95]. larvae [LRAB99]. **Larval** [RV98]. Laser [WJ98, SK95a].

**latches** [Va96]. Late [BN99, KWD+98, LS98, VS98, AGP96, BRJP96, CS96b, FPWN95, LWM+95, VVM+95, vWDG+95, BR98, BS97, CIRG99, MF97, MBF+98, NMT97, RC98, RR97, RLMC99]. Late-Golgi [VS98, CS96b]. Late-Replicating [LS98]. **Latent** [NGMR97, DMS+95, NMR+97, NGMR97]. **Lateral** [BY96, YM97, CS99, SK95a, CT98, GRT97, TSK98, YNG98].

Leukemia [TYT+99]. Left-Right [TYT+99]. Leishmania [PXR+95, SL97].
length [KCBR96, PNM95, HSLB99, SHLD97]. Lens
[LKD+95, DsvdV+96, BM97, IJR98]. lesioned [SRR96a]. lesions [BSK96].
less [SEC+95, MMS96a]. Lessons [Lan97, MSL+98a, FN98]. lethal
leucine [DBE98, MWOB96, SVB+97, WBA+98]. Leucine-rich [SVB+97].
Leukemia [BHD+97, MAAK97, SHG96]. Leukocyte [YWW+96, DZC+96, DAP+95, LXX+95, APF+97, CS96, CWT+98, FCB97, LKKL97, SSM98].
leukocytes [AFFS96, FAP+96, PHU+95]. level [TEL+95, WPZ+96]. Levels
[CSF+97, BGN+96, HGW95, EFB+98, HFP+98b, LKKL97, SSR+97]. Lewis
[FHY99]. LFA [DFC+96, SWVR98, SMH98]. LFA-1 [SMH98].
LFA-1-dependent [SWVR98]. LFA-3 [DFC+96]. lgp120 [HH95a]. Lhs1p
[SHC+97]. LI [KBB+97b]. LI-Cadherin-mediated [KBB+97b]. libraries
[PKR95]. Library [RST+99]. licensing [YN95, MCC+97]. Lies [ANT+97].
Life [Ols99]. Ligand [AKM+98, FSDA97, GRB+97, MN98, SRR96b, BEZ+95, DAP+95, FLW+95, FHV+96, HG96, KCN96, KBB+95, KP96, MPB+95, PHU+95, PGFS95, RAH+95, SCM+96, WHH96, WKR96, BxQK+99, DBOM98, GGD+97, GTC+98, KBC99, OTS98, SCH+98].
ligand-1 [MPB+95, GGD+97, SCH+98]. ligand-binding [HH96, WHH96].
Ligand-induced [SRR96b, FLW+95]. Ligands
[WMP+98, FAP+96, MBS+96b, BBL+99b, CFS98]. Ligase [CJR+97].
Ligation [SKC97]. Light
[AKM+98, KBS+99, NCW+99, VLA+98, YNM+99, BRHD95, GW95, KAT+95, BRL98, EFB+98, GDB+98, HOCK98, JKE97, MAE+97, MSEP98, PKBH97, PWW98, PTVD99, RKR99, SCEB99, SD98, TPW98].
Light-dependent [YNM+99]. like [ASH95, BLE+96, BBOE98, BMPP99, BIR96, BHHB99, CLR+96, CCP96, DvD95, DFL+99, EZC+97, ED96, FHSM+97, GSC95, GSP+98, HM96, HRK+98, HIG+95, JER96, KNH+97, KBR95, KKE+95, LN96, LID98, MCS+97a, MN98, MSH+98, MSS+99, MM96, MFBR99, MMGT96, MCB96, MW97, NIM95, NCV+98, OF98, PFKd99, RSD98, SSH97, SVB+97, SY99, SIAS96, SGGS96, SV98, TNM+99, TSS+95b, TMN97, WA95, WRW+95, WBSNV97, WBA+98, WJW+98, XWK+97, YDH+95, YPD98, YSK+97, ZLPL99]. LIM
[HMC+99, PLB97, SSB96, XWK+97, SMTN99]. LIM3 [BPT96]. lim
[OST+95, CBS+97, MBTW97, YSEI+99]. Limit [SHLD97]. Limited
[KEP+99, KGS98]. limits [GGC96]. LIMP [KJE+99]. Limulus [WSG+95].
LIN [WZ99]. LIN-12 [WZ99]. LIN-2 [CWM+98, HYK+98]. line
[RVD+95, SSA+96, CLF+97, GKS+98, MAC+97, MNG+98, BTTB96].
lineage [ABRB+95b, MNM+98, VGVF97, WDL+98]. Lineage-specific
[WDL+98]. Lineages [CJH+98, MC98]. lines
[GTL+96, PPF96, PFP97, SEH+97a, SATW98]. link [HTKH96, NWG95, BR+97, GWB+99, HKKH99, IYM98, KGL+99, YAC97, TCW+98]. linkage
[YWW+96, BALL98, GKB+98]. linkages [HH96, FZ99]. Linked
[HFP98a, ZOB+96, ZDK+99, ANS+97, DvD95, RJP+96a, SM95c]. linker
[SJA96, GCML98, GB98, LM98]. Linkers [TCV+98]. Linking [RdPRW98, AKP95, LMB+95, WSG+95, ANK97, LSZ+99a, NGMR97, GWB+99]. links [TTG95, MSH+99, BFHB97, SMB+99]. Lipid

Liposome [HPD+97, KKM+97]. Listeria [MMP+95, MGP97, RBM+99, RAA+97, SWS97a, STP96]. Live [DKP+96, WJM+99]. lived [MLJM95]. liver
[ADP+95, MKB+95, SS95a, ESH+99, MSL+98a, SATW98]. liver-enriched [SS95a]. Liver-specific [MSL+98a]. living

[JCWP95, KLM+96, MIH95b, OMO95, SPS96, ZN95b, CWT+98, ESM+97, HKBM99, HTY+99, HME+98, MKC99, NTH98, OTQM98, SSI+97, SWM+98, SPS+97a, SHP+97, SWO+99, SM97, WWD+97, XZMD97, YMPG98]. loaded

[QPH+98]. Loading [FR+98, FKWP97]. Lobuloalveolar [JWFS99].

Local [KBSW95, WWP+96, MMP+95, BAC97, EKF+97, mLZB99]. Localization
[AK99, DSM+97, HKJ+99, HWW+96, HKO+98, JWW+99, LSK95, MSH+97, NaS+98, SGTH99, THM98, WLD+98, WLF98, WCMS98, WBA+98, ZZYG96, ASH95, AM95a, CMK95, BZB+96, BPT96, CGM+95, CS96a, CPL+95, CSDR96, DC96a, GLS96, GMFN95, HSL+95, HFSHK96, ISFB+96, JCWP95, KAP95, KWC96, KF95, MAG+96, MML96, MBB96, OGS+96, OWA95, PG+95, MTC96, RAS+95, RSC96, RLC96, RSL+96, SNN96, SD95, STP96, TKVC95, WMR+96, APF+97, AAD+97, ALV95, ASB+99, AL97, BBP+98, BRLM98, BF97a, BKN+97, BF97b, BKJL+98, CMS+97, CMC+98, CB98, DC97, DPG+99, DGP99, FlHZ+99, FHAP98, GRS+99, HSW+98, JHM98, KKL98, KcZS97, LMF98, LHR+97, L99, HO+98, MM97b, MMR99a, NRD98, OAB+98, OPP+98, PSPG+98, PCQ98, RHLG98, SSR+97, SG99, SJZW97, SV98, TFS+99, WFM98, qXLCH97, hYG97]. Localization
[YMD99, ZCE+98, ZSB99, SSSK95]. localizations [KSG+96]. localize
[GG95b, KLN+96, BS97, KHA+99, MSFA99]. Localized
[DSVL+98, ISR99, MNS+99, WDV+97, YMAC+98, CBB+96, CM95a, FC95, SH96, SLW+96, SLE95, SM95c, UHJ+96, VGM96, VH96, WS95a, AK97b, BH98, CC98, DAF+97, EJ99, FCTS99, FFLP99, MNS+97, MMR96, ONI+98, YDFB98, ZS98, CES+98]. Localizes
[CWM+98, ETF95, NAP+96, SL96, SRR95, TN95, MKB+99, MPT+98, SR97, WBG+97]. Localizing
[FFH+98]. Locally [CAS97]. located [PPJB96, SO+95, GCML98].

Location
[PGP+99, MKF96, HZC+97, STG+99]. locations
[FGA+96, MPL+97]. locomote [RFN96]. Locomoting [CSM97, ODJ99].

Locomotion
[M0Y+98]. locus [ASSS+95, PLM+96, VXH95]. long
[ACH95, MLJM95, DSG98, MCB98, SWS97a]. long-lived [MLJM95].

long-term
[ACH95]. longitudinal
[NCZ+95, RV98]. longlasting
[FJT+95]. Loop
[AGS+97, DMG96, EJ99, FZZN98, KGH98]. loops
[BLG95, YvdEH+95, dBCKS98]. **Loss**

[KMI+97, MSB+97, MS97a, SEAB+99, FSR+96, MHLB96, PHA+98, SFD+96, KsYA98, KKG95, MSL+98a, NLM+98]. **Low**

[MAS+97, ZR98, FFZ+95, GLP+95, CLF+97a]. **low-density** [FFZ+95].

**Lower** [HFE+98], **loxP** [GBvdN+98]. **LRP** [GLP+95, CNP+95]. **LST1** [RCE+99]. **LT** [DCVF98]. **LT-** [DCVF98]. **Luciferase** [TKBM97]. **lumen** [GBvdN+98, MLJM95, CS97b]. **Lumican** [CML+98, CML+98]. **Luminal** [WBKB97, TT96]. **lung** [HWC+96, SSZ+97].

**Ly** [BGK+95]. **Ly-6** [BGK+95]. **Lymph** [BNW+99]. **Lymph-specific** [BGK+95]. **Lymphoid** [BNW+99].

**Lymphoblast** [LR96]. **lymphoblasts** [GMS+96, KMG+97].

**Lymphocyte** [CBM+98, PLR+95, JBD+95, YHY+96, dPSMNSM95, CES97, GBBdN+98, PH97b]. **lymphocytes** [CAS96, DTB96, HSL+95, ANS+97, CS98, HFL97, LWSL+98, SALdP+97, dPCM+97]. **lymphoid** [CQB+96, SLS+99]. **lymphosarcoma** [DSE+95]. **Lymphotoxin** [DCVF98].

**Lyn** [SHB99]. **Lyn-mediated** [SHB99]. **Lys** [MBS96a]. **lysates** [BK96].

**lysin** [SFSV95]. **lysin** [GCB+95, SSSKR95]. **Lysophosphatidic** [YFST+96, HWPC96, CNG98]. **Lysosomal** [WBKB97, BDE+95, GTL+96, HH95a, KDvFP96, LCH96, MRV+95, dPF95, SKR96, WFB+96, ATD97, KKL97, TMY99, VHL99]. **Lysosomes** [BOS+97, VG99, NH95, ZMG+96a, BGN+97, GF97, HTK+98, WLK97].

**Lysosome-associated** [GF97]. **Lysosomes** [HPL97, NCV+98, RWOA97, Dav95, FPBH96, OSH+96, RSR+96, RSJK95, RSRK96, TBB+96, vWDG+95, AYP+99, BRAM97, KsYA98, MFB+98, SPBCM97]. **LYVE** [BNW+99].

**LYVE-1** [BNW+99].

**M** [KPKWW95, BTB96, BGM+99b, DFGL96, KTA98, MM97a, NCZ+95, OGS+96, OSH+96, OBB+95, TNG97, TXB+99, WKK+95, WMC+95b, ZKSB96]. **M-line** [BTB96]. **M-phase** [DFGL96, OSH+96, OBB+95].

**M-protein** [GOG+96]. **m/Odz** [OZF+99]. **M2** [SLL96]. **M9** [LBB+97].

**MA104** [SM96a]. **MAC** [SR96a, DAP+95]. **Mac-1** [DAP+95]. **MAC-2** [SR96a]. **Macf** [LSZ+99a]. **machineries** [MBRN95, ST96].

**machinery** [MGS96, RACHV96, STVR95, WJC+96, AWB+98, DSC+99, HRA+98, KGB+99, KS97, LCW+98, WFL+99]. **Macroglobulin** [CPN+95].

**Macrophage** [MCP99]. **Macromolecular** [BSC95]. **Macromolecule** [SBV97]. **Macromolecule-sized** [SBV97]. **Macrophage** [CSF+97, HPL97, OS96a, SR96a, AZR98, GM99, PHN+98, SSV98, WDL+98].

**Macrophage-derived** [GM99]. **macrophages**

[AGJ96, BMS95, KSL+95, SRR96a, WPLK95, ZMG+96a, WLK97]. **macropinocytosis** [AGJ96]. **mad** [VPK+95]. **Mad1p** [HM95]. **MAD2** [YMD99, FFLP99, GCM98, KWD+98, WCMS98]. **Mad3** [THM98].

**Mad3/Bub1** [THM98]. **Mad3/Bub1-related** [THM98]. **Madin** [ALK+99, BRS99, DMY+97, OT97, PMBM+99, ZZvdB+96, vVGM95]. **MAG** [BQF+95]. **Magnified** [FPRL97]. **MAGUK** [GH+98]. **Maguks** [IFM+99].

**Maintained** [TLF+97]. **Maintaining** [LRC+99]. **Maintains** [CGA+99].
Matrix-dependent [SVdK+98], Matrix-associated [CSO+95].


[BDO+97, KGF+97, BOL95, LVD96, P+95, TAK95, ZL95b, CF99, GSP+98, HW+98, HMM+98, MPLS+98, NLM+98, SVB+97, SSH+98].

Members

[KKF+95, CK+98, DDF+98, DDDM97, GvdFvd99, HJJ97, RB97]. Membrane

[BB97, BPS99, CSN99, CLK99, CWM+98, CLH+99, DPHW96, FKN97, GK99, GRB+97, vHR97, KOA+99, KSF+99, LAW+98, MBA97, MM99b, MSCP98, MSH+97, MZN97, NIM95, NAs+98, PPW97, PBS97, PDHT99, R99, RST+99, SBS+99, SMD98, VS98, WS98, WH96, WLF98, WB99, WC97b, YHS+99, YTT99, ARM+95, AS96, AHCC95, BWF+96, BW95, BGB+95, BA95, BLL95, BKB+96, CF95, CTP96, CSY+95, DBN+96, DWS+95, DMD+96, DSvd99, DMG96, EK96, EB95, EP95, FLPS95, GHJ95, GSN96, GKM+96, HIG+95, HSK+96, KBR95, KSL96, LSCM+95, MBS96a, MCL+96, MTL+96, MKB+95, MT95, MM95b, NH95, NAP+96, NW96, NB96, NM95, NKL+95, NCS95, PNM95, PAV+96, PHO+95, DP95, RJP+96a, RR96, RSK95, SK95a, Sch96, SLS+96, SW95, TWVC95, VE95, VXB95, VHR96, WGR+95, WTC95, WPMW95, XGC96]. membrane

[YN095, YK98, vWDG+95, vD95, A97, AV99, BB96, BM99, BVK98, BH98, BF97b, BS97, BENV97, BK97, CHW+99, CLF+97, CFL+98, CSEM99, CMC+98, DSv98, DHD+97, DSM+98a, EZC+97, ESR97, ESM+97, FCMM97, FHW97, FCH98, GSB99, GF97, HLJ+98, HSS98, HPD+97, HME+98, HHR+98, IMS+98, JR98, KFM99, KK97, KGA+97, KHS+97, KEP+99, KBF+98, KCF98, KAS+99, KSY+98, LRA99, LK97, LC97, LHS97b, LC97, MAC+97, MS97a, MBO97, MSEP98, MQR+97, MJBR98, NTH98, Ne98, NZ97, OMS98, OTL+97, OK98, PSP+98, PDO+99,
[CLK99, BEG+95, GHP+96, RD96a, CRYC99]. mild [CRM+96]. mimic
[PKR95]. mimicking [SOHP95]. Mimicks [PHN+98]. Mineralization
[SAPLH95, KNSP97, YSEI+99]. Mineralization-competent [KNSP97].
mini [CDG99]. Minichromosome [SO97, SO98]. Minifilament
[EGM+99]. minify [GPSF99]. Miniparamyosin [MAG+96]. Minority
[BMPP99]. minus
[IRMF+99, KJE+99, KKE+95, LJH95, MGRS96, SNK+99, TWS97, WFS97].
minus-end [MGRS96]. MIP [CBM+98]. MIP-3 [CBM+98]. Misfolded
[RvSL+95, HKD+96, GLL+99, JBRA98, JWK98]. mislocalization [CF95].
Misssegregation [BBL+99a]. Mistargeting
[VKIH98, DAV95, LOD96, MLO+95]. Mitochondria
[AAB+97, BR99, LCD+98, AGB+96, GLB+95, MH95b, SNL96, BVP98,
EGS+98, EOS+98, GGL+98, shWMM99, KMK+98, MDE+99, RN99,
SSRvBD98, WHS+97, hypGYF97]. Mitochondrial [AAB+97, BHG+97,
HTM+98, HFL97, MAC+97, PDS+97a, TOSF+98, BAC+96, DC96a, MGS96,
PLZ+95, SFD+96, SSP95, BSY97, BVK98, DOSN+99, DLC98, FY97, FY99,
HKS97, KHS+97, KEP+99, LJJK97, MNR+98, MTW+99, MVM+99, OBP98,
OKB+98, PÖH+98, SSS99a, SJ99, SY99, TKBM97, VL99]. mitochondrion
[LO996, MLO+95]. Mitogen
[HTK+99, LRR96, CMS98, EKSC98, GTY98, KCG+97, WZF97, ZTH+97].
Mitogen-activated
[HTK+99, LRR96, CMS98, EKSC98, GTY98, KCG+97, WZF97, ZTH+97].
Mitogenesis [SMS+98]. Mitosis [SVH+98, TOT+96, YTY+99, DRAT95,
EPVV96, LWM+95, RACHV96, STN+96, TSS+95b, WS95b, WWP+96,
WM95, AVM98, BH98, BG97, CAS+98, CLT90, ESM+97, FDHP99,
GCM98, KKH+99, KR99, MOY+98, NMT97, PDS+97a, RS99, RC98,
RWS+99, SHP+97, TYY+99, qXLCH97, YGG97a, ZCE+98, dS98a].
mitosis-entry [WWP+96]. Mitosis-specific
[TOT+96, YTY+99, CAS+98, TYY+99, qXLCH97]. Mitotic
[CJS+99, CH97, GDC97, KWD+98, MHWW98, SVH+98, SW99, VWO99,
VR96, BBZ+95, CG95, GSC95, GSB+96, GTO96, GMFN95, KM95,
KJBM+96, LN96, MW95b, NWG95, RMWW95, SSP95, SNC+96, SGGS96,
WW96a, WMO+95, WM95, AN99, APH+97, AK97a, AK97b, BH98, CS97a,
CMH99, CLI+98, EAM+97, FFLP99, GCD97, HS98, HCG+98, HD99,
HKKH99, JHM98, LKE+99, MHH+99, MCTMK98, MBB+97, MPT+98,
MRM99b, MSH+99, NHA+97, PTVD99, SdCAH+97, SAR+99, SMM+99,
SCPPW98, Ste97, SO97, VWM97, YSK+97, YMD99, ZKS+99]. Mitotically
YPM97, ZLB+97. Move [BG98]. Movement
[ISR99, MB99, WKWC96, WHS+97, ASY96, BvdBM96, HCW96, MMP+95, PBT+95, RFNF69, RW95, BS+97, DMMS98, GGGG99, NH99, PWW98, RTP+98, RKR+99, SNT+98, YWH99, YHC+97]. movements
[SWS+96, BPD99, CH98, PYM+98]. moving [KR96, STP96]. MPS1
[SGSW97, WW96a]. MRP4 [ACHG95]. mRNA
[AAD+97, ABR95, BBP+98, BLEB96, BJB+96, DW97, GL95, GDC95, HS96, IJB+97, KDBW97, KBC99, NS95, PRB97, PFV99, RZ96, VIF+96, WLB+98, XJM+95, X97, YTO+99, YCR+98, ZSB99]. mRNA-binding
[PR97]. mRNAs [HPKL97, SMW+99]. mRNP [SAEV+98]. MRP
[JCL95, MKB+95]. Ms [SB+99]. Ms/Ms [SB+99]. MT1 [BPS99].
MT1-MMP [BPS99]. mtHsp70 [MVM+99]. Mtoc [GPKH99]. mu
[GW+95, PPB96, ZMG96]. MUC1 [WvDV+95]. mucin [DL96].
multicomponent [CPL+95]. multidomain [EGH+95]. multidrug
[DSvD+96]. Multifunctional [RPBB98]. multigene [SLP+96].
multiimerization [AM95a]. Multinucleation [SS98]. Multiple
[DG96, FMD+98, GL96, RDPRW98, SN97, TKY+97, WS97, ZB98, CS96b, JW96, WVV95, BMK+98, FHSM+97, IMK99, JMM+98, KSK+99, LSH+99, LJK97, FDL97, PFV99, YDF98]. Multipotent
[MPP+97]. multipotential [WPM95]. Multiprotein [MPSC98]. multisplicity
[DRE97]. Multistep [FC97, LHW97]. Multistranded [YPB+98].
multisubunit [TN95]. Multivalent [CLT99, WE98]. Multivesicular
[FP+96, KP96, GAPG97]. multiview [SOH+95]. murine
[BGK+96, GCM+95, OST+95, SLE95, SHG96, THT+95, GM99, MNN+98, PKBH97]. Muscle
[BR+97, BDO+97, HTK+99, HRD98, JCR97, MBA98, OBB99, WMP+98, ACHG95, AHCC95, ASS+95, BTB96, BGR+95, BSMH95, CRG+95, CGJ+95, CJG+95, DSM+96, DLI+95, FWH96, FDH96, HSK+96, HKN+96, HW96b, ISFB+96, JSR96, Kat+95, KWK+96, KSM96, LMM96, MAG+96, MCA96, MWT+96, MGA+96, NMJ96, PWE95, PPF96, RJ96b, SLE+96, SBG96, SSZ+97, SBS+96, SB96, SPT+95, VKR+96, WHM+96, XGR95, XHUC96, YRM+96, vDLS+96, ASES+97, BAC97, CLRR99, CJ+97, DBC+99, DBG+97, DDM98, DDWM97, FCT99, HLJ+98, HSSW99, HHH+97, JLI98, KCV+98, KMK+98, LMA+97, LM99, LMP98, LRC+99, MMM+98, ML99, NKK+99, PWZ97, PSPG+98, PvdA+98, PL97, PFAF97, PFA98, RL98, RNK97, RV98, SGGS+99, SRR+97, SBC+97, SV98, TH99, TDR+98, WTM+99, ZBW+97]. Muscle-derived
[MMP+98]. muscle-specific [BSM95, SBS96, XGR95]. muscles
[BZ+96, MB96, HCL99, KAF99, RV98]. Muscular
[CAC+99, DSM+98b, HMC+99, SRCC97, SEAB+99]. Musk [ZGY99].
must [PNM95]. Mutant [BPA+97, PFHHW98, YF99, AYF96, AHH+96, BWF+96, CF95, DBvB95, HP95, KMO95, MB+95, NDB95, NCS95, PHO+95, RME+95, SFD+96, ABL98, BD97, BD98, GBW98, JN98,
KMHK97, KRS+98b, KD97b, KGHG98, LMB98, LRS+98, jLC97, MAEE98, MFF97, MVN+99, MS99, PMCS97, SGR97, WHB+99. **mutants** [FHCL95, HMSK95, JWH96, KSM96, NPRT95, PWK+96, STN+96, WLML95, WMXE96, BGG98, GE97, HHS+99, MM97b, PBJ+98, PSH+98, RKR99]. **mutated** [dH+95, GKS+98]. **Mutation** [KMS+98, MB98, BTNZ+95, HCA+95, LWB+95, NH95, RWO95, RBL+96, SSSKR95, JM97a, KMHK97, LBWF+97, PURB98, VPM+98, ZhTA+97]. **Mutations** [BFL95, FY97, OAB+98, PSW95, GSK+99]. **Mutational** [BBOE98, BBL+99a, BGH+97, GBW+95, KP96, LNRR98, MMN+99, HCM96a, KKGD96, MGA+96, ROG+96, WGR+95, GGK97, HTW97, KAFB99, YAI+98]. **Mx** [DCJ97]. **mXRN1p** [BSS+97]. **Myc** [SPS97b]. **Myelin** [TSD+97, BQF+95, HTS+95, WF96, AAD+97, BGBS98, KBC99, MSF+99b]. **Myelin-associated** [TSD+97]. **Myelination** [EZC+97]. **Myeloma** [MMAK97]. **Myelomonocytic** [FIC+97]. **Myf** [KCV+98]. **Myf-5** [KCV+98]. **Myf5** [LMP98]. **Myo** [VB98]. **Myo2p** [KSY97, GBN95]. **Myoblast** [AGS+97, BMPP99, EGA97, GTL+96, VWK+95, DFMG97, EGA97, PGD+97, QBvD+98, SLW+99]. **Myocytes** [MAM99, GF95, LK96, CMS98, FRHS98]. **Myocytes** [MAM99, GF95, LK96, CMS98, FRHS98]. **MyoD** [KCV+98, LCH96, SGGS+99]. **Myofibril** [WBB99]. **Myofibril** [KSV+95]. **Myofibrillogenesis** [SHC95]. **Myofibril** [OBB99, LMA+97]. **Myofibroblastic** [SPR+98]. **Myofibroblasts** [ML97]. **myogenesis** [AW96, EBR96, FWHW96, VLX+96, VMV+95, DMD98, KJR+98, RLV98]. **Myogenic** [AGS+97, BMMPP99, Ord99, DBC+99, KMM+98, LMA+97, LM99, MNG+98, GGGS+99]. **Myogenin** [AW96, HCLG99, VMV+95, ACHG95]. **myomesin** [OGB+96]. **Myosin** [BBR98, BGM+97, BM+97, BR99, CM95b, GW95, JK97, KAT+95, KBS+99, MCRB97, NCW+99, NT97, PT97, SLAS+98, VSB95, XHUC96, BCM95, BRHD95, DRR96, GAW+96, GBN95, HCVW96, HW96b, HHTT95, JW96, KSG+96, KWK+96, KFE96, MGM95, MM95a, NPRT95, SRRB95, ASE+97, ABE+98, BWT97, BKL+98, CDH+99, FRHS98, FKO+98, JM97b, JOPM98, KFO+99, KSY97, KAFB99, LM98, LWS99, LL98b, LBO+98, MOY+98, MSEP98, NHA+97, RKR+99, SLPB99, SECB99, SGB+97, SD98, SVMB97, TY+99, WTM+99, WBR+98, OP96b, OP96c]. **Myosin-binding** [FKO+98]. **Myosin-driven** [BML+97]. **Myosins** [HGG+97]. **Myotactin** [HSSW99]. **myotonic** [TMS+95, SSH+98]. **myotube** [VLX+96, BAC97, TH99]. **myotubes** [CRG+95, MPW95, RL96, mCBLK98, MLCC99, TGB97]. **myristic** [BAC+96]. **Myristoylated** [SOJ+99]. **Myristoylation** [vHR97, BAC+96]. **Myristylation** [JH96].
NGF-deprived [DVD96, MDE99]. NGF-induced [QWS98].
NGF-stimulated [EKPK95]. NH [KD97a, MSH97, SKC97, AAB97, BPA97, FKNM97, GTC98, vHR97, HPL97, shWM99, MABA97, MSH97, OW99, SAR99, SWK99, TNFK98, WRG98]. NH2 [CGJ95, GBC96, MAS95, PXR95, ZL96]. NH2-terminal [CGJ95, MAS95, PXR95, ZL96]. NH2Cl [NYN95]. NHE [BJR99].
Nic96p [ZDT96]. nicotinic [ACHG95, MPW95, Wil95]. Nidogen [OTS98]. nidulans [BRLM98, FT95, MGM95, WOM98]. NIH3T3 [SL95].
Nocodazole [SWR98]. Nocodazole-induced [SWR98]. nod [ASH95].
nodal [DLB96]. node [DLB96]. Nodes [BDO97]. nomenclature [DEG96]. Non [DLIB95, KOA99, vH98, HP95, LKD95, MMT96, OCS95].
Notochord [ACH98]. Novel [AAM98, AAB97, BdP97, CW97, CGC97a, CYSD99, CGM99, DSVL98, EGKC99, FSGI95, FKNM97, HDV99, HDMK98, KN97, KOA99, KND97, LC97, JLC97, MWF99, MZ97, NC98, PPWL97, PdHTV99, SKC97, TWP98, ZC99, ARM95, BSJ95, BPT96, CBB96, CLR96, CF95, CMW96, CCR96, FL95, GA96, GDC95, GGR96, GEG95, GLB95, HKS96, HSM96, KSK96, KGMF95, LVD96, MC95, MCB96, MPB95, OSH96, OAR96, OS96b, OCS95, PL96, RKS96, SLW96, SOE95, SJ95, SBW96, SM96, SNCBM95, SJS95, SRR95, SO96, TW95, WY95, WFBC96, WMX96, WPMW95, ZTD96, ZL95a, vdLST96, AMY98, APR98, BBR97, BART99, BH98, BF97b, CC98, CS98, CSM97, DSP97, DZ98, EGM99, FBM99, FMM98, FFH98, GKP97, GCM98, GCD97, GDB97, GTC98, GSP98, HGW98, HCG98, HYE98, HSS99].
O [HIHRdB\textsuperscript{+}98, CFS\textsuperscript{98}, SGTH\textsuperscript{99}, WPS\textsuperscript{+}96, WBG\textsuperscript{+}97, YLB\textsuperscript{+}97]. O-2A [WPS\textsuperscript{+}96]. O-glycosylated [YLB\textsuperscript{+}97]. O-Glycosylation [SGTH\textsuperscript{99}]. observable [WPZ\textsuperscript{+}96]. Observations [HKBM\textsuperscript{99}]. observed [JCWP\textsuperscript{95}, ZN95b, GBFL\textsuperscript{+}98]. occuldens [RHHRB\textsuperscript{96}]. occuldens-1 [RHHRB\textsuperscript{96}]. Occludin [MSFA\textsuperscript{99}, SFD\textsuperscript{+}98, AASH\textsuperscript{+}96, hCMPG\textsuperscript{97}, FFH\textsuperscript{+}98, FST\textsuperscript{98}, HG\textsuperscript{+}98, MSFA\textsuperscript{99}, SFS\textsuperscript{+}97, WG\textsuperscript{97}]. Occludin-deficient [SF\textsuperscript{+}98]. occupancy [MTG\textsuperscript{Y96}, SVD\textsuperscript{96}, SSV\textsuperscript{98}]. Occur [DMMS\textsuperscript{98}]. Occurring [BMP\textsuperscript{+}98]. Occurs [BPWS\textsuperscript{98}, GHS\textsuperscript{98}, vIZKH\textsuperscript{97}, MGY\textsuperscript{+}95, MCS\textsuperscript{+}97a, ML\textsuperscript{98}]. Oc1p [HW\textsuperscript{96a}]. OCI [GKS\textsuperscript{+}98]. OCI-5 [GKS\textsuperscript{+}98]. OCI-5/ [GKS\textsuperscript{+}98]. Oct1 [SS95a]. Ocular [PGP\textsuperscript{+}99]. ODA3 [KP\textsuperscript{W}\textsuperscript{+}97]. Odz [OZF\textsuperscript{+}99]. Off [GLM\textsuperscript{98}]. Oh [EPMB\textsuperscript{+}99]. Oleamide [GCE\textsuperscript{+}97]. oleic [EB\textsuperscript{95}, ESR\textsuperscript{97}]. Oligoadenylate [DCJ\textsuperscript{97}]. Oligodendrocyte [BR\textsuperscript{99}, GR\textsuperscript{97}, GSL\textsuperscript{98}, VGY\textsuperscript{97}]. Oligodendrocytes [OW\textsuperscript{W}\textsuperscript{+}99, SWD\textsuperscript{+}98, TNCM\textsuperscript{97}, ULMT\textsuperscript{99}]. oligodendrocytic [HT\textsuperscript{S}\textsuperscript{+}95]. Oligomeric [GLW\textsuperscript{H}\textsuperscript{98}, LHM\textsuperscript{+}96, KSOK\textsuperscript{97}, RC\textsuperscript{97}]. Oligomerization [GJ\textsuperscript{95a}, GBG\textsuperscript{+}96, BWG\textsuperscript{95}, TSSR\textsuperscript{98}]. Oligomerized [MLJM\textsuperscript{95}]. oligomers [BG\textsuperscript{95b}]. oligonucleotides [OST\textsuperscript{+}95]. oligoproline [ZPS\textsuperscript{96}]. Oligosaccharide [JBA\textsuperscript{RA98}]. Oligosaccharides [FY\textsuperscript{99}, SP\textsuperscript{BCM}\textsuperscript{97}]. oligosaccharyltransferase [KK\textsuperscript{95}, SCK\textsuperscript{+}95, SCK\textsuperscript{95}]. Oncogene [KG\textsuperscript{T}\textsuperscript{+}97, RME\textsuperscript{+}95]. Oncogene- [KG\textsuperscript{F}\textsuperscript{+}97]. Oncogenes [MWGE\textsuperscript{97}, Sch\textsuperscript{97}]. oncoprotein [LK\textsuperscript{96}, GLMG\textsuperscript{98}]. One [GCST\textsuperscript{97}, GPKH\textsuperscript{99}, GSK\textsuperscript{+}99, KCM\textsuperscript{+}97, MNS\textsuperscript{+}97]. only [KC\textsuperscript{BR}\textsuperscript{96}, KCM\textsuperscript{+}97, LTM\textsuperscript{R}\textsuperscript{97}]. Onset [KWD\textsuperscript{+}98, MC\textsuperscript{98}, PT\textsuperscript{BC}\textsuperscript{96}, CG\textsuperscript{95}, SWS\textsuperscript{+}96, TSS\textsuperscript{+}95, BNJ\textsuperscript{99}, GDM\textsuperscript{+}99, KR\textsuperscript{99}, MH\textsuperscript{+}97, ST\textsuperscript{K}\textsuperscript{+}98, SM\textsuperscript{M}\textsuperscript{99}]. onto [HER\textsuperscript{95}, LWM\textsuperscript{+}95, SCG\textsuperscript{+}96, RAA\textsuperscript{97}]. Oocyte [TMM\textsuperscript{+}95, GHJJ\textsuperscript{95}, IMS\textsuperscript{96}, MB\textsuperscript{F}\textsuperscript{+}97]. Oocytes [BM\textsuperscript{G}\textsuperscript{+}99b, GRB\textsuperscript{+}97, BK\textsuperscript{96}, FSK\textsuperscript{95}, OSH\textsuperscript{+}96, SRH\textsuperscript{+}95, EK\textsuperscript{97}, VS\textsuperscript{R}\textsuperscript{97}]. Oogenesis [LSE\textsuperscript{+}99, WBS\textsuperscript{N}\textsuperscript{97}, MM\textsuperscript{96}, JK\textsuperscript{97}, NGT\textsuperscript{99}]. Op18 [LH\textsuperscript{+}99]. Op18/ [LH\textsuperscript{+}99]. Opacity [CML\textsuperscript{+}98]. Open [RKB\textsuperscript{97}]. operated [HFL\textsuperscript{97}].
operator [RSL+96]. operator/repressor [RSL+96]. OPGL [BxQK+99].
Ordered [DFL+99, SCPPW98]. Ordering [SHK+99]. Orders [MMK+97].
ORF3 [CSO+95]. organelle [BSN95, NAV96, RSP+95, WPLK95, YNOH95, BENV97, LHS97b, MFB+98, RTP+98, WFS97]. organelles
[FC95, HTKH96, NSYK+95, NSC96, VGM96, WSBE+95]. organisms
[SCKG95]. Organization [FPRL97, gLSE+99, SB99d, YTT99, ZC99, AHCC95, BR996, BJB+96, CMHT96, CRCH95, EPV96, GSC95, GSB+96, HCM96a, LCC+95, MCL+96, MM95a, RSL+96, SHA95, SS95b, WSG+95, XJM+95, YvdEH+95, BGN+97, mCBLK98, EGA97, HTH+97, HKS97, HTWC98, HDES97, JP98, JE98, KSK+99b, MLGC99, MCTMK98, PAN97, PTVD99, RH98, RSB+99, SLF+99, SR97, SM+97, TW99].
WPS+98, WWO+98, ZTH+97, BGG98. organize [SGGS96, WU1+98].
Organized [FWL+98, DZS+98, GDC97]. Organizer [RC97]. Organizers
[RV98]. organizing [BIR96, MJMS96, WLF98]. Organogenesis [LTMR97].
Originating [DBC+99]. Orthograde [ZH+97]. Ortholog [BZL+98].
Oscillatory [YWMH99]. Osmolarity [RHLG98]. Osmotic [PH97a]. OSP
[SCKG95]. Ost3p [KK95]. Osteoadherin [WSH98]. Osteoarthritis
[SJF+97]. Osteoblast [IKR+98, CJH+98]. Osteoblastic [JGCS97, KHH97].
osteoblasts [ED96, SAPLHD95]. Osteoclast [AARS+97, MNN+98].
Osteoclastic [AMY+98]. Osteoclasis [AMY+98]. Oxide [BxQK+99].
Oxidogen [REA95, YdH+95, PNL+95]. osteonectin [AKP95]. osteoporosis [ED96].
osteoporosis-like [ED96]. Osteoprotegerin [BxQK+99]. osteosarcoma
[SH96]. other [SV98, BF97b, SC97]. outer
[BAC+96, KPKW95, MKLS96, PMH96, ROG+96, WKK+95, BVKP98, KEP+99, KPW+97, MS98, MOBC97, PKBH97, SY99, VL99]. Outgrowth
[GBG99, AHM+95, AC95d, BK9+96, EWS96, GSC+96, LW96, MLW+95, NHB+95, NKT+99, MSL+99]. Outgrowth-promoting [MS99].
Ovary [FN99, BBZ+95, HP95, ZOS+97]. Overexpressed [NM+98].
overexpressing [DBvdBS95, RDK96, BNJ99, ESR97]. Overexpression
[AS96, AGP+98, BCC+95, BSK96, BENV97, EGS+98, KKT+98, LHY+99, MDC+99, PHO+95, TEL+95, AGP+96, KRMA96, LLRTP95, SKW95, WvIv+95, NT97, SR97]. overgrown [TSS+95b]. Overgrowth
[CGSY+99, GKS+98]. overhangs [DH96]. overlap [YKC95, SZBB98].
Overlapping [HYK+98, OP96c, OP96a]. Overload [SNK+97]. override
[MGRS96, ND96, ALM97b]. ovulation [IMFS96]. own [GGC96]. oxidant
[NYN+95]. Oxidase [WRdVC97]. oxidative [OC+95, HCLG99].
Oxidatively [MTW+99]. Oxide [GM99, LHS97a]. oxidoreductase
[RRRA95]. Oxygen [MFL+99, HWFA96, TLS+98].
Participating KND+97. Participation BHG+97. particle

[VKR+96, RFNF96, WM95, PC99]. Partially [SRR+97]. participate
[WSBE+95, PMP+98, UHK+99]. participates
[BOLS95, GKV95, GEK95, PMCT96, CIK+99, LDP+99, SRV+97].

[CDH+98, OS96a, ARR+98, KSV+99, SWO+99, SAEV+98]. Partitioning
[SHP+97, MC96]. Partner KSE+97, LSL99. PAS [ZL95b]. Pas7p
[ZL96], passage [TMM+95]. Passive [CHC97, GG95a]. Passively
[GCST97]. Past [GCST97]. pastoris

[EEHW+98, RSB+98, WrdVC97, KSF+99]. pat
[GRK95, TWIK+99]. pat-10 [TWIK+99]. pat-3 [GRK95]. patches
[WKWC96, KMMC98]. Patching [HSVS98]. path [YvdE+95]. Pathway
[AA8+97, LR8+98, PBS97, SCR98, SVH+98, SKC97, CMM96, CCBK96, DPH95, HMSK95, HG95a, HSK+96, HDK96, ISH95, JRLS95, LLN+95, MW95b, MLO+95, PSS95, SRR96b, SJHC96, TC96, VOP+95, YG96a, dPSMNS95, ATD97, APR98, ANT+97, BM99, B98, CFL+98, CMS98, DBOM98, DLK+99, DOP+98, FlJZ+99, FBM99, FL99, GFM+98, HC97, KSO97, KLS+99, KKL97, KGE+98, LPM+98, LTR+97, LNM+98, LHW97, LTW+97, LMB98, MM97a, MMK+97, MSW+99, Nei98, PRB97, PW98, PYL98, RD97, RHL98, RR97, RPB97, SWK+99, SVF+98, SGR97, SW97b, SRR99, SDRM99, SHL97, SWR+98, SGY97, TW98, TPMB97, VMT+99, WBS+98, WJ97, ZTH+97].

Pathways [BOS+97, HSML98, MM99b, MC97, MSMC99, TM97, HB95a, IH96, K86, PN1+95, RR1+95, Car99, EFF+97, GTY98, JMW98, J98, LAS+97, LG97, MGP97, OT97, PFDL97, SFR+98, TKY+97, vMNS97]. patients [WNB+95]. pattern [BEG+95, BSK96, CMM+95, MAG+96, YK95, CH97, FZ98, HBB+97, RV98]. Patterning [RV98]. Patterns
[C95, BLB+96, CLT+96, MF96b, EAM97, NHA+97, S97, SC97, YMD99].

Paxillin [TB9+99, BPT96, SOHP95, CL99, NJB+98]. Pay32p [STVR95].

PC1 [CEA+99]. PC12 [BH99, CGM+95, CEA97, DHT96, FH97, HGI+99, LE97, LZC+95, MLW+95, MQR+97, NSC96, QWS+98]. PC2
[M97]. PC5 [DM+96]. PCNA [FL+95]. PDGF
[BR+95, GE+95, H98, KAA95, SR96, XC96, X96].

PDGF-induced [BR+95]. PDGFs [GE+95]. PDMP [KB+98]. PDR1
[KA+97]. PDR3 [KA+97]. Pdr6p [TB99]. Pds1p [YG96a, Y96b].


PECA1-1/CD31 [F97]. pEG7 [CLL+98]. Pelizaeus [GSL98].

Pellucida [GR+97]. Pemphigoid [SBG+98, HBJ95, BKN+97].

Pemphigus [RS95, KMI+97]. Pendulin [K95]. Pentameric [UvMJ+99].

[TOSF+98, CKM95, LKX+95, NKL+95, PKR95, RZZ96, SSA+96, ZL96, ANT+97, FRT+98, FKWP97, GAZ+98, MZNR98, MBDS+98, SKS99, WG97].

**Peptide-binding** [TOSF+98], **peptide-specific** [NKL+95].

**Peptides** [RL99, SOHP95, SLS+96, DPM+97], **peptidyl** [WSW95], **PER8** [TWV95], **percentage** [STP96], **perform** [DBB95, KM95], **perfringens** [KIH+97, SFS+99].

**Pericellular** [CMD+98], **Pericentrin** [DZS+98, PTVD99], **pericentriolar** [URU+96].

**Pericentromeric** [SSW+98], **perinuclear** [SZB+95, WWP+96], **perinucleolar** [MFMW95, HDES97, HDES98].

**Peripheral** [TRJ+95, BSJ95, FSIG+95, GCM+95, M TLW96, SRR96, ESR97, PFVF97, VCL+98, YHK+97].

**Peripherin** [BANJ99, LSL99], **periphery** [FUB+96, IM96, KLN+96].

**Periplakin** [RHPW97].

**Perlecan** [CGA+99, FAA+99, CSL99, PXR99].

**Permanently** [TGL+98], **permeability** [BWF+96, EELF95, KGW95, BSRG99, EAOS+98, WG97].

**Permeabilization** [KEP+99].

**Permeabilized** [MEFH97, FB96, NBJ+98, SFA+98, KMK+98].

**Permease** [KS96].

**Peroxidase** [KRMA96].

**Peroxin** [ESR97, HRA+98].

**Peroxins** [PYL98].

**Peroxosomal** [KST+99, WRdvC97, DMG96, EKK+96, EB95, EB96, MKL+95, MDQG96, PL96, SSY+96, SRT96, TWV95, WNB+95, ZL95b, ZL96, CWSG99, EEHW+98, GRS+99, HRK+98, HRA+98, PYL98, WWD+97].

**Peroxisome** [ALCC+99, KAR95, RSD98, SDC+97].

**Peroxisome-to-mitochondrion** [LOD96, MLO+95].

**Peroxisomes** [EB95, MLO+95, PL96, ZL95b, ZL96, ESR97, GRS+99, SG99].

**Persist** [GWLH98], **persistent** [AC95a, ZMD97], **perspective** [MW95a].

**Pertinent** [KAN97], **perturb** [KKD+95], **perturbations** [PHO+95].

**Perturb** [WG97].

**PEST** [ALCC+99, RSD98, SDC+97].

**PEST-like** [RSD98].

**PETA-3** [YMAG+98].

**PEX** [DG96].

**Pex10** [CWSG99].

**Pex11p** [MDQG96].

**Pex12** [CWSG99].

**Pex13p** [EK+96, EB96, GRS+99, GKM+96].

**Pex14p** [GRS+99].

**PEX16** [ESR97].

**Pex17p** [HRA+98].

**Pex18p** [PYL98].

**Pex20** [PFVF97].

**Pex20p** [TSSR98].

**Pex21p** [PYL98].

**Pex22p** [KF95], **Pex4** [KF95].

**Pex5** [DG96, EKK+96].

**PF16** [SL96].

**Phe** [BL96, MBA97, MTCM99, AGPG96, CLF+97b, DDWG96, HCM+97, KLM+96, LTE+96, PRV98].

**Ph-Dependent** [MTCM99, AGPG96, LTE+96].

**Phage** [PKR95], **phagocytosed** [OS96a].

**Phagocytosis** [AJS96, BLLB95, FWG+96, BJB+98].

**Phagosome** [ZM96a].

**Phagosomes** [BSB+97].

**Phakinin** [GRR+96].

**Phase** [BMG+96b, FK95, TALM96, BZBA99, DTMG99, HY97, JP98, MCE+97a, OW+99, SIUW98, TGN97, YGG97b, DFGL96, OSH+96, OBB+95].

**Phases** [TXB+99, NMJL96, VJHR96, FCN97].

**Phenomenon** [MLW+95].

**Phenotype** [HTK+99, KJE+99, KMI+97, BKP+95, CRM+96, ED96, FGA+96, ICW+96, MAE+95, SMM+95, WP+96, BAS+97, EIM+98].
[FAP+96]. Physiological [RRK97, FHCL95]. Phytochrome
[KWN+99, YNM+99]. PI [SJHC96, SKC97]. PI-3 [SJHC96, SKC97]. PIC1
[SJW97]. PIC1/SUMO [SJW97]. PIC1/SUMO-1 [SJW97]. Pichia
[OS96b]. Pinocytic [DSM+97]. pinocytosis [DBvdBS95, NPT95]. pit
[SK96, FMP+97, KSYA98]. Pits
[EGKC+99, GK99, LS95a, LNR+96, NDBR95, SSEM98]. pivotal [KWK+96]. PIX
[TBP+99]. PKA [RTP+98, ZH97, BATP99]. PKB [BRM+99]. PKC
[RTF+98, IH+98, ZH97, TGW99, ZLPL99]. PKD1 [MMS+96b]. place
[LK95]. placental [BGB95]. Placentopathy [MCS98]. Plakin [RHPW97].
plakoglobin [CLT+96, LCC+95, RBL+96, SGLY+96, KBB+97a, IWS+97b, 
SSR+97, SSS+98, WAV98]. Plakophilins [MKF96]. planar
[ESWS96, MWC95]. plant [AGB+96, SG95, JR98]. plants [SGS95]. plaque
[BCSG96, KSK+96, MKF96]. Plasma
[AvdG99, GK99, vTHR97, KGA+97, MBA97, MM99b, NMNL98, SBS+99, 
BGB+95a, BLL95, CF95, CSY+95, FLPS95, GHJ95, GLS96, HSK+96, 
LLL+96, MBS96a, MM95b, NAP+96, NCS95, PNM95, SK95a, SLS+96, 
WGR+95, YKRS96, BNRMR97, BM99, DsvD+98, GWHH98, HSVS98, 
HEM+98, IMS+98, KSY+98, LRBR99, LCW+98, jLC97, MS97a, NTH98, 
OMS98, PKCS98, RD97, RCE+99, SHH97, TMM97, TFYH99, YPM97, ZH97].
plasmalemmal [RRH+95]. Plasmin [SPK+97, CMD+98, GSJ98].
Plasminogen
[NCW+99, SPK+97, DCW+96, SM95c, CMD+98, EvdESvdH+97, GSJ98]. Plasmodium
[BJR+99, GDF+96, WSG+98]. Plasticity [MAFJ+95].
plastid [RRA95]. plastin [AAP+95]. plate [SGS95]. Platelet
[FSDA97, GX+99, KSE+97, LCN+97, BWKH96, GHJ95, FHS+97]. Platelet/Endothelial
[LCN+97]. Platelets
[KBS+99, GPRS+95, HOS+97, ILSH99, PWD+99]. Platforms [AvdG99].
play [SSW+96]. plays
[CGJ+95, SWW+95, YKG96a, FOK+99, KHA+99, MBCS98]. Pleckstrin
[MB97, MSH+97, VB98]. Plectin
[RdPRW98, SGB+98, SVB96, NNMW96, GNF+99, GB98]. plectin-vimentin
[NNMW96]. Pleiotrophin [MN98].
Pleiotrophin/Heparin [MN98]. Pleiotrophin/Heparin-binding [MN98].
Plk1 [LN96, GMFN95]. Ploidy [BH98]. Plus [MGRS96, WSGS95, 
YNOH95, DPC+99, NPS+97a, SNK+99, TWS97, WFS97]. Plus-[SNK+99].
Plus-end [MGRS96]. Pmi [ISN+99, CSO+95, SJW97, ISN+99]. Pmp27
[MKL+95]. Pmp27p [EB95]. PMP47 [DMG96, SYY+96]. Pmnt4p
[SGTH99]. Pocket [AAM+98]. Podocytes [KRK+98, MHH+97]. Point
[BGH+97, N95, VPM+98]. Pointed [EGM+99]. Poisson [VB96].
Poisson-distributed [VB96]. Polar [SGD98, KM95, KLS+99, SdCAH+97].
Polarity [KRK+98, ZT99, CKP96, FSR+96, HE96, MSF+95, RSP+95, 
SYB95, SM95b, WHP+96, ASP+97, CSM97, IHT+98, JN98, LNRR98,

postmitotic [CM95b, MAM95, SBR+96]. Postnatal [DBC+99].

postprophase [GACM+95]. Postsynaptic [DPT+97, ZGYS99].

posttranslational [BHP+95, SMB+95]. Potassium [HCPW+99, SG97].


pp60c [RVD+95]. pp60c-src [RVD+95]. pRB [FSAP95]. Pre [ALC+99, WLD+98, YTO+99, ZWT+97, DKL+99, DW97, KDBW97, NSR95, SMV+99, SAEV+98, VLAHV98, BJB+96, HS96, OK96, VIF+96, XJM+95].

Pre-Golgi [ALC+99, ZWT+97]. Pre-mRNA [WLD+98, YTO+99, DW97, KDBW97, NSR95, BJB+96, HS96, VIF+96, XJM+95]. Pre-mRNAs [SMV+99]. Pre-mRNP [SAEV+98]. Pre-rRNA [DKL+99]. Pre-rRNAs [VLAHV98].

Preanaphase [SCR98, SHLD97]. precede [AW96, GDM+99].

precedes [EBR96, FKS95, VCIJA99]. Prechondrogenic [ZOKS99]. Precise [LSB98]. Precocious [RFR+97]. Precursor [ALC+99, CGC+97a, FKNM97, AHM+95, AM95b, HKC+95, MKL+96, RRRA+95, RHS+96, SHG96, WPS+96, YSK95, CJH+98, DMY+97, DPM+97, FB+99, GR97, KFL+98, MNR+98, SATW98, YHO+98].

Precursors [AARS+97, BMPP99]. Predisposes [KMS+98]. Predominant [UNPW98].

predominantly [GKM+96]. Preexisting [SG99a]. Preference [BSS+97].


Preinitiation [HN98]. Premalignant [LGM+97]. Premature [GCM98].


Prereplication [DTMG99]. prerequisite [LOD96]. Presaged [LTR+97].


Presentation [AP+97, BJS+95]. Presented [SWD+98]. Preservation [BJH98].

preserve [OCS+95]. Pressure [RSS98, SNK+97]. Presumptive [LSM+98].


Prevent [MWGE97]. prevents [CF95, MGS96, RSJK95, GFN+99, GM99, KA98, OK98, SSV98]. Primarily [ZWT+97]. Primary [SRA+99, BLB+96, FT95, LOD96, MLO+95, VKR+96, AGP+98, BAC97, PKQ+98, SGGS+99, SSSS97, WDL+98].

priming
[ELL+99, SvDtK+98, The97, AC95b, BKEC96, CKM95, LLRTP95, MLKL+95, PAV+96, SSM+95, WMC+95a, BFRR99, BF97b, CAR+97, DDM98, EPMB+99, GWB+99, KKN99, LNG+98, LHB+99, LPM+99, NPJW99, NLM+98, OKE+99, SJF+97, TOB+99, WVM97]. **Promoting**
[BRM+99, GSC+96, KWD+98, OSH+96, MLB98, AK97b, MGS+99].
Proper [OB99, DG95, MM95a, OFY+95, RHF+96, SS95b, SGBD96, VUC+95, CY89, KNKL99, SGSW97]. **Properties [BMP99, LLL+96, CGM+95, SWR+96, KKH+99, PBCS98, PFP97, YMPG98].** prophase [SWS+96, BMS+97, FdEP99, wJTSSL98, RC98, YWMM99]. **Proplatelet**
[ILSH99]. **proposal [BGB95b].** proposed [MDG96, HCM+97].
proprotein [DMM+96, CR99, LTW+97]. **Propulsive [ODJ99].** **Prospore**
[Ne98]. **Prostate** [RPS+97]. **Protease**
[SMH98, AHM+96, CCR96, GCT+96, LCH96, SRR96b, EM98, MDV98].
**Proteases**
[MMAK97, MWGE97, TMN97, DVD+96, JWR96, FCMN97, MCS+97a].
**Proteases/Caspases** [MMAK97]. **Proteasomal** [ASB+99, WFL+99].
**Proteasome** [MB97, SS+97, TYT+97]. **protect** [FMF+95]. **protective**
[WWS95]. **Protects** [MNZ98]. **Protein**
[ACSN98, AAB+97, ALM+97a, AI95, ALCC+99, ALC+99, AWC99, BPA+97, BZL+98, BSW+99, BSA97, BDS97, CHL97, CWSL97, CGC+97a, CWM+98, DSVL+98, DSC+95, ELL+99, EGKC+99, HTK+99, HD+95, ISR99, KWD+98, KNH+97, KRR+98, KSF+99, LKS+96, MN98, MNS+99, MWO96, MB99, MAR99, MSMC99, NNK+97, NNSN97, OBB99, PJ99, PWP+97, PBS97, PT97, PBBJ96, RKM99, RST+99, SP+99, SGBD98, SW99, SWL+97, TNN+99, TYT+99, THM98, TOSF+98, WL97, WLD+98, WBK97, WC97b, XC97, YHS+99, ZDK+99, ZWT+97, vHB+97, AOMM99, AS95, ARM+95, ADP+95, AHM+95, AC95b, AM95b, BL96, BWF+96, BWH96, BW95, BLE96, BLC95, BT96, BSK96, BLB95, BAC+96, BC96, BS95a, BKT95, BSJ95, BM96, CRL95, CBB+96, CAA95, CAV96, CMHT96, CCB96, CCF+96, CSS+95, DMS+95, DvD95, DT96, DDR96, DWS+95, DG96, DMG96, EKK+96]. **protein**
[EB95, EGH+95, FAO+96, FSR+96, FA95, FT95, FFZ+95, GCGE+96, GLD+96, GZK+95, GECK95, GLP+95,GMFN95, GKM+96, GEW+95, GLB+95, HTS+95, HCK+95, HKS+96, HE96, HMK95, HSOC96, HD96, HM96, HIG+95, HSK+95, HFH96, HU96, HCM96a, ISF96, IRMF+99, IS95, JSR96, JLR95, KTC95, KE98, KSK+96, KPKW95, KGMF95, KRR95, KSL96, KKE+95, KF95, KSR96, LJ95, LWM+95, LD96, LGR96, LDF95b, LRY96, LS95b, ML96, MBS96a, MCL+96, MJMS96, MTL+96, MFMW95, MGMT96, MCB96, MBM95, MSG96, MPB+95, MB96, MPO95, GMG+95, MMMW95, MMS+96b, MNS96, NRM+95, NRM95, NAP+96, NW96, NMJ96, OWA95, OIT+95, OMO95, OHB+95, OP96a, OABD+96, OS96b, PSBB96, PWK+96, PG95, PMH96, PFF+95, PMM95,
PMCT96, RL96, RSC96, RRRA95, RLCM96, RFNF96, RRH+95, RW95, SLL96, SH96, SHY+96, SPMB+96. **Protein**

**protein-1** [YDH+95, DKN+97, NMK+97]. **protein-2** [MTL+96, DKN+97, vDSH+97]. **Protein-280** [CLF+97b]. **protein-5** [JSR96]. **protein-6** [BSK96]. **protein-coupled** [RRH+95].

**protein-glucocorticoid** [CRML96]. **Protein-specific** [WLD+98].

**protein/plasma** [HSK+96]. **protein/SL1** [JMTCF96]. **proteinases** [OCS+95].

**Proteins**

[BOS+97, CDH+98, LLH+99, MEFH97, MMD+98, OZF+99, RP97, SJW97, dCBR99, VS98, YHS+99, YTT99, BLL+96, Bor95, BM96, CSO+95, CRMB95, CS96a, CCR96, DTB96, DMP+96, DM95, EKK+96, FB96, FUB+96, GAV+96, GH95, GLF+96, GHF+95, HER95, HFHK96, HKD96, HGP+95, KAP95, KKF+95, LVD96, LNR+96, LO96, MKLS96, MLC+96, MFM+95, MMT+96, MKF96, MR95, NDBR95, ND96, NSR95, NCS95, PEG+95, PBT+95, PHB96, SKE+95, SSL+95, SRH+96, SSB96, Val96, VXB95, WPM95, vWDG+95, Bar97, BVKP98, BF97b, BHS98, BGN+97, CMS+97, CS98, CES+98, CH97, DA+97, DC97, DGP99, EAM+97, FFB+97, FFH+98, GDC97, GHW99, GBS99, GDB+97, GZC+99, GBFL+98, HPK97, HCW99, HVL+99, HT98, HSB98, HCG+98, HFP+98, IMS+98, JE98, JWK98, KQB+98, KBD99, KGL+99, KHS+97, KEP+99, LBP98].


**Proteoglycan** [HYK+98, JBD+95, WC97b, BEZ+95, MVvBD96, TJ+95, WYY95, EY99, FSA+99, WSH98].

**Proteoglycans** [GCM+97]. **Proteolipid** [GSL98, PBM+99]. **proteolysis** [RPW96, SRR96b, CMD+98, LZK+97, TNFK+98, VC97]. **Proteolytic** [ALM+97a, MGP97, HKC+95, BLRS97, FM99, ZS98]. **Prothrombin** [BP98]. **protochlorophyllide** [RRRA95]. **protocol** [HP95].

**Protofilaments** [ES96]. **proton** [vWDG+95]. **Prototypic** [WFS97].

**Protozoan** [KQB+98]. **Protracted** [YK97]. **protrusion** [AWS6, NH99].

**protrusions** [RKD96, RTM99]. **Provide** [Bri99]. provides

[LMM99, FH97, SZS98, SWR+98]. **Provokes** [SW98]. **Proximal** [ZB98, OK98]. **PRR** [TM+99]. **psbA** [BM98, YCR+98]. **PSD** [KHN+97].

**PSD-95** [KHN+97]. **PSD-95/SAP90** [KHN+97]. **Pseudomonas** [FFZ+95].

**Pseudopodium** [SWS97]. **pseudopods** [CRCH95, SWW+95].

**PSGL** [SCH+98]. **PSGL-1** [SCH+98]. **psoriatic** [BSK96]. **PSTPIP** [SDC+97, LL98].

**PtdIns** [GWB+98, SDTE95]. **PTEN** [GT98, GTP+99].

**PTH** [SSA+96]. **PTH-related** [SSA+96]. **PTHrP** [SKS99]. **Ptk** [MHC+97]. **Ptp** [ZDK+99, ALM+97a, BKM+98, BGBK99, BAPT99].

**PP1** [ABL+98, BGE+96, BALL98]. **PP1B** [PSE+96]. **PPmu** [BKRT95]. **PT1** [DG96, EKK+96, EB96, MLO+95, GKM+96].
PTS1-containing [EKK+96]. PTS2 [EEHW+98, PYL98]. pull
[WSGPS95, GS99]. Pulverulent [WGP98]. pump
[MKB+97, vWDG+95, JDK97]. Purified
[FWL+98, PdHTV99, FaAR+96, LHS96, Bar97]. Purinoreceptor
[FWBSO97]. purse [BMLM96]. purse-string [BMLM96]. push [WSGPS95].
pushing [KR96]. putative
[SSY+96, CF99, CR+98, GKP+97, HKJ+99, JDK97, PKBHK97, WKL+99].
PV [SGJP99]. PV-1 [SGJP99]. PwA33 [BLG95]. PYK2 [cXP97]. pylori
[CHH97, LHM+96].

Q [FKM+99]. Qm [IMW+99]. Qm/Jif [IMW+99]. Qm/Jif-1 [IMW+99].
quail [CRG+95, RRA97]. quaking [BQF+95]. Quality [WG99].
Quantification [BCMK95]. Quantitative [ANS96, SLV+99, ABN96].
quantity [MAG+96]. Quick [KKM+97]. quickly [PZ96]. quiescent [FB96].

R [KRCP99, WMC+95a, KPKW95, PBCS98, WK9+95, MNG+98,
NHB+95, VZN98]. r-eag [PBCS98]. R-Ras [KRCP99, WMC+95a]. Rab
[FPW95]. Rab11 [URU+96]. Rab17 [ZSP+98]. Rab3D [BBW+98]. Rab5
[MFB+97]. Rab6 [WJM+99]. Rab7 [MFB+97, PFHWN98]. Rab8
[PAV+96]. Rab9 [DSP97]. rabbit [BK96, CFC+95]. Rabphilin [MST+96].
Rabphilin-3A [MST+96]. Rac
[KLS+99, StKvd+99, HH95b, BFHB97, BMHH97, MH97, MEFH97,
MSH+97, MM96, SvDK+98, TSK+97, vLKvdK+97]. Rac- [BFHB97, MH97].

Rac-dependent [MEFH97, MSH+97]. Rac1
[EAL+95, EWS96, JN98, JSN98]. RacE [GDTBD98]. Rad51
[HRR+99, TMPM99]. Rad51-Recombination [HRR+99]. radial
[WMC+95b, RHW+98]. radiation [JGM96, OOB99]. radiation-induced
[JGM96]. Radixin [KTD+97, MEFH97, MMD+98, RBB97, YTT99, HAS95,
HSK+96, PKQ+98, YHD+98]. Radixin/ [YHD+98]. RA1 [PFKvD99].
[SWK+97]. Ramp4 [YHS+99]. Ran
[KIT+97, PKH+96, CRLM96, CAVA96, CKS+95, HTY+99, HHS+99,
KG97, MCB96, MBW98, MGY+95, RLCM96, SG96]. Ran-unassisted
[KIT+97]. RAN/ [PKH+96]. Ran/Tc4 [CKS+95, CRLM96]. RanBP1
[CAVA96, KDK+99, RLCM96]. RanBPM [NM+98]. random
[YvdEH+95, AN99, SWS97a]. RanGAP1 [MGM98, MCB96, MBW98].

RanGTP [GDB+97]. RANTES [RFVCM+99, RFVCM+99]. RANTES-
[RFVCM+99]. Ranvier [BDO+97, DLB96]. Rap1 [CPL+95, GLF+96].

Rap46 [SHMC99]. Rapid [FJT+95, vLHR97, POS+98, PYM+98, SC97,
The97, GDC95, PBB+96, BCAS98, CLRR99, GWB+99, MSB+97, SOPM+97].
rapidly [BCC+95, CLS96, KGHMT95, LWM+95, TMM97]. RAR [RZZ96].
ras [KCD95, EPMB+99, KRCP99, KAAFZ95, MW97, NCW+99, TCM96,
TYK+98, UHK+99, WMC+95a, YHK+97, CCMG97, RME+95]. Ras-like
[MW97]. Ras-mediated [UHK+99]. ras-transformed [KCDB95].
receptor-related [CNP+95, FFZ+95, GLP+95]. receptor/calium [GCM+95]. receptor/Ldl [CNP+95]. Receptor/Retinoic [CCMC97].

Receptors
[ABP+98, YLB+97, CQB+96, DFC+96, FWG+96, GJ95a, GKR95, GEJ+95, HMB95a, HSL+95, HWFA96, LS95a, Mah96, MLJM95, MPW95, MTGY95, dPF95, SK96, SMA96, SR96, WKL+96, WS95a, Wal95, WPS+96, YiDH+95, ZMM+95, FCTS99, GWLH98, KKG+98, LH97, LVN+98, OMS97, PHA+98, PFAF97, PFAA98, RDS+99, VvZ99, XZMD97, YHMS+98, YLD97].

Recognition
[AARS+97, ZPS96, EB96, LNR+96, MKLS96, MTLW95, RSL+96, ZKH+95, BPD99, BD99, BP98, HN98, HFP+98b, MGB+98, MJBR98, SCH+98].

Recombinant
[HGI+99, HGP+95, SEC+95].

Recombinations
[HRR+99, YWMH99].

Reconstituted
[GXE+99, PMMF95, Bar97].

Reconstitutes
[AMJM95, NBS+98, PdHTV99, S99, VGG99, SK95b, BBL+99b, LL97, MNG+98, SFA+98]. reconstruction [EBD+96, SRR+97].

Recoveries
[MAM95, MAE+97, SCB+97].

Recruitment
[BML+97, HRD98, LS95a, MR+98, MZA98, PH+98, HS96, BKJ+98, CS97b, DFL+99, IK+98, KR99, MCC+98, NJB+98, ODB98, TTAH+99, WBR97, dPCM+97].

Recruits
[CSMM98, FSFT98, ISN+99, MVM+99].

Reductions
[MWC95].

Red1 [SR97].

red [MWC95].

Red1 [SR97]. redirects [NWPW95]. redistributed [KGM95, SALdP+97, dPCM+97].

Redistribution
[ALM+97a, BSA97, BDvdZ95, dPSN95, NHA+97].

Redox
[MDQG96, TSH+98]. Redox-sensitive [MDQG96].

Reduction
[ALM+97a, BS97, BvdZ95, dPSN95, NHA+97].

Refolding
[BM96, SMC+97, TKBM97].

Regenerate
[BP+96, GGL+96, HMS+96, IWW95, KKA+96, MMTe96, OGS+96, RZ96, SYO95, BM98, LSH+99, LHS97, OK98, QPH+98, RPV98, SALdP+97, YNG98].

Regionalized
[ABT+98, CCMC97].

Regions
[ABT+98, CCMC97].

Regulate
[ABT+98, BLE+96, GGL+96, HMS+98, KNS+97, LCN+97, LKW98, MAM95, MAE+97, SCB+97].

Regeneration
[BP+96, GGL+96, HMS+96, IWW95, KKA+96, MMTe96, OGS+96, RZ96, SYO95, BM98, LSH+99, LHS97, OK98, QPH+98, RPV98, SALdP+97, YNG98].

Regionalized
[ABT+98, CCMC97].

Regulated
[ABT+98, BLE+96, GGL+96, HMS+98, KNS+97, LCN+97, LKW98]

Regulating [KWD+98, HWC+96, MCA96, SRR96a, WHG+97, ZSP+98].

Regulator [MFL+99, FPWN95, OHB+95, RVD+95, ZSMV95, ANRT99, BBJ98, HDDKH98, JMD+98, PBM+97, YSEI+99].

Regulators [GCD97, KGA+97, VVO99].

Reinforces [BRP+97].

Reinhardtii [BM98, GJ95b, KDG+97, KPW+97, PSW95, ZR98].

RelA [FWBSO97].

Related [EFM99, MAAK97, YF99, vIH98, ARM+95, BOLS95, CKM95, CNP+95, DEPR97, FFZ+95, GKV95, GLP+95, KAP95, MWG97, MVvD96, MMMW96, OFY+95, SKE+95, SG98, SSA+96, SBW+96, SSS+95, TH98, TALM96, WFBC96, WM95, BGN+97, EGM+99, GCA+98, GCD97, GB98, HBPJ98, JB99, KFM99, MWF+99, MSH+99, OW+99, PB98, PYL98, SBD+99, WRC+99, cXP97, ZOS+97, ATH+97, APH+97, AN+97, BRS98, KMM+98, LB98, MBW+99, MLB98, MVM+99, MBB+97, OKB+98, PBC98, RKB97, SLD97, SKS99, SCR97, SSvD98, SHPP96, WKL+96, WVM97].

Relationship [BMC+99, VB98, GW95, SK96, LFP98, VvdKmD99].
Relationships [KMMC98]. relative [RSRK96]. Relatively [AN99].
[BDS97, CDH+98, FWL+98, FKNM97, G99, gLSE+99, MSH+97, NAs+98, OBB99, SGTH99, SGD98, SCR98, SWVR98, THM98, WLF98, YLB+97, ABR95, BLG95, BTB+96, BASS95, BYG96, BdvB96, CPL+95, CKS+95, CK96, DRAT95, DGS95, DG96, DYF96, ETTF95, FT95, GSC95, GS+96, GAW+96, HER95, H95b, IFH+96, IMFS96, K95, LHK+96, LVD96, LS95b, MBM95, M95, MM95a, MR96, NW96, OP96a, PCL+96, PBT+95, RHP+96, SH96, SKE+95, SKR96, SGS96, TNY+95, VPH95, VH96, VM+95, VUC+95, WW96b, W9K+95, WRW+95, WGG96, WHP+96, XW96, YGK+96, ZDT+96, ZL95c, dCVC95, ATD97, AEV98, ABE+98, ALM97b, BM97, BRLM98, BBR97, BHFF97, BLB+98, BSY97, BMHH97, BCWA97, CRM+98, CAS+98, CDN97, hCMP97, CYH98, CF99, CLL+98, DAF+97, DEPR97, DKLS+99, DHDJ+97, DSP97, DFMG97, DDRC99, EII+98].
Required

**Requirement** [DVL+98, EFK+98, FBD+95, vtHR97, JLR95, LMS97, AMJM95, BMLM96, PWK+96, PFF+95, VLX+96, YSM+95, EKSC98, NBS+98, RPS99, SSZ+97, SEBW+98]. **Requirements** [BWA+97, CQB+96, LS96, BSB+97, CWMD+97, HHM+98, OT97]. **Requires** [GH95, SBB+98, ZB98, AM95a, BAC+96, BGN+96, CGVS+96, DPHW96, DLGB95, FHD96, GF95, HH95b, LS95a, LD95, LLN+95, PSBB96, RSR+96, SLW96, SSN96, SIA96, VLZ+96, BV+98, CIK+99, GLL+99, GvdFvD+99, HH98, HTM+98, KHA+99, LBBP98, OWV+99, RSS98, SS97, SMCE+97, SV+97, WBA+98, YCR+98]. **Rer1** [BWA+97, Rer1-dependent [SSN96]. **Rer1-independent** [SSN96]. **Rescue** [AHBW96, AK97b, PC99]. **Rescue-promoting** [AK97b]. rescued [LW96]. **Resealed** [TMM+97].


**reticulocyte** [BK96]. **Reticulum** [BB+97, CSN99, CGC+97a, FFP98, FNM99, GHS98, LAW+98, MB99, MAS+97, MZN97, NNK+97, YHS+99, ZWT+97, All95, ARB95a, BRB96, GKE95, GGG95a, KA95, KKA96, LCP95, LHDC95, MBS96a, MB95, MTLW95, NBW96, RAM+96, RW95, SS+96, SHR+95, SOR+95, SNCH95, VJHR96, AFG+98, ABK+97, DSM+98a, EGS+98, GL+99, HLM+97, HTW+97, sHWM+99, JBRA98, LPD+99, MJBR98, NZ97, RCE+99, RSB+99, SHC+97, SPL+97, SSSG98, TH97, TDR99, VKN98, YGG97a, YPD+98, ZBW+97]. **Reticulum-to-Golgi** [BB97]. **Reticulum-to-Golgi** [FNH99]. **Reticulum/Intermediate** [CGC+97a]. retina [BEZ+95, BLS95]. retinal
[PFF+95, BFRB99, JL98, LDP+99, MGB+98, MAE+97, ULM99].
retinoblastoma [NMJL96, SSL+95, ZOB+96, SEBW+98, TGB97].
Retinoic
[CBS+97, CCMC97, MLLT95, MMHT95, OSK+96, OABD+96, XGR95].
Retinoid [CCMC97, SKA+96].
Retraction [MM99a, LWKK97].
Retrieve [MR95].
Retraction [MM99a, LWKK97].
Retrieval [VS98, SSN96, WTCV95, BS97, SMCE97].
retrieve [MR95].
Retrograde
[BPWS98, CES+98, LR98, SME98, EKP95, OM95, HW96a, KL+95, YSK95, MSW98, PSH+98, SC97, SWO+99, SS98, WSS97, WM+99].
Retroviral
[HPD+97, RDP+99].
rev[107] [SEH+97a].
Reveal
[BMPP99, CCMG97, JWH96, HK98, GT99, JS99, YSK95, KBF98, LLG99, LLSO98, MSW+98, PWW98, PSH+99].
Revealed
[ACSN98, MAT+98, BSD+96, FTH96, MF96a, SOH+95, SJHC96, ASP+97, BWW+97, HS96b, JLC97, MBDS+98, PC99].
revealing [HTKH96].
Reveals
Reversal
[OMS97].
Reverse
[KRGA98, LNRR98].
Reverses
[LEB+97, RC98].
reversible
[FS96, GDC95, MDE+98, RKR+99].
reversibly
[GG95a, SKR96].
Reversion
[WPW+97, DSC+95].
RGD
[PKR95, RD96a].
RGD-binding
[PKR95].
RGD/synergy
[RD96a].
rhinovirus
[PPW+95].
Rho
Rho-
[MEF97, SMTN99].
Rho-associated
[FK98, HIW+98, YAI+98].
RhoA
[DH98].
RhoA-binding
[GKP+97].
Rhodopsin
[CS98].
RhoL
[MM96].
RI
[IFS+96, PHB96, SH99].
RI-mediated
[PHB96].
Ribonuclease
[JWW+99].
ribonucleoprotein
[VI96, EJ99, JWW+99].
ribophorin
[SK+95].
Ribose
[KS+99a].
Ribosomal
[SP+99, GBMS95, WS95b, DKL+99, FRO98, HHS+99, NTAN98].
Ribosome
[MZ97, NMHS95, VSGF96, WSS95, WSSM95, BPD99, BBAN+99, BM98, GPS99, NZ97].
Ribosome-Associated
[YHS+99, WSS95].
ribosome-specific
[NMHS95].
Ribosome/Nascent
[MZ97].
Ribosomoses
[EJ97].
Ribosyl
[SAM+99].
Ribosylation
[ALK+99, ODB98, RD97, KBW+96, FHK97, MCS+97b, DHT96, WBR97].
rich [SRRB95, YTO+99, RTM99, WSSB99, CHC97, NIK+97, OTQM98,
SVB+97, WPS+98, ZOKS99, dBCS99]. **Ricin** [LRS+98]. **Right** [TYT+99].
**Rigid** [HD99]. **Rigidity** [MI95a, FFB+97], **rigor** [NH95]. **Ring** [WKL+99].
[gLSE+99, FA95, TFG96, VIF+96, IFSV+98, AN99, BML+98, CDN97,
DS98b, KSY97, LL98a, LL98b, MGZ98, MZAO98, RC97, SAEV+98]. **rings**
[ES96, VSRP97]. **RIP** [HDV+99]. **RIPP** [HDV+99]. **Ripped** [AML+98].
**RNA** [BdZW95, CTB+97, CMWL96, CCB+98, DKLS+99, DCJ97, DW97,
E97, E99, FC95, FR98, GBMS95, HCA+95, HB95b, JCPW95, JMTCF96,
KKA+96, KGL+99, KDBW97, KgZ97, KBC99, MB99, MFWM95, MBT98,
NIK+97, PFD97, RBPB98, SS95a, SELB95, WS95b, ZR98, ZZYG96].
**RNA-activated** [DCJ97]. **RNA-binding**
[E97, NIK+97, RBPB98, SLEB95, ZR98, KGL+99]. **RNA-editing** [E99].
**RNA1p** [CKS+95]. **RNAs** [BdJ96]. **RNase** [JCJ95]. **Rn1** [NLM+98].
**RNP** [MD95, SEK+97]. **RNPs** [E97]. **roadblock** [BPB+99]. **Robo**
[KMM+98]. **Robo-related** [KMM+98]. **rod** [BS95b, HW96b]. **Rodent**
[TCN97]. **Role** [BSW+98, BDE+95, CMS+97, CMM+95, CI999,
DHN+96, EM96, GSKL99, GS97, GZC+99, HMB+98, HG95a, JWM96,
JGM96, LHH+99, LAF+98, LFP98, MH97, MEFH97, MB99, MCS+97b,
PFA98, RVP98, SPK+97, SW99, SWO+99, SGBD96, TH99, TT+99,
WBKB97, XC97, YT+99, vIH98, AAP+95, AJ96, BAC+96, BM96,
CSM+96, COML95, CGJ+95, CMUW96, DMS+95, DT96, DM95, FBH+95,
FVKS96, FWG+96, GB95, HSML96, HWC+96, KAF95, L96, LCM+95,
MAG+96, MMGT96, MW95b, NUN+95, PTBC96, RPC+95, SMFC95,
SRG+96, SWW+95, TSH95, TK95, VM95, VS95, WKL+96, WPS+96,
YK96a, APF+97, AYMB99, AZR98, BBP+98, BZBA99, BHG+98,
CMD+98, CMS98, CLT99, DP98, DWM+98, EM98, FY99, FOK+99,
GDTB98, GBd+98, GCM+97, GS97, GSP+98, HYN97, IJR98, IJB+97,
KHA+99, KDK+99, KDO+99, KveD+96, KGHG98, LG99, LG99]. **Role**
[LDO+97, LSO98, LSM+98, MG98, MGI98, MB98, MP98, MBCS98,
NM9+97, OFM+98, PPP+98, PHA+98, PAT99, SHPB99, SSZ+97, SHB99,
SCPPW98, SRA+99, SSSG98, SL+98, SB9c, TIB99, TBP+99, WS97,
WZ97, WM+98, WYL+99, WR+97, WBR97, WOM98, XZC98, YAD97,
YPM97, ZTH+97]. **Roles** [EWS96, GH99, GXX+99, HD96, LP+99,
MC98, WJ+95, YAN+98, FHCL95, HG95b, MTG96, MM96, SS+96,
ASP+97, BD98, CJH+98, CCB+98, CGM99, FKM+99, HPS98, IK0+98,
HTH+97, HOD98, KTX98, SNT+98, SMM98, TNK+98, vLKd97].
**rolling** [AKC+95, AFFS96, AWS96, CAS96, FAP+96, MPB+95, PMN96,
PGD+97, ACP+97, CS99, CES97, CSF98]. **root** [SGS95, ZhTA+97]. **root**
[PGD+97]. **Rotation** [MRL+99]. **rough** [SNCH95]. **Route**
[PB97, SB+99, vIZK97, NBW96]. **routes** [DKvFP96, YKRS96]. **routing**
[dHvPL+95]. **Rpa** [DTC99]. **RPTP** [GZK+95, MN98, ZMG96b]. **rRNA**
[DKLS+99, JMTCF96]. **rRNAs** [VLA98]. **Ruffles** [BH98, BKL+98].
**Ruffling** [CLK99, MSH+97, ASY96]. **Rvs** [BDO+97]. **Rvs1p** [BGR98].


Secretory [LR98, NAsG+98, AM95b, AS96, CMM96, CMHT96, HB95a, JRLS95, NSC96, BBAN+99, BG98, CSA+97, DSG98, DBOM98, GL+99, HME+98, KKG+98, KGHG98, KKLA97, Nei98, PSB98, RRK97, SHPB99, SG99b, VKIH98, ZCOP99].

Secretory [LR98, NAsG+98, AM95b, AS96, CMM96, CMHT96, HB95a, JRLS95, NSC96, BBAN+99, BG98, CSA+97, DSG98, DBOM98, GL+99, HME+98, KKG+98, KGHG98, KKLA97, Nei98, PSB98, RRK97, SHPB99, SG99b, VKIH98, ZCOP99].

Secretory [LR98, NAsG+98, AM95b, AS96, CMM96, CMHT96, HB95a, JRLS95, NSC96, BBAN+99, BG98, CSA+97, DSG98, DBOM98, GL+99, HME+98, KKG+98, KGHG98, KKLA97, Nei98, PSB98, RRK97, SHPB99, SG99b, VKIH98, ZCOP99].

Secretory [LR98, NAsG+98, AM95b, AS96, CMM96, CMHT96, HB95a, JRLS95, NSC96, BBAN+99, BG98, CSA+97, DSG98, DBOM98, GL+99, HME+98, KKG+98, KGHG98, KKLA97, Nei98, PSB98, RRK97, SHPB99, SG99b, VKIH98, ZCOP99].
WAMS96, YSM+95, FGA+96, KA95, HPKL97, NTAN98, VC97].
Sequestered [DFD+99]. sequestering [GD98]. sequesters [LTE+96].
Sequestration [HHR+99, KSL+95, PW98]. Ser [FIC+97]. SERCA2
[JLC98]. Serine [KND+97, MCC+98, YTY+99, YTO+99, ZC99, OCS+95,
TKVC95, BCWA97, MOY+98]. Serine/Arginine [YTO+99].
Serine/Arginine-rich [YTO+99]. Serine/Threonine [KND+97, ZC99].
serotype [PPW+95]. Serp1 [YHS+99]. Sertoli [MSF+99b]. Serum
[KGF+97]. Serum. [KGF+97]. serves [SFNRH95, KLM+98, YHK+97].
SET [KKFN+95]. several [FHV+96, MFMW95]. severe [PLM+96].
Severing [AYMB99]. Sex [KGS98]. Sex-limited [KGS98]. SFT
[GYWR97]. SH2 [HIWL97]. SH3
[ABE+98, BLL+96, EKK+96, GKM+96, KSK+99b, SRRB95, WKRB96].
SH3P12 [MNS+99]. SH3P9 [BDO+97]. Shaker [SG97]. Shape
[KB+99, CMHT96, EDB+96, GKC+96, Ord99, SWK+99, SJ99]. Shaping
[KTAX98]. share [AM95b, PSH+98]. shared [JWH96, CRGW98]. Shares
[WKL+99]. Sch [GTP+99, CRYC99]. She4p-like [BBOE98]. shear
[AFFS96, CS99, LKKL97]. Sheath [BGBS98]. Sheaths [MSF+99b].
shedding [GSV+96]. sheets [CFK95]. shift [TNY+95, HCLG99]. Shifters
[Ord99]. shifts [TNY+95]. Shiga [MAT+98]. Shigella
[AAP+95, BMG+99a, BGL+99, DOP+98, ELL+99, LZX+97, ZPS96]. Shock
[BSA+97, BM96, SFD+96, SRG+96, SSH+98]. short
[DMG96, TCSG96, SWX97a]. show [MAG+96, HD99, SRCC97]. Showing
[MFF97]. Shows [RSS98]. Shr3p [KSL96]. Shuttling
[KDG98, NB97, PFKvD99]. Sialic [TSD+97]. Sialomucin [PFGS95]. Sialyl
[FH99]. Sialylated [FAP+96]. Sialyltransferase [WBG+97]. sickled
[SMB+95]. Sia2p [SMM99]. Side [DSM+98a]. sidearms [SVB+96]. sigma
[DSM+96]. Signal
[CSM+96, HDV+99, MJBR98, NBW96, VJHR96, BTTB96, BGR+95,
GHP+96, GG95a, GK96, HG95a, MRvD+95, MLJM95, MTLW95, MXSRB96,
RC96, RLCM96, RCKS95, SPMB+96, TKVC95, THP96, WNB+95, YJB+95,
BPD99, BAH+98, BHC99, BF97a, CS98, GRS+99, IW97, IJB+97, KRB98,
KBC99, MGB+98, PHN+98, SM97, SBS+98, SDDV97, WS97, WJWM+98].
signal-1 [WNB+95]. Signal-dependent [BHC99]. signal-mediated
[GG95a]. Signaling [BR+99, HSM98, JGCS97, MI99, SDvD9+98, WAV98,
BZB+96, BKP+95, FFGG96, FFvG95, HSK+96, HMM+95, KZKS96,
LZC+95, LYT96, MTC+95, OP96a, PLR+95, PH96, SVD96, TYSV+96,
TD95, dPSMNS95, ANT+97, ABL98, BCWA97, Car99, CRYC99,
EIIM+98, FLO+99, FR9S98, GKO99, GGPG99, GZC+99, GT98, HPL99,
HKI+99, HPS98, HMM+98, HFL97, JLM99, JWFS99, LTR+97, LAS+97,
LYN+98, MNR+98, MFBK99, MDK+99, MP98, MM97b, N99, NBS+98,
OTQM98, OWD+99, PHN+98, RPS99, REC97, SLW+99, SRA+99, VWG+97,
WYL+99, WWO+98, XCLM98, SGR97, vdB+95]. signalings [OIT+95].
Signals [CLK95, SW95, BS95a, HKC+95, MWO96, MBB96, MBRN95,
NDBR95, ND96, PR95, TD95, VYB95, VXBH95, WWP+96, BINRM97,

Similar

[KMI+97, CGM+95, EDB+96, LBL95, DMMS98, GS99, NMH+98, PSH+98].

Similarities [RFVCM+99]. Similarity [FFH+98]. simple [LLK+95, LO96, EKS97, HPY+98]. Simplex [SEH97b]. Simply [HVL+99].

Simpson [CGS+99, GKS+98]. Simultaneous [HFP98a, CGSP95]. Single [FPR97, BSJ95, DH96, SOH+95, SL96, TMDD96, BWWT97, CWT+98, DCL98, FHS+97, FSP98, QPH+98, RE97, SNT+98, VPM+98].

single-base [DH96]. Sir3 [CPL+95, GLF+96]. Sir4 [CPL+95, GLF+96]. Sister [MPT+98]. Sisyphus [DSG95]. Site [BGH+97, CP95, EKK+96, ETF95, GDR95, IM96, LKWG96, LWB+95, NHB+95, PKR95, RD96a, SHG96, TGG95, TKM+96, WHH96, BSW+98, DKN+97, GRTB97, HTW97, KMS+98, LPD+99, MVM+99, STG+99, SV98, TSD+97, YHMS+98, YAD97, ZCWB+98]. site-dependent [RD96a].


Situ [LCD+98, DC96a, HAS+96, SHS96, TGL+98]. six [BLC95]. size [BMS95, CMHT96, HAS+96, SS95a, FR98, FJ98, GH99, GR97, GBW+98, HSW+98].

size-fractionation [BMS95]. sized [YvEH+95, EFM99, EF98, SB97].

Skeletal [BDO+97, DBC+99, NM79, CRG+95, CLT+95, FWH96, GAT+96, HK+96, KAT+95, KWK+96, PPF96, SBS96, WHM+96, YRM+96, ANT+97, FCTS99, LMA+97, NKK+99, PSS+98, PVA+98, PF+97, PFAA98, RPK97, SGG+99, SJF+97, TTA+99, ZB+97].


Sla2/Huntingtin [EGK+99]. SLC [CBM+98]. Sleep [GCE+97].


[BMB97, CRMB95, GMC+95, SLM+95, WSB+95]. **SNAP-25**

[BMB97, GMC+95, SLM+95, WSB+95]. **SNARE**

[BMB97, CGM+99, CHW+99, CBTZ98, DBE98, IKT+96, LCW+98, NOR+96, POR+97, SLSW96, UNPW98, UvM+99, vMNS97, LRAB99]. **SNAREs** [HKO+98, UvM+99, WSB+95, vMNS97]. **SNF** [RMY97], **snRNP** [BRJP96, KGGK99, PWK+96]. **Snrportin** [PIB+99]. **SOD1** [ZiTA+97]. **Sodium** [HCPW+99, PBB+96, JDK97, WS98].

**Sodium/Calcium** [HCPW+99]. **SO11** [BF97b]. **Solely** [MSM99].

**solidissima** [VSRP97]. **solubility** [HE96, LO96]. **soluble** [BK96, HDK96, KMOO95, RROA95, RW95, HAB+99, HPD+97, LHS97b, SZNS98]. **Solutes** [SBV97]. **solvent** [Cun95]. **Somatic** [SVH+98]. **Sonic** [FK99]. **Sorted**

[vIH98, DMM+98, KKG95, vVDF99, SMCE97, SDHM99, TBD99]. **Sonic** [FK99]. **Sorting** [SB+99]. **Source** [BMPP99]. **Spx17** [KKAN+96]. **Sp100** [SJW97]. **Spa2p** [AL97]. **Space** [KQB+98]. **spacing** [RSR96].

**Spans** [GTC+98]. **Spatial**

[FPRL97, FN98, MSD+98, VvdKMvD99, BGR+95, BMS+97]. **spatiotemporal** [GEJ+95]. **SPB** [AK99, AK99, DK96]. **Spc110p** [GBK96]. **SPC4** [CCR96]. **Spec42p** [DK96]. **SPC6** [CCR96]. **SPC7** [CCR96]. **Spc72p** [CYH98]. **Spc97p** [MUS98]. **Spc98p** [MUS98, TCMB98].

**SPD** [DK96]. **Special** [dBCS98]. **Specialization** [PCD+98].

**Specializations** [ZGYS99]. **Specialized** [DFD+99, BSM+99, CTB+97].

**Species** [SB+99, BK96, RHF+96, SFSV95, FST99, TSL+98].

**species-specific** [RHF+96]. **Specific**

[CCMC97, EELF+95, KAFB99, LDF+95a, MGB+97, MAW98, MOY+98, QPH+98, BEG+95, BLB+96, BRJP96, BFS+95, BSMH95, CGJ+95, DRR96, FLPS95, GPRS+95, KEJ97, Knu95, LKWG96, L95, MHLB96, MDS95, MM96, NMHS95, NKL+95, OABD+96, RD96a, RHF+96, SSY+96, SHY+96, SNL96, SSB+95, SSB6, TOT+96, TLF+95, TALM96, TKM+96, VLX+96, WLD+98, XGR95, XJM+95, YTY+99, ZB98, vLST+96, BSM+99, BGM+98, DKL5+99, GBvN+98, HW98, IRW+99, JBRA98, KRPC99, LSH+99, LSL99, LMW99, MCJK98, MTK+98, OTS98, RFK+97, SKR+98, SMW+99, SFS+99, AESW+97, AGP+98, BWN+99, CAS+98, CEZA97, GKP+97, GKS+98, KCV+98, KFL+98, KGS98, LWS+97a, LNH+98, MSL+98a, NOS+97, NMNL98, TOB+99, TYY+99, WDL+98, qXLCH97, ZTH+97].

**specific-related** [TALM96]. **Specifically** [MMN+99, GEW+95, KKFN+95, LVD96, STT+96, SOE+95, ATH+97, EJ99, HPKL97, HRK+98, TDR99].
Spectrin-like [XWK]. Specific [CJH+98, MM97b]. Specificities [MEYPR95, BBL+99b].

Specificity [DBE98, FSDA97, MSMC99, NNSN97, MLO+95, SH95, CMS+97, sHWM+99, SSSS97]. specifies [SHR+95, XML+96]. specify [NBW96, SB99a]. Speckles [WSSB99]. Spectrin [WS98, ZT99, DLGB95, DSM+96, DWS+95, HTKH96, SMB+95, FTB97, KSYA98, MLB98, XWK+97, HMB95b]. spectrin-actin-binding [DWS+95].

Spectrin-like [XWK+97]. spectrin-protein [SMB+95]. Spectrometry [SBS+99, WJH+98]. Sperm [GRB+97, ISR99, AZF96, CCP96, MMS+96b, SOH+95, SFSV95, WS95a, WSG+95, RSM98, TGLT+97, WWM+98, YPM97].


Sphingomyelin [FNH99, vIZKH97]. Sphingomyelinase [FNH99]. Sphingolipids [ZN95a]. Sphingosine-1-Phosphate [SN95, dS98a, DK96, EPVV96, GSB].

Spermatids [VY99, MLB98]. spiral [FGA96]. Spirogyra [SX95]. Spisula [VSRP97]. splic [KB+95, SYOH95, GBvDN+98, GF97, LSM+98, OTS98].

splice-proone [SYOH95]. Spliced [BRJP96, AK95, BMG+95, JBD+95, LBCB96, PJL+95, BGM+98, FPF+99, iMOeM+97, ZBW+97]. Splicing [KDBW97, WLD+98, YTO+99, BJH+96, HS96, NRS95, JXM+95, ZL99a, BRP+97, CMS+97, DW97, GCKC+97, JVRNM99, TFS+99, WSSB99].


Sprouting [PURB98]. squamous [ICW+96, LCC+95]. squid [MGRS96].

SR [WLD+98, CMS+97, KBD99, MCC+98, NRS95]. src [GLS96, MMATe96, RVD+95, TNY+95, ABE+98, CCS+98, CRG+95, CGSP95, DOP+98, FCMN97, FUB+96, HR99, LPM+98, LFB96, PHA+98, PRV98, YTY+99]. Src-mediated [DOP+98]. src/Microtubule [AARS+97]. SRP [OBW98].

CCBL98, OMS97, HFSHK96, SWW+95, CNG98, CLH+99, GBFL+98, KR98a, RM97, SHC+97, SNK+97, TWP98. Stabilize [ZKS+99].


Stacking [SW99]. stacks [AMJM95, MW95b, RMWW95]. Stage [KTD+97, MZN97, NMHS95, GOT96, MKI+96, CLF+97a, DDM98, GPKH99, GSK+99, LNH+98, RLMC99].

Stage- [NMHS95, LNH+98]. stages [MW96, RRHB96, LTMR97, NZ97]. stain [VE95, BWWT97]. Staining [LSB98, NKI+95].

Stalk [YLB+97]. starfish [OS+96, SOH+95, CRM+97]. Starvation [BSh99]. Stat5 [JWFS99]. State [HFP98a, CRG+95, TNY+95, TT96, TEL+95, GF97, IIM+99, TLF+97, TWS97, WTM+99, YK097, LDH+98]. States [CAH+99, LRG+98].


Steering [SEBF98]. Stem [BMPP99, BHD+97, FPM+95, OSK+96, HKJ+99, PGP+99, PHM+98, SFD+98]. Step [FKNM97, GACM+95, MGY+95, TMDD96, DEPR97, DLK+99, HNC98, KDK+99, RDP+99, SYT97]. Steps [BML+97, CSY+95, JRLS95, MF96a, SKR+98, VWO99, WNB97].

Stepwise [SF+98]. stereochemical [GJ95a]. Steric [LHDC95]. sterigmata [FT95].

Stimulate [KJR+98]. Stimulated [NCW+99, CW96, DPC+96, EKPK95, MBD+96, FGS95, STP96, BL99, DSM+97, EBR96, NJB+98, PHN+98].

stimulates [ASY96, HTS+95, MBS95, RD96, CSA+97, CS97b, IOS+97, OS98, TWSD98, WLF99]. stimulating [SRR96a, PH+98, WDL+98].

Stimulation [BMC+99, BMB97, CMS98, GHJJ95, MLW+95, SV96, SR96, WSG+98, BSK96, CGSP95, LD95, BKJL+98, MAE+97, SLPE+98, XZMD97].

Stimulator [GYRWR97]. Stimulatory [SZS98]. Stimulus [LDH+98].


Store [LCD+98, EKF+97, HFL97, ZOS+97]. Store-operated [HFL97]. Stores [HFP98a, BCC+95, MP98]. Stræ8 [OABD+96]. Strains [KD97b]. strand [DH96, RRBB99].

Stranded [DC97, CTB+97, EJ97]. Strands [FSFT98, FST99, SFS+99]. strategy [MHBL96, SCPW98]. stratified [LYC+95, HPY+98]. Strength [MLA+97]. strengthening [DWS+95, YNG98].


stressed [VTG+96]. Stresses [ODJ99]. striated [BZB+96, HW96b, MGA+96, GCLM98, YPB+98]. string [BMLM96].

stripped [MZA96]. stroma [CAS96]. Stromal [RL99, CLR+96, OK96, MNM+98, OTL+97]. Stromelysin
[LGM+97, MLN+98]. Stromelysin-1 [LGM+97]. Stromelysin-3 [MLN+98].

strong [TNY+95, IIM+99]. Strongly [NWM+97]. Structural [HHM+98, HCAW95, JSN98, KK+97, KLL+97, LMF98, MDS95, OT97, ADP+95, BHDW95, DMS+95, DWS+95, HGP+95, KSP95, KAP95, MFB+95b, PKR95, SW95, THT+95, UPAS95, XJM+95, GDC97, LWS99, MCBE98, RGS99].

Structurally [TBD+99, VvZ99, cXP97]. Structure [BGH+97, CTB+97, CFK95, LvSc†+96, MSP97, SJSJ95, WBSN97, WC97b, CMWL96, EDB†+96, HKS†+96, LHM†+96, MC95, OGS+96, OP96a, PLZ+95, PFF+95, RCC+96, RHF+96, RFN96, SBSG96, SFSV95, SR95, VSGF96, WHP+96, XHUC96, ACF+97, ASACF98, ALM97b, BKM+98, FKM+99, GWLH98, HSV98, HST+98, HMCL97, ISN+99, JP98, JBA98, JM97b, JOPM98, LMM+99, LRC+99, LL98b, MCBE98, MCS+97b, NLMK+97, OAB+98, RSB+99, SG97, SJZW97, SE99, VL99, WJWM+98].

structure-function [OP96a, RCC+96]. structures [BZB+96, DSGF95, KvEdV+96, NRM+96, SLS†+96, SJ95, SRRB95, WFSO+96, CLF+97b, DSM†+97, ISM97, LRG+98, MS99, NLM+98, RM97, Sal99, SMZ+98].

Stu2p [CYH98, WH97]. studied [GJ95a, MMF95, HMCL97, SNT+98]. Studies [HHTT95, HB95, LDCB95, MBS96a, CBTZ98, HT98, MNGK+98]. Study [HFP98a, MAT+98, OP96a, LHS97a]. Sub [vH98]. Subapical [IS+98].

Subcellular [SBS+99, CGM+95, DMM+96, DG96, GMF95, KSG96, LBC96, MF96b, SW+96, ALVM98, GF97, LMF98, TFS+99, YDF98].


subjected [AGB+96]. submandibular [KKD+95, YHMS+98].

Submembrane [SRV+97]. submolecular [WMR+96]. Subnuclear [YLD97, FC95, LvSc†+96, CMS+97]. subplasmalemmal [CGVS+96, EKF+97]. Subsequent [YHS+99, KRMA96]. subset [BSJ+95, CBB+96, GHP+95, NSR95]. Subspecies [SSI+97, SKY+98].

Substitutions [QPH+98]. Substrate [AARS+97, AKF95, BGB+95a, SHT+95, SZB+95, TK95, CMC+98, FMM+98, KKS99, MLB98, NWM+97, SDC+97, SEBF98, TYK+98].

Substrate-1 [CMC+98]. substrates [AGB+96, GHP+96, KKG95, BSS+97].

substratum [DNC+95, NYN+95]. Substructure [YMD99].

Substructures [GG96]. Subtle [GMS97].

Subunit [LAW+98, MSP97, RdPRW98, SPV+99, SBG+98, XML+96, BDvZW95, EPVV96, FB+95, GJH95, GBG+95, GLB+95, HWC+96, KKD+95, KK95, LHK+96, LHM+96, MWT+96, MTL95, OBW98, PR95, SLT+96, SOE+95, SFSV95, SCK+95, SCKG95, SEC+95, TCM96, TEL+95, WGR+95, WHH96, WMR+96, WMC+95b, WVVD95, BPD99, BF97a, BKN+97, BENV97, EFB+98, EFK+98, EMIL99, FKO+98, JDR97, KRH98, KLS+98, KFO+99, MSW+98, MAW98, MB97, PBJ+98, RHW+98, TYY+99].

Subunits [AAM+98, RP97, TB99, WDV+97, BWG95, DMP+96, ISFB+96, PPF96, SW+96, TEL+95, GAPG97, JW+99, KTM98, RDS+99, TLF+97].
Successful [VWK95]. Sudden [KR99]. sufficient [BLBB95, KDvFP96, LBCB96, MKXY95, PNM95, AL97, CFS98, CCBL98, KJR98]. Suggest [SZBB98]. suggests


[TNC96, RRA97]. Synapses [HY98, KBSW95]. Synapsin [THT95, CGB95, RLC96, TTT99]. Synapsis [BMS97]. Synaptic [BDS97, KHN97, KI96, PT97, RLC96, SHH97, CGB95, DOK95, GYS95, GHF95, GK96, PICT96, SJ95, TMDD96, UHJ96, WSEB95, CAS97, FHK97, FM99, JMM98, JL98, NTH98, NBJ99, SFR98, TTT99, WNB97, YHO98, ZC99]. Synaptic-like [SH99]. Synaptobrevin [PT97, RGS96, WNB97]. synaptobrevins [CGM95]. synaptogenesis [AHCC95, CJG95]. synaptogyrin [SJ95]. synaptoneval [SR95, TMP99, YPB98]. Synaptophysin [PT97, HKL96]. Synaptopodin [MNM97]. Synaptotagmin [SEB99].
Targeting-defective [LJC97]. Targets
[NCV+98, OHH+95, CJR+97, DSvDH+98, KQB+98, KKT+98, PNEH98].

TATA [BBOB96, JMTCF96, PRB99, WRC99]. TATA-binding

Taxol [TALM96]. Taxol-dependent [TALM96]. TC4
[CKS+95, PWK+96, CRLM96]. TCR [SLPE98]. Tctex
[PKBHK97]. Tctex-2 [PKBHK97]. Tctex1 [HOCK98]. Tectal
[VZNR98]. tectorin [KLMR95]. Telencephalic [MHM+97].

Telomerase [FC95, HSLB99, Lan97]. Telomere [HSLB99, HAS+96, SWS+96, BMS+97].

Telomeres [BMS+97, GLF+96, SB99b]. telomeric [CPL+95, LvSC+96].

telophase [MAM95]. temperature [DBvdBS95, LGdC95, DSG+97].

temperature-sensitive [DBvdBS95, LGdC95, DSG+97]. Template
[ALM97b]. Templates [RV98].

Teratoma [BFL+97]. Terminals [DSVL+98, THT+95]. Terminates [HCH97].

terminal [ACHG95]. Terminal
[vtHR97, AAB+97, BPA+97, BL95, DGS95, FKN97, HAS95, HPL97, HG95, K97, LD95b, MBA97, M98, MDD+98, MSH+97, NCZ+95, OGS+96, OWD+99, SAR+99, SWK+99, SKC97, TNFK+98, WRG98, DW97, sHWM+99, JL98, KDK+99, KRG98, MAC+97, NBJ+99, PUR98, SHP98, SJF+97, VTHAA99, BL96, CGJ+95, FV96, GF97, HSL95, H98, KBB+97a, LCM+95, MAS+95, FHX+95, PL96, TNFK+98, TSS+95a, WHM+96, ZL96].

Terminals [DSVL+98, THT+95]. Terminates [HCH97]. terminal
[ACHG95]. Terminal
[vtHR97, AAB+97, BPA+97, BL95, DGS95, FKN97, HAS95, HPL97, HG95, K97, LD95b, MBA97, M98, MDD+98, MSH+97, NCZ+95, OGS+96, OWD+99, SAR+99, SWK+99, SKC97, TNFK+98, WRG98, DW97, sHWM+99, JL98, KDK+99, KRG98, MAC+97, NBJ+99, PUR98, SHP98, SJF+97, VTHAA99, BL96, CGJ+95, FV96, GF97, HSL95, H98, KBB+97a, LCM+95, MAS+95, FHX+95, PL96, TNFK+98, TSS+95a, WHM+96, ZL96].

Testicular [GEJ+95, DC97]. Tectical
[ACP+97]. Tetrahymena [CMHT96, C97a, GCB+95]. Tetraplex
[BS+97]. Tetraspan [YMAC+98]. Tetraspanin
[BO99, C98, SB99c].

TFIS [APRB98]. TGF [SK99, BLB+96, DMS+95, DDWM97, ED96, FSAP95, HRD98, LLZ+96, LDC95, MBC98, NMK+97, SJF+97, ZOKS99].

LHS96, LSKB95, MRvD+95, MWOB96, MAMJ95, MGS96, NBW96, NNMW96, OSHG+96, OIT+95, PRX+95, PML+96, RSRK96, SK95b, SRG+96, SW95, TSS+95a, VY95, VX95, WNB+95, ZL96, vGvM95, AKLME98, ABE+98, BSH99, CC98, CLH+99, ESM+97, FWBSO97, GRS+99, GGL+98, HMB+98, HT98, shWM+99, KSK99, KSK97, LHS97a, LJC97, MWF+99, MWB98, PRB99, PYL98, RLM98, SHPB99, SVM+99, SL97, SNK+99, TSSR98, TYY+99, WC98, WRdVC97, KIT+97].
[KEJ97, AHBW96, BFS+95, FJT+95, HKS+96, LWB+95, SRR96b, SS8+95, TLF+95, TKM+96, AEGW+97, EvdEvdI+97, GSJ98, KFL+98, KZS+98, LNH+98, NMK+97, NOS+97, OFM+98, SJF+97, TXSC98, ZBG99, ZOKS99].

**tissue-** [TKM+96].  **Tissue-specific** [KEJ97, BFS+95, SSB+95, TLF+95, KFL+98, LNH+98].  **Tissue-type** [GSJ98].  **Tissues** [OZF+99, BFP+96, FHV+96, GCM+95, LLK+95, RGS+96, TMS+95, GWJ+97].  **Titin** [TGL+98, HHTT95, OGS+96, GTC+98, LRC+99, MSA98].  **Tm4sf** [TH99].  **TNF** [MBD+96, VHF97, CIK+99, DCF98, HDV+99, VHF97].  **TNF-** [CIK+99].  **TNF-induced** [HDV+99].  **TNF/LT-** [DCVF98].  **TNFalph** [KvEdV97].  **Tobacco** [MB99, MBR95, SGS95, RKB97].  **Tox34** [SS98].  **Together** [Ste97].  **Tom** [ATH+99, RN99, VLD97].  **Tom20** [SSS99a].  **Tom40** [RN99].  **Tomogropic** [SRR+99].  **Tomosyn** [LRAB99].  **Tonsillar** [CAS96].  **Tooth** [MLLT95, MMT95].  **Topogenesis** [GSA99].  **Topogenic** [CLT+96, WS97].  **Topoisomerase** [RHF+96, GAC+95, MG96].  **Topoisomerases** [MKS+97].  **Topology** [MBdV96, MSP97, SG97, LHK+96, WS96, MS98, ZP98].  **Touch** [APG+96].  **toxicity** [MG96, HSW+98, LRS+98].  **Toxin** [LR98, MAT+98, LCM+95, MBS96a, NIM95, AFG+98, MSW+98, OF98, WJWM+98, ZLL+98].  **Toxoplasma** [KQ8+98].  **TPM1** [DBBB95].  **TPM2** [DBBB95].  **Tpr** [BBP+98, CRRF97, STF98].  **Traced** [KBI+99].  **Trachomatis** [SFH96].  **Tracking** [ACSN98, SNT+98].  **Tracks** [PYM+98].  **tract** [BSIJ95, MFMW95].  **tract-binding** [MFMW95].  **Tractin** [HJJ97].  **Traction** [ODJ99].  **TRA2** [HDV+99].  **TRA2-mediated** [HDV+99].  **Traffic** [BPWS98, HE96, AHCC95, FPW95, FLPS95, LSCM+95, PCY95, Sch96, SNCH95, GFH+98, HME+98, jLC97, POR+97, PCD+98, SPS+97a].  **trafficked** [SFH96].  **Trafficking** [BMG+99a, BM99, FNH99, YSK95, CS96a, GKV+95, GM95, LCK5, RJ95, SKR96, AKCC99, BHC99, CHW+99, CSEM99, DSG98, DBL+99, EGS+98, GMS+98, GSL+98, KBC99, LTM+97, LSM98, LCW+98, MSL+97, SMS+98, WG99, YLD97, ZSP+98].  **TRAIL** [MAK97].  **TRAIL-induced** [MAK97].  **TRAM** [VJR96].  **Trans** [MM99b, AS96, CSA+97, JMS97, KHHS97, MR95, WGR+95, WBG+97, HDK99, KBC99].  **Trans-dominant** [HDK99].  **Trans-Golgi** [MM99b, AS96, WGR+95].  **trans-most** [MR95].  **Transactivation** [HDV+99, SSS+98].  **transbilateral** [BPWS98].  **Transcript** [BAC97, ISM97].  **Transcription** [ABAA98, BDZ95, BSAJ97, TB99, BB+96, GBSO96, HTS+95, HWS96, LLN+95, PSBB96, RACH96, SS95a, WS95b, XJM+95, ADB98, CTB+97, FWBSO97, HDES98, IRW+99, KGA+97, KWN+99, MSH+98, MCC+98, SRA+99, YJHW98, VdKMvD99, WSSB99].  **Transcription-dependent** [BDZ95, BB+96].  **Transcriptional** [BHJ+97, BFP+96, LMMO96, SP96, SJA96, JLI98, QWS+98].  **transcriptionally** [OMW+96].  **transcripts** [KBSW95, MFMW95, TMS+95].  **transcytosis** [CSM+96, vGVM95, DFD+97].  **Transcytotic** [vIZK97, YSK95, GFM+98].  **Transduced** [IAS+98].  **Transducer**
[BAH+98]. transduction [BTTB96, BGR+95, CSM+96, HG95a, RSC96, YJB+95, SM97, SBS+98, WJWM+98]. transendothelial [WAMS96, TCS98]. transepithelial [BWF+96]. Transected [KGW+95, EELF+95, LR96, WBG+97]. Transfection [LMC+98]. Transfer [SPBCM97, KE98, SB+96, MAE+97, QBvD+98, SPL+97]. transferase [WSW95, DNC+95]. Transferrin [CAR+97, JGD+96, SSF+95, DvD95, GM95, MLJM95, SK95a, OT97, SHIH97, WBS+98]. Transferrin-binding [SSF+95]. Transferrin-like [DvD95]. transformation [HAS+96, MSB+97, NMK+97, SPS97b, SSS+99b]. transformed [KCD+95, TALM96, VTT+96, WX99]. Transforming [AM95b, EHM+95, ZM+95, DMS+95, GWLH98, NGMR97, SBPR+98, SKS99]. transgene [AHBW96, BSK96, XGR95]. Transgenic [CRM+96, ADP+95, BSK96, BGG+96, BFP+96, CLT+95, CCMG97, DSwOl+96, FWH96, KAT+95, KMOO95, LMMO96, LDC95, REdC95, TLF+95, TEL+95, HCLG99, KKT+98, KMS+98, LNH+98, MFBK99, MNG+98, PC98, SATW98, YNM+99, ZhTA+97]. Transglutaminase [AKP95, KSS+95, NGMR97, NMNL98]. Transglutaminase-catalyzed [AKP95]. Transglutaminase-dependent [NGMR97]. Transient [DLC98, WPLK95, BZBA99, ZS98]. transients [KJBM+96]. Transit [RL09, MNL96]. Transition [LARH97, STK+98, ABN96, STT+96, TMM+95, KB95, ZKSB96, BSRG99, EOAS+98, MBOC97, SYT97]. Transitional [RSP+99]. Transitions [MPL+97]. Translation [VTG+96, YCR+98, GMGGD98, KBC99, PWD+99]. Translational [SBV97, GGC96]. Translocase [BSRG99, CIRG99, VL99]. Translocase-1 [BSRG99]. Translocating [MDS96]. Translocation [FUB+96, AWS96, BM96, CGVS+96, GPRS+95, LD95, LS95b, MKLS96, MMB95, MSG96, MLO+95, NMHS95, RRRA95, ST96, SRR96b, SRR+96, STVR95, BATP99, HOS+97, HRA+98, KRH98, KGA+97, LBB98, Mah96, MVM+99, MJBR98, N297, SSI+97, SKY+98, SSS+98, SVMB97, YNM+99]. Translocon [CS97b, GBS99]. Transmembrane [CWM97, OZF+99, RW95, KP96, KSR96, LHK+96, MTLW95, SNS96, SPMB+96, SOR+96, BH98, HTM+98, JMD+98, LNR98, MS89, OTS98, OBW98, PGD+97, RPE+97, TH99]. Transmigration [MPL+98, WMR+98]. Transmission [HGB98, GCE+97, OPB98, TTT+99]. transmitter [UHH+98]. Transplacental [GJB+98]. Transplantation [BMP99, RRA97, VWK+95, VRK+96]. Transport [AAD+97, CDH+98, HRdR98, KSO97, LAW+98, LR98, MBS96a, MAT+98, MSMC99, MXSR96, NAS+98, PdHTV99, PB98, RCD99, SME98, SYB95, VCG99, WBSN97, ZTW+97, vWDG+95, AB95, AGPG96, ABRB95a, BDE+95, Dv95, EKP95, FTH96, GBN95, GG95a, HkL96, HW96a, JLRS95, KLW+96, KWC96, KSL96, LHS96, MWL+96, MKE+95, MMB95, MJ96, MH95b, MGR96, NOR+96, NH95, NAV96, PAV+96, RSR+96, SLL96, SSS+96, SOR+95, SRG+96, SDTE95, VJHR96, WHM+96, WLR96, WFB+96, YNOH95, YSK95, YKRS96, YSB96, AYP+99, AEVB98,
ANK97, AFHS99, Bar97, BRAM97, BGN+97, CES+98, DRE97, DSP97, DSC+99, GE97, GDB+98, GYRWR97, HW98, HOS+97, HCM+97, HME+98, HSB98, IJB+97, JD97, JH97, KC99, KR98, KS98, KB99b, KBF+98, LN99, LL+99, LRS+98, LLS098, MSW+98, MWL97, MZL97, MCRB97, OMS98, PWW98, PSH+98, PMRB+99. **Transport** [RPY+99, RPE+97, SWS97b, SWO+99, SEH97b, SBD+99, SS98, TPMB97, WRC+99, WJM+99, YHO+98, ZH97, ZhTA+97, ZLL+98, vM97]. **transport-deficient** [MKB+95]. **Transported** [MM99b]. **transporter** [EM96, HLSM95, MTL+96, SS+96, SV96, VY95, WS96, HOS+97, SGM+97, SL97]. **transporters** [PXR+95, LE97]. **Transportin** [KBD99, SEK+97]. **Transportin-mediated** [SEK+97]. **Transportin-SR** [KBD99]. **transports** [NSYK+95]. **trapping** [GTL+96]. **Travel** [IMS+98]. **Travels** [BM99]. **Treadmill** [The97]. **Treadmilling** [SB99d, WSS97]. **treated** [DKD+96, LCK95]. **Treatment** [SKA+96, KGMF95, ZPL+98]. **triadin** [CFC+95]. **triads** [PPF96, FCTS99]. **Trichinella** [FG+96]. **trigger** [MKXY95, SM+98]. **Triggered** [RHP99, RC98, RFVCM+99]. **triggering** [CQB+96, CBM+98, CRMB95, OSH+96]. **Trigger** [NNSN97, DZC+96, DSC+95, KSVZ95, LG97, MSB+97]. **Triggered** [RC98, RFVCM+99]. **Triggering** [CQB+96, CBM+98, CRMB95, OSH+96]. **Trimerized** [VHF97]. **trimers** [DPHW96, MPSC98]. **trinucleotide** [TMS+95]. **Triorganellar** [BHC99]. **Tripartite** [BGL+99]. **Triphosphatase** [CNG98]. **triphosphate** [MBM95, NH95]. **triphosphate-binding** [NH95]. **Triphosphatase** [FSM+99, TT96, WS95a, YHMS+98, IMK99, PFP97]. **TrkA** [ABP+98, BKK+97, CDRB+96, RDM+96, EKPK95, SC97]. **Trophic** [FJ98]. **Trophicelastin** [DBOM98]. **Tropomodulin** [GF95]. **Tropomyosin** [DBBB95, PSB98, GF95, KSM96, WLML95]. **Tropomyosin-containing** [PSB98]. **Tropomyosin** [MAB98, MGA+96, KAFB99, TWiK+99]. **TRPC3** [ZOS+97]. **truncation** [NWPW95, WF96, GH99, SJF+97, SBGR98, WR98]. **Truncation** [BL96]. **Trypanosoma** [BCWA97, MGB+97, RFK+97, SSF+95, WCV+97]. **Trypanosoma** [BCWA97, MGB+97, RFK+97, SSF+95, WCV+97]. **Trypanosoma** [RSP+95, RROA95]. **trypanosome** [RSR+96]. **trypanosomes** [RSP+95, RROA95]. **Tryptophan** [BSH99]. **Tsetse** [RFK+97]. **Tub4p** [MAM96, SGG96]. **tubular** [CBB+95, KLS+99, TGW99]. **tubular** [CFK95, FSH+99]. **tubular** [BN95, KvEdV+96, MW95b, SJ95, FHW97]. **Tubule** [DC97, SP+97a, TPM+99, WFS97]. **Tubules** [BD9+97, FGA+98, MWL97, YP98, PWZ97, WH+96]. **Tubulin** [GCC96, MNN+99, MJ96, SAI99, SGG96, TLF+97, CLS96, ES96, FTH96, GCB+95, LT96, MJ96, OWM+99, SJ95, SS95b, DZ+98, FND99, KR99, LSH+99, MGI98, MA98, MS98, NMH+98, TC98, VSR97]. **Tubulogenesis** [PBA+97]. **tubulovesicular** [WS95, PKCS98]. **Tumor** [DC98, GKO99, TTY98, SKP+97, TSC+98, LCK95, LGD95, MF96b, MB+96, NAP+96, SBR+96, TSS+95b, MCS+97a, MGB+97, SP97b, SEH+97a, SB99c, VHF97, VWG+97]. **Tumor-suppressor** [SEH+97a]. **tumorigenesis** [LLR95]. **tumorigenicity** [SGY+96]. **Tumors**
[SEH+97a]. TuRC [MGIZ98]. Turn [KRGA98]. turning [TK95]. Turnover [CLS+97, RL99, RAA+97, The97, FHV+96, HSK+96, LCK95, ASP+97, WSS97]. tweezers [SK95a, SNT+98]. Twinfilin [GDL98]. twinstar [GBW+95]. Twist [MPCW97]. Two [ARM+95, BOS+97, BL99, BS97, DPM+97, JMS97, LRG+98, LBCB96, MKLS96, MML96, NCZ+95, PBT+95, SSB96, BBOB96, CFK95, CS96a, DFC+96, ES96, HKC+95, JRL95, KKAN+96, KI96, MBRN95, NK+95, NSC96, OWA95, PXR+95, SSN96, ST96, SZB+95, ZPS96, vdBLCvM96, ALM97b, BBL+99b, BVKP98, BF97b, BGN+97, DSM+98a, HH98, HIJJ97, JR98, LRG+98, MBW+99, MWF+99, OW+99, RDS+99, SWS97a, SDHM99, TTT95, TCV+98, UvMJ+99, WNB97, vMNS97].

Two-dimensional [MML96, CFK95, DFC+96]. two-hybrid [SZB+95].

Type [FCTS99, FHY99, GW+97, KSY97, LGdC95, NCW+99, RST+99, TOSE+98, YF99, ZOKS99, BPS99, BLL+96, BH98, GSJ98, GLF+96, GGR+96, KdvFP96, KKFN+95, KSK+96, LOD96, LWB+95, MHLB96, MLO+95, MM96, PHO+95, RedC95, SPBCM97, SSTS96, SM95c, YtDH+95, ZL96, dHvPL+95, ABW+98, BNJ99, BGL+99, CMD+98, CJH+98, CIRG99, EvdESvdH+97, ETP+99, FCTS99, GWLB98, GGK97, KGF+97, LEB+97, OTL+97, OF+99, PDS+97b, RKR+97, SJF+97, SSSS97, SEAB+99, TSH+98, WFS+97, WBR+98]. Type-1 [OTL+97], type-specific [MM96]. Types [DFL+99, FHWV97, MKS+97].

typhimurium [MH+95, dPF95]. Typical [CGSY+99]. tyrosinase [BBO96]. Tyrosine [ALM+97a, CCS+98, CH95, FDSA97, GRTB97, KCD95, LKSW98, MN98, SWVR98, AS96, BGB+95a, BKRT95, CDRB+96, FDF96, FWG+96, GJ95a, GHP+96, GLS96, GZK+95, KSR96, LS95a, LDF95b, MWOB96, MBS95, MPW95, MTGY96, MA95, RSRK96, RDM+96, SWB+96, SHT+95, SHPP96, SR96, WQ95, XGC96, YHY+95, ZL95a, ZMG96b, ALCC99, BALL98, BATP99, BB99, BSM+99, CWMD97, DP98, HIWL97, KJR+98, LHB+99, LWSL+98, OTS98, OW+99, PRV98, SDFM98, SLN+97, SC97, SBRG98, SH99, SD+97, VCV97, cXP97, ZDK+99].

tyrosine- [MWOB96]. Tyrosine-based [LKSW98, GLS96, BD99].

tyrosine-phosphorylated [CDRB+96].


ubiquitous [CK96, SS95a, GDL98]. ubiquitously [HKL96]. UDP [FDP98, LCP95]. Ultrastructural


Uncapping [SB99b, SJC96]. Unconventional
[HGG+97, MM95a, LM98, LG99, SD98]. Uncovers [MM97a].

underglycosylation [KKG95]. undergo [SSL+95, KCV+98]. undergoing [DH96]. underlie [VBZ96]. Underlies [BHC99]. Undifferentiated
[PHM+98]. Unexpected [hYGYF97]. Unfolded [TGL+98]. Unfolding
[TS99]. unified [DEG+96]. Unique
[SWD+98, PMCT96, BINRM97, NMT97, PWGG98, SSM98, VC97]. unit
[LCB96]. units [LCP95, JP98, LGM98, PFAA98]. unmask
[WHM+96, LZK+97]. Unmyelinated [HSL+99]. Unstable
[NNS97, KTC95, RGS99]. until [FdEP99, MPT+98]. untranslated
[RZZ96, BM98]. Unusual [KQB+98, VSRP97]. up-regulation [SRR96a].

upon [AW96, BM98, CLF+97a, GBBSO96, KGMF95, LHS97b, MMM99a,
NCZ+95, PL96, SLPE+98, TYT+97, ZN95a]. Upregulates [vHGB+97].

Upregulation [IRW+99, RPS+97, SSS+99b]. upstream [BGGR+96].

Uptake [WSG+98, FKS95, HP95, Ssf+95, BJ+99, GJB+98, MGB+97].
urchin [CCP96, MMS+96b, STRM95, WTCV95, WWP+96, HCRS98,
Lsm+98, MS97]. Urokinase [IFIC+97, NCW+99, NCV+98, CNP+95,
DCW+96, KvEdV+96, SM95c, CMD+98, GKO99, WYL+99, YKO97].

Urokinase-Type [NCW+99, SM95c]. Uropod [SALdP+97]. Uropods
[DPF+97]. Us11 [SSRP99]. Us11-Dependent [SSRP99]. Use [CJR+97].

Used [RCE+99]. Uses [LHS97b]. Using [GXE+99, HFP98a, ABN96,
CRLM96, HP95, KE98, KLW+96, MHLB96, MAM95, NIK+95, OMO95,
RSL+96, ASP+97, EKS97, KQB+98, RDP+99, RV98, SSI+97, WKL97].

Usol [SLSW96]. Urophin [DPT+97, GMS97]. Uropphin-deficient
[DPT+97, GMS97]. UV [HWF96, MRM+98].

V [NY+95, BLLB95, EKSC98, GLD+96, GZC+99, JH96, LCS96, MBS+96b,
PHU+95, SAC+98, WMR+98, ZMM+95, DNC+95, GBN95, GSP+98,
MHLB96, PT97, RKR+99, SHPB99, WBR+98, CRG+95, NQR+96, POR+97,
TKVC95, UNPW98, UvM+99, vMNS97]. v-fos [JH96]. V-like [GSP+98].

V-src [NY+95]. V159N [BD98]. v3 [JBD+95, BJS+95]. VA [BR99].
[DBE98, GHS98, CS96, MBRR95, NCS95, PHS95, VE95, vWDG+95,
BS99, GVB+98, KQB+98, RSD98, SMCE97, UNPW98, WCW98].

vacuolating [LHM+96, CHH97]. Vacuolation [AFG+98]. Vacuole
[BOS+97, BPW98, PBS97, VG99, XMMW97, CF95, HMSK95, HCW96,
HDK96, NWPW95, NCS95, OSHG+96, SK95b, SDTE95, XW96, CCG98,
DRE97, HC97, KSOK97, SBO97, SHL97, WCW98]. Vacuole/Lysosome
[BOS+97, VG99]. Vacuoles
[Jr98, LGGS97, MW97, SWS97b, UNPW98, UvM+99]. Valency [SLS+99].

Vam3p [DRE97, DEB98]. VAMP [MTL+96, GKN96, RGS+96, AYP+99].

VAMP-2 [MTL+96]. Vamp-7 [AYP+99]. VAMP/ [RGS+96]. Vap
[MFM+95, MB99, ASB+99]. Virus [MB99, PPW+95, BWG95, DPHW96, IM96, KKG96, KGMF95, LNR+96, LGdC95, MXSRB96, SLL96, SPMB+96, SHG96, CTB+97, KKM+97, KSV+99, KS98, LNR98, LWH97, LG99, MM97a, MBDS+98, PDO+99, PBM+99, RLVM98, SEH97b, VPM+98].


WAF1 [FL95], walk [Yvd95+95]. Wall (OB99, LMB+95, MAC96, DAF+97, DH99]. warthog [PAT99]. Wasp [E99, BR98]. WASP-related [BR98]. water [RW95]. water-solubel [RW95]. Wave [GCE+97], waves [LZ+95, MKI+96, BRD99]. WD [CBB+96, WKK+95, ZL95]. WD-repeat [CBB+96, WKK+95], weak [TNY+95]. Weaver [LW96], Web [SCH99]. weight [BKP+95]. Weights [HE+98]. well [MFMW95, RRA95]. Werner [SS99b]. Wheat [ABAAS98]. Where [JL97], Whereas [BGH+97], whey [LDCB95]. which [CLR+96, GEW+95, KGMF95, OCS+95, TN95, LPM+99, VZN98]. while [VL996, LPM+98]. White [BPS99], Whole [PVDA+98], widely [GCM+95, PFL+95, RGS+96, WKR96], widespread [FJ+95], WIF [IMS+99, PCD+98]. Wild
[YF99, GLF⁺96, PHO⁺95, dHvPL⁺95, BNJ99, LEB⁺97, WBR⁺98].


Yarrowia [ESR97, STVR95, TSSR98]. Yeast [BIR96, BPWS98, EGH⁺95, FK95, FWL⁺98, FKNM97, GHS98, HER95, wJTSSL98, KBI⁺99, LRA99, MFL⁺99, MMT⁺96, SBS⁺99, SME98, TOB⁺99, VG99, WH97, XMMW97, ZC99, ZWT⁺97, ABR95, ARM⁺95, BGN⁺96, BM96, CF95, CP95, CMM⁺95, CPL⁺95, CS96b, DBB95, EM96, GKV95, GEK⁺95, GAW⁺96, GDC95, GBN95, HY95, HMS95, HM95, HW96a, HB95a, HDK96, HB95b, IWW95, JRLS95, KTC95, KM95, LR95, LZ95, LK95, LW95, LHS96, MJMS96, MBM95, NRM⁺96, NCS95, RD96b, STN⁺96, SSY⁺96, SH96, SHR⁺95, SSSKR95, SK95b, SOR⁺95, SCK⁺95, SCKG95, SSP95, SFNRH95, SMC⁺96, SCG⁺95, SDTE95, SZB⁺95, dCB95, SVT96, STVR95, VPH95, VHH96, VMN95, VEH95, WKC96, WO96, WMX96, YGK96a, YGK96b, YSC⁺95, ABE⁺98, AL97, ASP⁺97, BSW⁺98, BSD97, BSH99, BBN⁺99, BHHF97, BD97, BD98, BLL⁺96]. Yeast [BS97, BHJ98, BG97, BVKP98, BS97, BW97, CS97a, CDN97, CYH98, CIR99, CYS99, DS98, DS98b, DDRC99, EM98, ELMS98, FHAP98, FN98, FFLP99, GE97, GDL98, GWB⁺99, GCD97, HBS⁺97, HKS97, HTM⁺98, HTW97, JMS97, JB99, KMMC98, KHA⁺99, KWS⁺99, LL97, LL98b, LEB⁺97, LFP98, jLC97, MCM⁺99, MFF97, MW97, MB97, MSL98b, MR98, MUS98, Ne98, NA99, OAB⁺98, OC98, OKB⁺98, PNEH98, PSB98,
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Yes [MKB+99]. Yes-Associated [MKB+99]. yields [FFZ+95], yolk [GHJJ95]. Ypt [JMS97]. Ypt1 [JRLS95, JLR95]. Ypt7p [MW97].
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